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Abstract

This thesis investigates the security of Virtual Network migration. Over the years, virtu-

alization has been used to optimize physical resources and to support businesses infras-

tructure. Virtualization consists in exposing a fraction of a resource for a user to operate.

Virtual Machines are used to host business services like web servers or a backup service.

Network virtualization has not benefited from the same interest from researchers and the

industry. The Software Defined Networking paradigm has introduced new possibilities to

implement network virtualization and provide users with a flexible network, decoupled

from the physical equipment. Virtual Networks are used to interconnect Virtual Machines

and can be configured with specific routing policies or security protocols. In case of a

failure of the resource, either accidental or intentional, the virtualization infrastructure

will migrate the resource to maintain the service provided.

The security of Virtual Machines and their migration is a well-researched topic that

has been widely investigated in the past, while the study of network virtualization and

especially the migration process are only at an early stage. The attack surface of network

virtualization is similar in nature to the virtualization of legacy resources, and presents

an additional aspect because of the use of Software Defined Networking. Indeed, the

decoupling of the data plane and the control plane introduces communications that can be

intercepted and compromised. The motivation of this research is to investigate the security

of the Virtual Network migration process in the context of Software Defined Networking.

In order to do so, we first define the scope of the study and focus on the networking

aspect of the migration. Then, we outline the threat model of the migration process and

devise a detection mechanism against attacks in the virtualization infrastructure. Finally,

we improve the previous mechanism by optimizing the deployment of network monitoring

resources in the infrastructure.

In the first part of this thesis we propose a formal model of the migration of Virtual

Networks. We represent the physical infrastructure and the embedding of the virtual

resources. We use a first order formalism to model several security properties as a set of

logical predicates. These predicates account for both physical and virtual elements of the

virtualization infrastructure, and the data use by both end users and the infrastructure

owner. An execution trace is generated during the migration of a Virtual Network, and

will be used by a theorem prover to compute a formal proof to verify if a security violation
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occurred. The first order model is based on the assumption that the execution trace is

generated using perfect monitoring. This implies that the proof is complete and that

the networking monitoring is always done under optimal conditions. We alleviate this

assumption by modeling a resource allocation problem to determine how the monitoring

resources should be deployed and which network nodes provide the best coverage. We

solve this problem using a Markov Decision Process, and determine a dynamic deployment

of monitoring resources during the migration. We conclude our optimization with a

proposition of a static deployment of the resources prior to the migration.
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–Do not worry about your difficulties in mathematics, I can assure you

that mine are all greater.

Albert Einstein

Résumé

Cette thèse explore la sécurité de la migration de réseaux virtuels. Au cours des années,

la virtualisation a été utilisée pour optimiser l’usage des ressources informatiques et pour

supporter les infrastructures des entreprises. La virtualisation consiste à allouer une par-

tie des ressources d’une machine physique à un utilisateur (sous la forme d’une machine

virtuelle) pour qu’il puisse l’exploiter. Les machines virtuelles sont utilisées pour héberger

des services opérationnels comme un serveur internet ou une base de données. La virtuali-

sation des réseaux n’a pas profité du même intérêt de la part des chercheurs et des acteurs

industriels. Le paradigme du Software Defined Networking a introduit de nouvelles pos-

sibilités pour implémenter la virtualisation réseau et fournir aux utilisateurs une solution

flexible pour leurs besoins métiers. Les réseaux virtuels sont utilisés pour interconnecter

des machines virtuelles, et ils peuvent être configurés avec des règles de routages ou des

protocoles de sécurité spécifiques. Dans l’éventualité où un équipement réseau tomberait

en panne ou sous le coup d’une attaque informatique, le système d’hypervision va migrer

les ressources afin de préserver la disponibilité des services utilisateurs.

La sécurité des machines virtuelles et de leur migration est un domaine de recherche

qui a été grandement exploré par le passé, tandis que la virtualisation réseau et plus

spécifiquement la migration de réseaux virtuels restent encore des domaines de recherche

assez jeune et où beaucoup reste à faire. La surface d’attaque de la virtualisation réseau

est similaire en nature à celle de la virtualisation traditionnelle, mais elle présente un

aspect supplémentaire dû à l’usage du paradigme du Software Defined Networking. La

motivation de notre travail est d’étudier la sécurité du processus de migration des réseaux

virtuels, dans le contexte du Software Defined Networking. Nous proposons d’atteindre

cet objectif en trois phases. Tout d’abord, nous définissons le périmètre de cette étude, et

nous concentrons sur l’aspect réseau de la migration. Ensuite, nous décrivons le modèle

d’attaquant, sa capacit compromettre la migration des réseaux et nous concevons un

mécanisme de détection contre les attaques envers l’infrastructure de virtualisation. Enfin,

nous améliorons le mécanisme de défense en optimisant le déploiement des ressources de

détection afin d’obtenir une couverture optimale de l’infrastructure.

Dans la première partie de cette thèse, nous proposons une approche formelle pour décrire

les différents composants de l’infrastructure de virtualisation. Nous utilisons un formal-

isme de logique du premier ordre pour décrire différentes propriétés de sécurité sous la
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forme de prédicats booléens. Cette modélisation inclut la représentation des données des

utilisateurs finaux ainsi que l’infrastructure de virtualisation. Une trace d’exécution est

générée pendant la migration d’un réseau virtuel, et est ensuite utilisée par un prouveur

de théorème afin de vérifier formellement si la sécurité de la migration a été respectée.

Le modèle formel est basé sur la supposition que la trace d’exécution est générée par

un outil de supervision exempt de tout défaut. Ceci implique que la preuve formelle est

complète et que la supervision réseau est toujours réalisée dans des conditions optimales.

Nous levons cette hypothèse en modélisant un problème d’allocation de ressources afin

de déterminer quels équipements réseau devraient être chargés de la détection d’attaques

pour une couverture optimale. Nous résolvons ce problème en utilisant un processus de

décision markovien et déterminons un déploiement dynamique des ressources pendant la

migration. Nous concluons notre optimisation en proposant un déploiement statique des

ressources, en amont de toute migration.
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–Every action needs to be prompted by a motive.

Leonardo da Vinci

1
Introduction

The emergence of online services, and the cost-appealing solution of outsourcing the

exploitation of computer infrastructures have led to a surge in the need for dedicated

resources allocation to users. Decades ago, it was made clear that having one physical

equipment for every customer need was impossible. Additionally, only a fraction of the

power of each computer was actually used and a lot remained to be exploited. Mutualiz-

ing these resources became a crucial research topic, that would pave the way to resource

virtualization. There are three main resources that have been virtualized over the past

decades, namely computing power, storage and memory.w These resources typically rep-

resent the basic constituents of a computer. Virtualization gained a lot of popularity, and

led to the development of Cloud Computing, where computer infrastructures, business in-

formation and software applications would not be handled on site anymore but deployed

instead at an external site, i.e., the Cloud. Cloud Computing provides an interface for

clients to operate their business, offers customization, and relieves them from the burden

of the daily maintenance of the physical infrastructure. Recent advances in network-

ing technologies have introduced the 5G communication infrastructure, where Virtual

Networks will be supported by multiple and heterogeneous technologies (e.g., LTE and

WiFi). 5G will also leverage Network Function Virtualization (NFV) to customize the

traffic processing during a communication. For instance, a user can request to setup a

firewall to filter accesses made to a database server, or set up a load balancing solution

to prevent network congestion for a video streaming traffic. This customization can be

done on-the-fly, and deploys the function in a specific location for a particular need.
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In opposition to the different resources that have been efficiently virtualized so far, the

network resource did not benefit from the same advances in virtualization. There are

several network virtualization primitives that have existed for a long time now, such as

VLAN, Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) or MPLS tags. VLAN and MPLS tags

provide a form of virtualization by adding identifiers to the network traffic and then use

these identifiers to slice the physical network. VRF uses a different approach where the

routing table of each physical equipment is divided into virtual routing tables to isolate

the different users. Tunnels are then set up to connect the different virtual routing tables,

usually with MPLS. The heterogeneity of network equipments and the complexity in

maintaining consistent network configurations on a large scale did not provide a suitable

ground for these primitives to be turned into efficient network virtualization solutions.

However, the Software Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm consisting in decoupling the

data plane from the control plane changed the design of network virtualization. Offering

programmability to network routers and switches enabled application developers to come

up with new solutions that would not be hindered by the heterogeneity of the physical

infrastructure and that could leverage a standard communication interface that would

erase the previous heterogeneity and maintenance issues. In the SDN paradigm, the

network resources are abstracted into Virtual Networks by installing routing rules in the

physical equipments. These rules will describe how the traffic should be processed. In

addition, physical switches can allocate CPU power and minimum bandwidth to each

Virtual Network.

Concurrently to the development of Software Defined Networking, the evolution of Cloud

Computing created a user-centric model where an individual can request fully functional

software solutions, such as an e-commerce solution, a mail server or a file hosting service.

The user is in charge of managing the service he ordered without having to manage the

physical infrastructure. It is the responsibility of the Cloud provider to maintain the

virtual resources allocated to the end user (e.g., Virtual Machines, Virtual Networks and

Virtual Network Functions).

Network virtualization is complementary to machine virtualization, because the end user

can requests Virtual Machines (VM) and services, that can be interfaced with his own

Virtual Network. Additionally, he can deploy custom routing protocols, security mech-

anisms and specific applications using NFV. The abstraction of the network resource

yields advantages similar to the ones of VMs, such as a reduction of deployment costs, an

increased scalability of the system and an improved failure recovery.

Network resources, similarly to other physical resources can suffer from attacks and fail-

ures. A network switch can unexpectedly encounter a software error, a power outage,

or an attacker may target the infrastructure to compromise the regular operations of

the equipments. There are three types of countermeasure to these problems: detection,

prevention and reaction. Detecting attacks or failure in the infrastructure relies on the
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monitoring resources that have been deployed prior to the incident. Prevention consists

in deploying solutions prior to the occurrence of the problem, while reaction is used after

an actual failure (or attack).

In this thesis, we study a reaction mechanism under the specific case of Virtual Network

migration. The migration process consists in reallocating resources to support the Virtual

Network. The configuration of the different elements of the Virtual Network will be

deployed across the infrastructure to restore the service.

Virtual Machine migration has proven to be an efficient answer to physical failures and

attacks on the hypervisor, and has already been extensively studied. From a security

perspective, an attacker can exploit vulnerabilities in the hypervisor to impact the per-

formance of the migration, sometimes making it impossible to complete the migration,

thus shutting down the VM. Virtual Network migration works with a similar environ-

ment, and presents a similar attack surface. We advocate that these similarities make the

Virtual Network (VN) migration a worthy target to compromise.

In this thesis, we investigate the security of the migration process, and seek to answer the

following questions:

• How can we express the security of the migration process?

• How can a security violation of the migration process be detected?

• How can the detection process be optimized?

1.1 Motivation

5G network architectures are meant to be flexible, scalable and adaptable to each user’s

needs. The user can request a Virtual Network using 5G technologies, which will be

used to support the user’s business operations. A Virtual Network may interconnect the

different user’s services, for instance web servers and databases. This Virtual Network can

be customized by deploying Virtual Network Functions to process the traffic according to

the end user’s needs. The resources allocated to each user of the network have their own

life-cycle, and may suffer failures or attacks targeting the infrastructure. These problems

will disrupt the business’ operations, and are solved by migrating the Virtual Network on

a different set of physical resources.

The migration of a virtual SDN network consists in redeploying flow rules on network

equipments, after a failure or an attack. These rules define how to process the user’s

traffic on the new equipments. The security of the migration process is relevant to both

the user and the physical infrastructure since the configuration related to the Virtual

Network as well as the user traffic are both impacted. The confidentiality or the integrity

of these configurations can be compromised by disrupting the migration process. For

instance, an attacker masquerading as a legitimate SDN controller may deploy a specific
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configuration in a network element so it exfiltrates confidential traffic toward a malicious

Virtual Machine.

On the other hand, network nodes can also be attack targets, as they support the operation

of the Virtual Network migration. An attacker may disrupt these nodes by intercepting

and altering configurations (e.g., with a man-in-the-middle attack) throughout the migra-

tion process. Such attack would cause a violation of the confidentiality and the integrity

of the configuration of network nodes. Similarly, the availability of the nodes may also be

impacted during a Denial of Service attack.

With the trajectory taken by modern architectures, the dynamic migration of Virtual

Networks will become a prerequisite for every infrastructure provider. The study and

implementation of the Virtual Network migration process remains very scarce from either

an academic or industrial point of view. This can be explained by the following reasons:

• The technologies used to implement SDN based network virtualization are still at

an early stage of industrial standardization. OpenFlow [MAB+08] is the first im-

plementation of an API enabling SDN, developed in academia and supported by

industry leaders who integrated it into their physical equipments. However, over

the past couple of years, OpenFlow has shown limitations with regard to current

networking operational needs [opea]. Indeed, the design of a common interface to

interact in a vendor-agnostic way with physical equipments has highlighted a new

problem: the limitations of the packet forwarding capacities of each OpenFlow-

enabled network equipment.

• These limitations led to the design of a new paradigm: the programmability of

the data plane. This paradigm proposes to let the user define how networking

protocols should be implemented in the physical equipments, instead of relying

on fixed primitives decided by the vendor during the design of the equipment. A

popular example of this paradigm is P4 [BDG+14]. This approach dates back

to 2013, thus is at an early stage from the industrial point of view, similarly to

OpenFlow. The lack of maturity of OpenFlow combined to the rise of P4 may

hinder the implementation of the Virtual Network migration process, until both

reach a sufficient maturity level to be exploitable in the industry.

• The exploitation of Virtual Networks remains a business operated by infrastructure

providers like Amazon or Microsoft Azure, in opposition to VMs where the need for

these is pervasive and is not limited to big sized actors of the industry. The limited

number of actors implementing Virtual Network migration combined to the lack of

maturity of the technologies supporting it provide a limited number of solutions, and

an even smaller number of industrial ones that have evolved beyond the prototype

status. This leaves researchers with limited capacities to explore the security of the

migration process.
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We advocate that the lack of research material should not be considered as a sufficient

reason not to explore the security aspect of the Virtual Network migration process. This

idea is supported by several reasons:

• The migration of virtual resources ensures a certain level of availability of these

resources, and any interference with that will violate the SLA defined between the

service provider and the end user. Therefore, securing the migration becomes a

business necessity to avoid financial and reputation liability (e.g., reputation loss

because of a data breach).

• The attack surface of network hypervisors is similar to traditional hypervisors. End

users, potentially malicious, manipulate their Virtual Networks, deploying config-

urations and generating traffic. This will in turn impact the underlying physical

infrastructure. Therefore, any malicious user that can wrongfully exploit these re-

sources can impact the migration process and cause harm to the system.

• The migration of Virtual Networks exposes a particular attack surface due to the

specificity of the information exchanged between the data plane and the control

plane (e.g., the configuration rules sent to network equipments). Moreover, spe-

cific disruption techniques are only available during the migration, like man-in-the-

middle attacks to intercept and modify configuration information.

The investigation of the security of the migration of Virtual Networks is not an easy

task, as the only closely related work, LIME [GSM+14], focuses on the transparency of

the migration. We formulate two goals for this investigation. The first goal consists in

formalizing the Virtual Network migration process and its security. The model will be

based on a first order logic, and will use theorem proving to detect security

violations. In order to maintain an acceptable realism in the modeling, we

have to investigate the monitoring of the infrastructure. Therefore, the second

goal is to optimize the detection of attacks against the migration process. In this thesis we

consider the Software Defined Networking paradigm and the related network virtualization

as an application context. Specifically, we will focus on OpenFlow-based SDN network

hypervisors and Virtual Network migration. Further definitions of these concepts are

given in Section 2.1. We depict some limitations of existing models through the literature

review.

1.2 Research Issues

We highlight in this section the emerging research issues based on the existing limitations

and the incentives to secure the migration process.

• Formalization The security of Virtual Network migration has never been for-

malized. While some aspects of the migration have been investigated, the charac-

terization of different security properties is required in order to propose security
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verification mechanisms for the migration process. Finally, the formalization of the

security has to propose a methodology to verify if the security has been respected

throughout the migration of a Virtual Network.

• Optimization The verification mechanism proposed with the formal model relies on

the assumption that the detection of attacks is exempt from any imperfection. This

assumption cannot be satisfied in a real life scenario, and we need to compensate

this assumption by improving the detection capacities of our system. In order to

do so, we have to propose an optimization scheme for the placement of monitoring

resources.

1.3 Contributions

We make the following contributions in this thesis:

• We propose a formal model to describe the migration of Virtual Networks and

to detect violations of security properties during the migration process. Our model

describes operational aspects of SDN virtualization, encompasses the migration pro-

cess and provides a set of security properties related to this process. We translate

our model into a LISP representation to be used by a theorem prover to verify the

security of the migration. We choose SNARK [SWC00], a first order logical theorem

prover using temporal reasoning to determine the validity of the different security

properties throughout the migration. The proof computed by SNARK is also used

to determine precisely the cause of the security violation.

• We propose a resource allocation problem aimed at determining the optimal place-

ment of monitoring resources to detect attacks on the migration process. Indeed,

our first contribution outlines limitations of the formal model and how proofs are

computed . We relax the hypothesis that the monitoring of the migration is perfect

. We solve this resource allocation problem by investigating different formalisms to

model attacks against the migration process and the corresponding detection ca-

pacities. We explore their advantages and limitations, and come up with a solution

using Markov Decision Processes. Finally, we adapt the dynamic solution com-

puted by a Markov Decision Process into a static monitoring resource deployment,

to enable the deployment of security prior to any migration.

1.4 Organization

This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces the different technical networking concepts investigated in this the-

sis. Then it reviews the existing literature, from network hypervisors and VN migration

solutions, to the security of VM migration and network security models, and finally the re-

source allocation problem. We identify several gaps in the literature about the migration
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of Virtual Networks. Chapter 3 presents a formal model describing network virtualization.

First, it encompasses the description of the physical infrastructure and which resources

are allocated to Virtual Networks. Then, we describe different security properties related

to the virtualization and the migration of VNs. A mapping between formal predicates

of the model and real life network events is subsequently proposed. We conclude the

chapter by proving the feasibility of detecting a security violation in a real life use case.

In Chapter 4, we formulate a resource allocation problem to optimize the monitoring of

the infrastructure. We present a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to determine which

network nodes provide the best coverage to detect attacks during the migration of Vir-

tual Networks. Finally, Chapter 5 provides an overview of the contributions and presents

several research perspectives for future work.
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–A man cannot understand the art he is studying if

he only looks for the end result without taking the

time to delve deeply into the reasoning of the study.

Miyamoto Musashi

2
State of the Art

In this section, we provide a literature review of the different topics studied in this the-

sis. First of all, we start by defining the different networking and virtualization concepts

considered in this thesis. Secondly, we examine the existing network hypervisors, and

detail them under the scope of network migration with regard to the type of abstraction

they provide. Thirdly, we consider works that investigate the Virtual Network migration

process, with regard to the purpose of the migration, whether it is for performance opti-

mization, technical limitations evaluation or for a formal study of the process. Fourthly,

we investigate the security of the Virtual Network migration, namely by considering the

attack surface of a similar problem, Live Virtual Machine migration, as well as the formal

models used to express security properties in a computer network. Both topics outline

the needs for a security study of the VN migration problem. Finally, we consider here

the resource allocation problem in a network infrastructure, and we present different for-

malisms used in this context. The resource allocation problem is studied to alleviate

simplifications used to model the VN migration process and its security.

2.1 Definitions

In this section, we present the different network concepts and paradigms that will be

explored throughout this thesis. Specifically, we detail the Software Defined Networking

paradigm, and the network virtualization techniques that have emerged from it.
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2.1.1 Software Defined Networking

Traditional networks are complex and difficult to operate [BAM09], due to their hetero-

geneity and lack of interoperability. The network administrator is often tasked to configure

each network element individually, and has to either do it manually or use low-level ven-

dor specific scripts to deploy the configuration. The impossibility to aggregate these tasks

into a unified workflow becomes more and more problematic as network infrastructures

grow.

To overcome these aspects, a new networking paradigm has been proposed, namely Soft-

ware Defined Networking (SDN). The SDN paradigm consists in decoupling the control

plane and the data plane (the physical network infrastructure). The control plane is

in charge of deciding how the network traffic should be processed upon entering the

SDN infrastructure. This task is performed by a centralized component called the “SDN

controller” which lies between the end user’s SDN applications and the physical infras-

tructure, as depicted in Figure 2.1. Instead of considering network traffic as individual

packets, SDN aggregates packets into flows that are described by a matching pattern

(filter) and every packet belonging to the flow will be processed identically.

SDN Applications

Northbound Interface

Southbound Interface

SDN Controller

Figure 2.1: Software Defined Networking Architecture

The programmability of the network has given developers a lot of flexibility to design new

services and network applications that will run on top of the SDN controller. For instance,

an application can prioritize how each customer’s traffic should be processed, following

specific Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Another example is a firewall that is

configured to drop all the packets from the Internet to a specific part of the infrastruc-

ture. Applications can interact with the SDN controller via the Northbound API. Usu-

ally, SDN controllers implement a REST API for these interactions [BGH+14,ope15,flo].
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OpenFlow [MAB+08] (OF) is considered the standard implementation of the SouthBound

Interface, which is the interface between the physical infrastructure and the SDN con-

troller (see Figure 2.1), with numerous vendors supporting it in their products. Open-

Flow enables the communication with network equipments and the installation of specific

configurations using a match-action formalism. Figure 2.2 summarizes the different OF

header fields a flow can be matched with. These fields include traditionial fields used for

routing packets (e.g., MAC and IP addresses) but it can also match the type of traffic by

checking the source and destination ports used in the packet.

Figure 2.2: OpenFlow matching fields [Hir]

2.1.2 Network Virtualization using SDN

For decades, hypervisors have enabled the sharing and isolation of physical resources

among several Virtual Machines. Multiple users can run their own operating system

simultaneously over a single physical machine. On the other hand, early virtualization of

the network was implemented with VLANs, MPLS and Virtual Routing and Forwarding

(VRF) primitives, all of which were limited in terms of programmability and adaptability.

The emergence of SDN and its flexibility for the design of network applications has been

leveraged to give the network resource a novel virtualization solution. The common

SouthBound Interface of all network equipment allows to deploy flow rules on each switch

and to modify them at will depending on the operational needs.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the differences between a classic SDN environment and an SDN

virtualization infrastructure. In Figure 2.3 (a), different applications are deployed on the

SDN controller and impact the whole physical network. In Figure 2.3 (b), the network

hypervisor abstracts the view of the physical infrastructure into Virtual Networks to be

presented to the end users (also referred to as tenants). Each tenant will be able to deploy

his applications on his own Virtual Network, that will in turn only impact the physical re-

sources associated to it. The network hypervisor can be seen as an improved controller, as

it allows multiple users to interact with the network infrastructure, while maintaining the
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isolation between them. There are several hypervisors extending existing SDN controllers

to enable network virtualization (e.g., FlowN [Dru12] or ONVisor [HVAS+18]).

Figure 2.3: SDN infrastructure (a) vs. Virtualization infrastructure (b) from VeR-
TIGO [CGR+12]

The process of mapping a Virtual Network with its underlying resources is referred to

as Virtual Network Embedding (VNE), and is illustrated in Figure 2.4. When a user

requests a Virtual Network, he specifies the topology he needs, how much bandwidth is

required for the links and possibly other constraints such as the geographical location of

the physical resources. The role of the VNE is to determine which resources may fulfil

this request, while optimizing the number of Virtual Networks that can be accepted in

the infrastructure. Moreover, the hypervisor is in charge of providing isolation between

tenants, preventing them from interacting with other tenants’ Virtual Networks. Isolation

covers either the resources allocated to tenants, such as bandwidth, switch CPU or flow

tables memory, but it also includes the topology itself so a tenant cannot manipulate

traffic that does not belong to him.

Two types of information are used by tenants of the virtualization infrastructure: a) the

address space is the set of IP addresses that a tenant can assign to the hosts in his Virtual

Network; b) the flowspace is the set of header parameters the tenant can use when

deploying flow rules to configure his Virtual Network (see Figure 2.2). The hypervisor

may restrict the use of certain headers because the virtualization already uses them as

internal identifiers. For instance, the VLAN PCP field is sometimes used for this purpose.

Abstractions of the physical infrastructure Abstracting the physical infrastructure

to the tenant can be done in three different ways, by slicing the physical infrastructure,

by mapping the Virtual Network with the related physical resources or by providing an

API to the tenant.
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• Slicing the physical infrastructure [SGY+09] consists in allocating only a subset of

the infrastructure to the tenant while hiding the rest of the network equipments.

The result is a set of physical resources allocated to the tenant’s Virtual Network.

The hypervisor gives the tenant a direct access to the network nodes composing the

slice, and the flow rules installed by the tenant will be rewritten to only match the

flow space he has been allocated. The term slice is also found in the literature to

describe the subdivision of a single physical resource. For instance, a slice can be a

subdivision of a physical node corresponding to a specific tenant.

• Mapping the Virtual Network with the physical infrastructure is an approach dif-

fering from network slicing by presenting an arbitrary network to the tenant while

maintaining a mapping between the virtual elements used by the tenant and the

physical resources they correspond to. Similarly to slicing, when a tenant will

interact with his Virtual Network, the hypervisor will be tasked to translate the

identifiers and parameters used in the Virtual Network into the corresponding ones

from the physical infrastructure.

• Providing an API to the tenant allows the network hypervisor to have a better

control over the capacities a tenant has on his Virtual Network. This additional

abstraction layer can be used to limit the interactions of a tenant with his own

Virtual Network or to alleviate existing limitations a tenant has to deploy network

applications on top of his Virtual Network.

Physical Infrastructure

vSDN1 vSDN2

Figure 2.4: Principle of Virtual Network Embedding.

2.1.3 Virtual Network Migration

The migration of a Virtual Network is a maintenance process used to change the em-

bedding of the Virtual Network. This corresponds to the allocation of a set of physical

resources to partially or totally replace the original embedding of the Virtual Network.
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There are various reasons to migrate a Virtual Network: requests acceptance ratio opti-

mization, resource failure, attacks on the infrastructure, etc. Reallocating resources to a

Virtual Network is done to improve the general acceptance ratio of Virtual Networks in

the infrastructure. In the event of a physical failure or when launching resource deple-

tion attacks, the physical resources cannot support the operation of the Virtual Networks

and the migration is necessary to maintain the availability of the service provided to the

customer.

In an SDN virtualization environment, the migration of a Virtual Network consists in

computing new OF rules and install them in the newly allocated physical resources. Ad-

ditionally, the hypervisor also updates its internal view of the different Virtual Networks

and their embedding in the physical infrastructure. We do not consider here the internal

aspect of the migration in the network hypervisor, which corresponds to updating the dif-

ferent information about the topology, the allocation requirements and other mechanisms

that are specific to the implementation of each network hypervisor.

From a network perspective, the migration process can be summarized by the following

steps:

• Request for migration The hypervisor determines which Virtual Networks must

be migrated.

• Embedding computing The hypervisor determines the new set of physical re-

sources.

• OF rules deployment The hypervisor installs new OF rules while removing those

which belong to the old embedding. The order in which the hypervisor installs and

removes OF rules is considered by some solutions that we will cover later in this

chapter.

2.2 SDN-based Network Hypervisors

Network virtualization has leveraged the use of SDN to provide a flexible abstraction layer

to service providers. In this section, we first propose classification criteria for network hy-

pervisors and then evaluate existing hypervisors based on this classification. We will then

propose a reference architecture for network hypervisors implementing a secure network

migration feature, based on our survey of existing solutions.

2.2.1 Classification criteria

We study existing network hypervisors through the prism of Virtual Network migration.

The scope is restricted to general purpose platforms and equipments to provide the net-

work virtualization service. Therefore, hypervisors using specific technologies, such as

WiFi, radio frequencies or optical fiber, are out of the scope of this work.
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We categorize existing hypervisors based on the type of abstraction used to present Virtual

Networks to the tenants, and whether or not the Virtual Network migration process is

implemented in the hypervisor.

• Physical infrastructure abstraction The first criterion used to classify existing

hypervisors deals with how the Virtual Network is presented to the tenant. We have

presented, in Section 2.1.2, the possible abstraction approaches: slicing the infras-

tructure, mapping each Virtual Network with their allocated physical resources, or

exposing a specific API to the tenant.

• Virtual Network migration mechanism The second criterion we consider is

whether or not the network hypervisor has implemented the migration of a Virtual

Network in case of a physical failure or an attack on the infrastructure.

• Tenant identification An important aspect of the virtualization is how the net-

work hypervisor implements the identification of each tenant in the infrastructure,

to determine how to process their network traffic.

• Resource isolation The network hypervisor enforces isolation between the differ-

ent tenants. This isolation ensures that each tenant is served with the required

amount of resources.

2.2.2 Slicing based hypervisors

In this section, we describe the hypervisors using the slicing technique to abstract the

physical infrastructure into Virtual Networks.

2.2.2.1 FlowVisor

FlowVisor [SGY+09] is the first SDN hypervisor ever implemented. FlowVisor creates

Virtual Networks by slicing the physical infrastructure, providing each tenant with a

set of physical resources (i.e., a slice). The tenant will then assign a flowspace to each

physical node he has been allocated. The flowspace corresponds to the set of flow rules

that are used as filters for the tenant’s traffic. Finally, the Virtual Network presented

to the tenant is the set of physical nodes that match the incoming traffic defined by the

allocated flowspace. The tenant then connects their SDN controller to the slice, enabling

them to interact with their Virtual Network.

FlowVisor enforces isolation between tenants by acting as a proxy between them and

the physical infrastructure, as depicted in Figure 2.5. FlowVisor abstracts the physical

architecture by showing each tenant only the resources that have been allocated to each of

them. When a tenant wants to deploy an OpenFlow rule (OF rule) on a physical node (1),

FlowVisor intercepts it, checks the resources allocated to the slice (2) and rewrites match

and action fields so the rule only affects the Virtual Network and not all the incoming

traffic (3). Similarly, when an OpenFlow message is sent from a physical node to the
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Figure 2.5: Message processing in Flowvisor [SGY+09]

controller, FlowVisor intercepts the message and forwards it only to the tenants whose

slice’s policy matches the message (4). Precisely, the flowspace assigned to the slice serves

as an identifier to determine to which tenant the message should be forwarded.

Flowvisor provides mechanisms to enforce isolation mechanisms for the bandwidth, topol-

ogy, switch CPU, flowspace, flow tables and the SouthBound Interface communications

(i.e., rewriting OF messages to prevent overlapping of identifiers used by controllers be-

longing to different tenants). Bandwidth isolation is enforced by assigning flows to dif-

ferent QoS queues using the VLAN PCP field. CPU isolation is done by either limiting

the rate of tenant messages to switches, or by rewriting flow rules to limit the number

of messages that would be generated by the switch. Isolating these resources will pre-

vent a tenant from exceeding the amount of resources he has been allocated or prevent

a malicious or misconfigured flow rule from modifying the traffic of another user with-

out authorization. However, FlowVisor does not implement major components related to

virtualization, such as arbitrary topologies and Virtual Network migration. This can be

explained because the slicing of physical resources makes it impossible for the hypervisor

to define a new physical substrate that would be suited for the new embedding of the Vir-

tual Network. These aspects have been tackled in several subsequent hypervisors based

on FlowVisor.

2.2.2.2 Enhanced FlowVisor

Enhanced FlowVisor [MKLK12] extends FlowVisor by implementing an admission control

process that verifies if a new Virtual Network request can be accepted in the infrastruc-

ture. Information about Virtual Networks, tenants information, among others, are stored

in a database. When a new request for a Virtual Network is received, a potential phys-
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ical substrate will be mapped to the request. Then Enhanced FlowVisor will query the

database to check if each link in the physical substrate satisfies the requested bandwidth

of the Virtual Network. If it cannot, then the request is denied. If it can, the flowspace

is assigned an identifier based on 3 bits of the VLAN PCP field which restricts the total

number of tenants to 8. Enhanced FlowVisor includes a minimum guaranteed bandwidth

feature. It ensures that each tenant of a Virtual Network will be served with the re-

quired amount of bandwidth for all the links in his topology. Instead of using the VLAN

PCP field to enforce bandwidth isolation, Enhanced FlowVisor uses a feature deployed

in certain switches: the Guaranteed Minimum Bandwidth (GMB). Enhanced FlowVi-

sor is based on the NOX controller and uses HP ProCurve switches that implement the

bandwidth isolation feature.

2.2.2.3 Slices Isolator

Slices Isolator [EABLC11] is a hypervisor providing resource isolation between slices. A

slice is defined as a subdivision of the physical infrastructure, to which flows will be

assigned. Slices Isolator provides isolation for interfaces, flow processing and memory.

Interface isolation consists in either providing a dedicated network interface to a slice or

to aggregate incoming traffic to one interface and then distributing the control to the

different tenants. Processing isolation defines which flows will be processed using the

same set of rules. Each flow is divided into two subflows, The first subflow is processed

by the switch, and the other one is discarded. This can be illustrated by considering all

traffic with destination port 80 (Web traffic) but only accepting traffic within a specific

IP range (the customer’s web server) and dropping the rest. This helps reducing the size

of processing tables but if a poorly designed rule is added, then it may compromise the

expected behavior of the system. Therefore, processing isolation works by determining

if the addition of the new rule does not conflict with the previous rules. Determining

potential conflicts between existing rules and the next rule to be added works as follows:

if the filters used by the new flow rule does not overlap with existing filters, then there

is no conflict. If there is an overlap, there is a conflict if and only if the overlap between

the new flow rule and the existing one is not on the discard subflow but on the processed

subflow. Finally, memory isolation is implemented with queuing algorithms for the traffic,

ensuring a slice does not exceed its allocated resources.

2.2.2.4 Conclusion

Overall, network hypervisors using slicing have not been designed to support the migration

feature but are oriented toward providing resource isolation between slices. Because the

set of possible network slices is limited by the physical infrastructure, it will not always be

possible to find another slice that will match the original topology of the Virtual Network

to implement a Virtual Network migration process. The need for arbitrary topologies

motivated the design of an abstraction of the physical resources by mapping them with
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the different Virtual Networks.

2.2.3 API based hypervisors

API based hypervisors are using specific APIs that allow a tenant to interact with the

physical infrastructure instead of directly installing OF rules. From an architectural point

of view, users are not presented with their own Virtual Network they can modify at will.

Instead, the flow rules deployment in the physical infrastructure is optimized to allow the

coexistence of heterogeneous SDN applications.

2.2.3.1 Network Hypervisor

The Network Hypervisor [HG13] aims at providing a unified virtualization over multi-

domain SDN infrastructures. The ultimate goal of the Network Hypervisor is to enable

HyperNets [HGC13]. HyperNets are envisioned as an optimal design of network services.

A user may request a Virtual Network to serve specific needs (e.g., Video Streaming)

and connect specific clients together. The HyperNet should be able to automatically

determine what are the physical resources that should be allocated in terms of physical

location, computational power, etc. In addition to this, HyperNets should provide rout-

ing procedures specifically designed for the requested service (i.e., prioritize video traffic

over less relevant traffic). In order to enable the support of said HyperNets, the Network

Hypervisor provides API functions. These functions integrate network discovery so they

can allocate suitable physical resources close to the users’ location, as well as design a

suitable topology to interconnect all participants. Moreover, they implement a dynamic

join/leave feature, where users, identified by their IP address, will be allowed to connect

to an SDN Virtual Network without being physically connected to the underlying infras-

tructure. The use of IP tunneling solves such connectivity issues. Aside from these high

level API functions, the role of the Network Hypervisor is to concatenate the different

network resources connected to it. This hypervisor has been implemented to work on top

of the ProtoGENI [pro] infrastructure.

2.2.3.2 Compositional Hypervisor

The aim of Compositional Hypervisor [JRW14] is to provide an homogeneous layer be-

tween SDN controllers and tenant applications. Each application is designed to work with

a specific SDN controller and is based on a specific programming language (Java, Python,

etc.). Therefore, it is next to impossible for a tenant to concurrently run different appli-

cations from different environments on top of the same SDN Controller. Compositional

Hypervisor differs from most solutions because it was designed to be used by a single

tenant to aggregate all his SDN controllers and applications. Each application generates

a set of flow rules, which is referred to as a policy. The tenant is then able to combine

these policies using arithmetic operators. These operators allow to have policies being
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enforced either in parallel or sequentially. In Figure 2.6, a load balancing application

co exists with a routing and a monitoring application. The arithmetic shows that the

load balancing rules should process the traffic first, and then the routing and monitoring

applications will see their flow rules combined into a unique treatment. This composition

simplifies the OF rules deployed in each switch by providing a single list of OF rules.

When one of the policies is updated, the hypervisor will recompute the updated policy

depending on whether a rule has been added/removed/modified.

Figure 2.6: Flow rules arithmetic from Compositional Hypervisor [JRW14]

2.2.4 Mapping based hypervisors without migration

The hypervisors presented in this section maintain a mapping between the Virtual Net-

work they present to the tenant and the physical resources used to embed it but do not

support the migration of Virtual Networks.

2.2.4.1 ADVisor

ADVisor [SCG11] is based on FlowVisor and tackles two design issues introduced by

FlowVisor. The first contribution is the implementation of arbitrary virtual topologies.

Instead of slicing physical resources and presenting them to the tenants, The virtualization

completely decouples the abstract view of the Virtual Network from the physical resources

embedding it. A virtual link between two virtual nodes might in fact be composed of

several physical links. The role of ADVisor is to hide these intermediate nodes from the

tenant.

The second contribution of ADVisor consists in sharing the flowspace proposed by FlowVi-

sor. Originally, the definition of a flowspace would restrict the manipulation of a certain

type of traffic (e.g., port 80, filter by source MAC address) to only one tenant. Giving
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access of one flowspace to two different tenants would break the isolation and allow one

to control and alter the traffic of the other. The same limitations hold regarding the

address space available to tenants. ADVisor alleviates this limitation by defining a set

of identifiers that will be allocated to each tenant. Each tenant can deploy his OF rules

without being limited by the other tenants’ configurations, i.e., each tenant has access

to the whole flowspace (as defined in Section 2.1.2), with the exception of the few bits

reserved by ADVisor to store these necessary identifiers. ADVisor proposes three possible

fields to store tenants’ identifiers, namely VLAN ID, MPLS labels or 802.1ad multiple

VLAN tagging.

Figure 2.7: Architecture of Double FlowVisor [YHW+13]

2.2.4.2 Double FlowVisor

Double FlowVisor [YHW+13] combines two instances of FlowVisor to virtualize a multi-

domain network and provide a unified view of the Virtual Network, as presented in Fig-

ure 2.7. The first instance of FlowVisor (FlowVisor 1) is used to hide the heterogeneity

of the different network domains. These domains are connected together, composing

the physical infrastructure, and a NOX controller [GKP+08] is connected to FlowVisor

1. Then, the second FlowVisor instance (FlowVisor 2) connects NOX with the tenants’

applications. This instance maintains the embedding between virtual resources and the

physical substrate (presented by NOX), and translates commands sent by the tenant

into commands deployed on the physical infrastructure. In addition to that, the second

FlowVisor instance is in charge of tagging each flow with an identifier related to the

tenant.
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Figure 2.8: Identifier translation at edge switches in OpenVirteX [ASDLG+14]

2.2.4.3 OpenVirteX

OpenVirteX [ASDLG+14] (OVX) is a network hypervisor based on the same design as

FlowVisor [SGY+09], i.e., OVX serves as a proxy between the tenants’ controllers and the

underlying physical infrastructure. OVX provides both full virtual topology abstraction

and full address space abstraction.

When a tenant requests a Virtual Network, he describes the different resources, nodes and

links he needs. Then OVX will determine the adequate physical substrate to embed the

Virtual Network. The virtual/physical resources mapping is stored by OVX and is used

to present the Virtual Network to the controller. While FlowVisor will hide messages to

unintended recipients, OVX intercepts LLDP packets used for topology discovery. Every-

time an LLDP message arrives at a virtual switch, OVX uses the mapping to determine

the virtual node at the other end of the virtual link. An LLDP response is forged by OVX

with matching information and forwarded to the corresponding tenant’s controller.

OVX enables tenants to use the full address space by assigning an identifier, stored in

the IP and MAC address fields, to each tenant and then combining it with a unique

identifier for each host. Figure 2.8 depicts the two cases where the identifier translation is

performed. In the first case, when the tenant Network Operating System wants to deploy

flow rules, he will specify its own virtual identifiers. OpenVirteX will intercept the flow

rules, translate the virtual IP addresses into the corresponding physical ones. The second

case is when traffic goes through an edge switch of the physical network, the switch is in
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charge of translating the IP headers back into the flowspace used by the Virtual Machine

(VM).

2.2.4.4 SR-PVX

SR-PVX [LHH+17] is the first network hypervisor supporting Protocol Oblivious Forward-

ing [Son13] (POF). POF is an extension of the concept set up by OpenFlow [MAB+08],

where developers may implement new protocols independently from the design of the

OpenFlow protocol (e.g., how messages should be formatted and processed). SR-PVX

provides two main features, namely the improved programmability of the POF paradigm

and a reduced resource consumption to implement network virtualization.

The programmability proposed by POF consists in replacing protocol specific headers by

a set of {offset,length} tuples. This way, developers will be able to specify their own data

structures and how the switch will process them, instead of being constrained by existing

structures, like Ethernet and IP headers for instance. This allows to encapsulate tenants

identifiers on top of the packet, and to use Source Routing (SR), where routing instructions

are also encapsulated inside the packet to route it across the network instead of being

stored in each switch. Upon receiving a Virtual Network request, a Network Embedder

will determine the optimal physical substrate. Then the hypervisor will generate the

related specific forwarding instructions and deploy them only on the physical switches

used to embed virtual nodes. Every other physical switch used to connect two virtual

nodes is hidden from the tenant’s view and is abstracted as part of the virtual link.

In SR-PVX, the authors outline the physical limitations encountered by physical switches.

Traditional network hypervisors quickly reach the maximum capacities of the network

equipments because of the high number of users and the regular changes in the infras-

tructure due to failures or VM relocation. The SR paradigm is leveraged to tackle this

issue. Each physical node embedding a virtual node stores encapsulation rules toward

the next virtual node. Between them may sit several switches with no rules deployed.

Instead, they treat incoming traffic by decapsulating the next available header indicating

which port the packet must be sent to. By reducing the number of switches on which

the rules must be installed, SR-PVX greatly improves the resource consumption of SDN

virtualization. The authors propose in [LHHZ18] a flowtable virtualization mechanism

that improves the work done with the design of SR-PVX by reducing the number of flow

rules required for each tenant.

2.2.4.5 WhiteVisor

WhiteVisor [YYJY19] is designed to support SDN-based virtualization on white box

switches (i.e., bare metal equipments). White box switches are networking elements that

do not natively embark any operating system and simply provide network forwarding

functions that will be used by the operating system. The main challenge of using these
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switches is that they provide a specific set of instructions and flow tables to process

packets. WhiteVisor uses the VLAN ID field to identify tenants. Moreover, the Layer 2

and Layer 3 routing is not performed on the same flow tables and associated pipelines.

WhiteVisor is based on two main components, a virtual to physical pipeline converter

as well as a storage component. A pipeline is a sequence of processing functions used

for a specific flow. The pipeline converter translates a virtual pipeline by taking each

processing function, translating the virtual identifiers into physical ones and generating

the corresponding flow rules. These rules are then installed in the different flow tables

of the white box switches. WhiteVisor implements both Layer 2 and Layer 3 routing

and details the different mechanisms associated to each routing scheme. The authors also

highlight the technical constraints of white box switching related to the ordering of flow

processing and header matching. The storage component is used to keep a mapping of

the physical and virtual pipelines and to notify tenants when a pipeline is removed.

2.2.4.6 ONVisor

ONVisor [HVAS+18] is a network hypervisor based on the ONOS [BGH+14] controller. It

has been designed along three main ideas: a distributed hypervisor to provide flexibility

and scalability, an abstraction of the heterogeneous hardware and protocols implementa-

tions (e.g., various implementations of OpenFlow v1.3), and finally, VN federation to allow

different Virtual Networks of a same tenant to interact. ONVisor implements network

virtualization by extending ONOS’s SouthBound Interface. Precisely, ONVisor imple-

ments two new components, the Virtual Provider and the Virtual Manager. The Virtual

Manager provides tenants with service interfaces, similarly to the northbound interface

implemented by ONOS. Tenants are identified by using an identifier encapsulated in the

packets. Tenants are able to interact with their VN through this component. The Virtual

Provider in turn receives the commands sent from the Virtual Manager and translates

them so they can be deployed in the physical infrastructure. This component also receives

networking events and translates them before forwarding them to the tenants’ applica-

tions.

2.2.5 Mapping based hypervisors supporting the migration

The hypervisors presented in this section abstract the physical resources behind a mapping

with the Virtual Network presented to the tenant. In opposition to the previous section,

these hypervisors provide a form of Virtual Network migration.

2.2.5.1 VeRTIGO

VeRTIGO [CGR+12] is an extension of the work done with ADVisor and offers two

different types of Virtual Networks. Either the tenant has the full control over the Virtual

Network (including traffic engineering techniques) or he is presented with a single node
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and leave the handling of network operations to the service provider. The latter abstract

view is often referred to as the “Big Switch Abstraction”. It provides a Virtual Network

to a tenant who is not interested in handling network operations himself. VeRTIGO

identifies tenants by storing the header sequence of each flow in a database.

VeRTIGO implements Virtual Network migration using a component called VT Planner.

The VT Planner consists in a set of precached virtual topologies that is deployed in case

of a link failure. In case of a link congestion or a physical failure, the VT Planner migrates

the Virtual Network by deploying the configuration rules into the corresponding network

equipments.

2.2.5.2 CoVisor

CoVisor [JGRW15] extends Compositional Hypervisor [JRW14] by making two significant

contributions. The first one is a novel policy combination algorithm that focuses on the

performance of the policy deployment in terms of packets sent and computation time.

CoVisor exploits the policies being composed to generate specific data structures that

will serve as rule identifiers. Regrouping composed policies based on the common fields

they affect reduces the number of rules considered at compilation time. Similarly, they

correlate common attributes between policies to serve as identifiers for storage. The

intersection of the matching fields for two policies determines the identifier storage for

the composed policy. This algorithm also supports the case where a single physical node

spans multiple virtual switches.

The second contribution is related to the view provided by the hypervisor to each applica-

tion. CoVisor presents an abstract view of the topology based on the operational needs of

the application, thus enhancing the security of the infrastructure by only granting rights

for the requested usage. For instance, a firewall may only see the infrastructure as a big

switch since the incoming traffic should be dropped at the ingress point of the network.

Similarly, a routing application will require full access to the network to determine the

optimal routing paths. CoVisor also limits the actions available to each application using

a fine-grained control over the capacities of each controller. For example, a MAC learner

application should only match packets based on MAC addresses, or a firewall should only

be able to accept or drop packets, and not to modify them. By design, CoVisor implements

two fail-over mechanisms regarding controller failures and switch failures. Controller fail-

ure is handled by introducing a third operator in the policy composition, namely the

override operator. The first two operators introduced by Compositional Hypervisor are

the sequential and parallel policy composition operators. The override operator specifies

which policy to apply if every other fails. In case of a physical failure of a switch, Co-

Visor notifies each application impacted by the failure and redeploys required OF rules

elsewhere in the network when possible.
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2.2.5.3 FlowN

FlowN [Dru12] is a network hypervisor designed to provide a full abstraction of the phys-

ical infrastructure and to propose a container-based application virtualization system.

The hypervisor serves each tenant with a custom virtual topology. The virtual topol-

ogy requires a specific number of nodes and links but FlowN also implements bandwidth

reservation as well as maximum latency per link. In case of a switch or link failure, FlowN

will migrate the virtual node on a new physical switch without notifying the impacted

tenants.

When an SDN application makes a function call, FlowN intercepts it and translates it to

preserve the mapping between the virtual address space and the physical address space.

Since FlowN is based on the NOX [GKP+08] SDN controller, tenants application are

limited by the capacities of this controller.

FlowN also offers the full abstraction of the address space for the tenants. Each tenant is

able to use all the header fields, and FlowN maintains the mapping between the physical

node address space and the virtual one inside a database. FlowN uses encapsulation

at the ingress point to determine to which tenant the packet must be forwarded to.

Encapsulation is based on VLAN tagging, in a fashion similar to NVP [KAB+14]. FlowN

leverages databases to simplify the mapping of physical and virtual elements, and to add

consistency in the network state view.

2.2.5.4 AutoSlice

AutoSlice [BP12] is designed to tackle the scalability issues of a distributed hypervisor, and

optimize the resource consumption of physical switches to overcome specific limitations.

In [BP12], the authors present the basis of the AutoSlice hypervisor. Each physical SDN

infrastructure is managed by its own controller proxy (CPX). Each CPX is in charge

of accessing corresponding physical switches and translating OF rules from the virtual

flowspace to the physical one. AutoSlice instantiates Virtual Networks over several SDN

domains and each CPX deploys the corresponding OF rules in their infrastructure. Each

CPX is in charge of migrating virtual resources within their own domain. AutoSlice

overcomes the physical limitations of Openflow switches by delegating part of OF rules

storage to a set of software switches. These switches are running on commodity servers

and therefore have the sufficient resources to store all the possible OF rules. AutoSlice

uses a statistical distribution to assume that low volume flows will generate most of the

OF rules and store them in the software switches. In opposition, the biggest volume flows

use a rather small set of OF rules and deploy them inside the physical switches. In [BP14],

the authors go into more details about several design requirements they have expressed.

They extend the notion of isolation between tenants by introducing a set of identifiers to

prevent the overlap of OpenFlow rules installed by different tenants. The isolation of flow

tables is ensured by adding a Virtual Table Identifier, thus sharing the physical flow table
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among the different tenants. Similarly, all packets are tagged with a Packet Identifier so

it can be mapped with the Virtual Table Identifier and determine the tenant and how

the packet should be processed. The authors also propose Virtual Network migration

techniques based on information duplication, and highlight the potential excessive usage

of flow table resources.

2.2.5.5 NVP

The Network Virtualization Platform [KAB+14] (NVP) proposes a network hypervisor for

multi-tenant datacenters. Instead of focusing on virtualizing the physical network of the

data center, NVP provides a Virtual Network on top of the OpenvSwitches [opeb] deployed

in each VMWare Hypervisor. These software switches are then interconnected using

tunnels for end-to-end communication. The physical network is simply used to support

these tunnels and is assumed to possess standard capacities. The paper makes several

contributions: the implementation of logical networks based on OpenvSwitch (OVS),

the creation of a Domain Specific Language (DSL) to declare the connectivity between

hypervisors, switches and more generally the forwarding rules of all network equipments.

The logical networks proposed to a tenant in NVP consist in creating a fully meshed

Virtual Network between every compute node running the tenant’s VMs. The creation of

the Virtual Network is as follows: each VM hypervisor hosting VMs belonging to a tenant

will instantiate a logical datapath (i.e., a software abstraction of an SDN switch). Then, for

each pair of logical datapaths that have been created, NVP will create a tunnel between

them. Each time an incoming packet goes through an ingress port of the hypervisor,

the hypervisor determines to which tunnel it belongs. Then, the packet will be sent

through the tunnel connecting the source VM to the destination VM. The tenant can

configure these datapaths with regard to switching, routing and security matters, similarly

to legacy networking elements. The isolation between tenants is ensured by assigning

unique identifiers to each logical datapath, preventing unauthorized access to the tenant’s

traffic. NVP implements failover mechanisms of physical networking elements, as well as

controllers, by running backup nodes supporting similar functions, which will be used in

case of a failure. A load balancing mechanism is used to replace a failed node by one of

the backup nodes.

NVP introduces nlog, a DSL proposed to tackle the computational challenge of keeping

up with the evolution of the forwarding state inside the logical datapaths. Changes in

the forwarding state include arrivals and departures of tenants inside the infrastructure,

migration of the different VMs, reconfiguration of logical datapaths by the tenants. nlog

presents a logical abstraction that decouples the concrete forwarding state and rules from

the logic described by NVP. Note that nlog is not used by tenants but by NVP when

instantiating logical datapaths for tenants. Tenants are provided an API to interact with

NVP. Using nlog to describe the state of the logical abstractions enables an incremental
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computing of the forwarding state that is resource efficient compared to a naive imple-

mentation where any change requires the full recalculation of the forwarding state.

Figure 2.9: LiteVisor architecture [YYKY18]

2.2.5.6 LiteVisor

LiteVisor [YYKY18] is an SDN hypervisor supporting network reconfiguration for VM

migration. The authors outline the previous work on flow aggregation to reduce the

consumption of switch resources as well as the performance-sensitive context of data-

centers and the limitations of existing encapsulation techniques. LiteVisor is divided in

three components illustrated in Figure 2.9. The identifier mapper translates messages

sent between tenants and the hypervisor by rewriting the identifiers inside each message.

Identifiers may be stored in either the IP header or the VxLAN ID field. The second

component is the LITE manager, responsible for aggregating flows sent by the tenant’s

controller, as well as deploying them on the physical switches. The last component is the

migration manager. When a VM is migrated, the cloud orchestration system notifies the

migration manager about the new location of the VM. The manager then computes a new

physical flow that will be transmitted to the LITE manager, which in turns decides if it

can be aggregated with an existing flow, or deploys it according to configuration rules in

the physical infrastructure.

Table 2.1 summarizes existing hypervisors, the type of abstraction used to present each

tenant with his Virtual Network and whether or not the hypervisor handles the migration

of Virtual Networks. While infrastructure slicing was the first type of abstraction imple-

mented, it was unsuited to implement arbitrary topologies. Most of network hypervisors

provide a mapping between virtual and physical resources, as it gives more flexibility to

find a suitable embedding for new Virtual Network requests. Around half of existing so-

lutions do not implement any specific resource isolation. We postulate that this is due to

the absence of a common feature in every network switch (e.g., the Guaranteed Minimum

Bandwidth feature used in [MKLK12]).
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Reference Abstraction Migration Tenant identification Resource Isolation

FlowVisor [SGY+09] Slicing No Flowspace CPU/BW

Enhanced FlowVisor [MKLK12] Slicing No VLAN PCP field CPU/BW

Slices Isolator [EABLC11] Slicing No Flowspace CPU/BW/Int/Mem

Compositional Hypervisor [JRW14] API No N/A N/A

Network Hypervisor [HG13] API No IP Adress N/A

ADVisor [SCG11] Mapping No
VLAND ID
MPLS labes

802.1ad multiple vlan tag
CPU/BW

Double FV [YHW+13] Mapping No Flowspace CPU/BW/Int/Mem

WhiteVisor [YYJY19] Mapping No VLAN ID N/A

ONVisor [HVAS+18] Mapping No Encapsulation N/A

OpenVirteX [ASDLG+14] Mapping No IP + MAC fields N/A

SR-PVX [LHH+17] Mapping No Encapsulation BW

VeRTIGO [CGR+12] Mapping Yes Full header sequence CPU/BW

CoVisor [JGRW15] Mapping Yes N/A N/A

FlowN [Dru12] Mapping Yes Encapsulation BW

AutoSlice [BP12,BP14] Mapping Yes Encapsulation BW

NVP [KAB+14] Mapping Yes Software switches N/A

LiteVisor [YYKY18] Mapping Yes
IP Header
VxLAN ID

N/A

Table 2.1: Summary of existing hypervisors

2.2.6 Reference architecture of a network hypervisor

A reference architecture is a template for the architecture of a software solution, and de-

fines a vocabulary to compare existing implementations. We consider here the design of a

network hypervisor supporting a secure Virtual Network migration. A network hypervisor

should support the following operations:

• Providing an abstraction of the physical infrastructure to tenants

• Providing an interface for tenants to interact with their Virtual Network

• Ensuring isolation between tenants to prevent undesired interactions

• Enabling automated Virtual Network migration in case of attacks or failures

• Ensuring the security of the hypervisor and the Virtual Networks

Casado et al. propose a first formalization of a general purpose network hypervisor

in [CKRS10]. They decouple the Virtual Network view from the physical infrastructure,

and the network hypervisor enforces the mapping between the logical and physical planes.

The authors illustrate the processing of incoming traffic by simultaneously representing

it in the logical plane and in the physical plane. The logical plane performs a lookup

to determine the next logical node to forward the traffic to and then the decision is

transmitted to the physical plane. There, another lookup is performed to determine what

the physical equivalent of the logical forwarding decision is.

The analysis of the different works presented in the previous section illustrates that this

double lookup approach has not been considered to be a suitable solution for the virtual to

physical mapping. The majority of existing hypervisors either slices the physical network,
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or maintains a mapping between physical and virtual elements. However, this mapping is

only used to translate flow rules from the virtual flowspace to the physical one. Casado et

al.’s implementation of a network hypervisor prototype does not seem to include regular

lookups but only maintain a mapping, as performed by other related solutions.

We propose the following reference architecture to highlight the important features that

should be available for a secure network migration, and also to outline some shortcomings

in existing solutions.

Network Hypervisor
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Figure 2.10: Reference architecture of a network hypervisor

Figure 2.10 presents the reference architecture of a network hypervisor supporting a secure

Virtual Network migration. On a top-down perspective, there are three different levels in

the virtualization architecture. The tenant level, where end-users can deploy their own

applications and SDN controllers, and interact with their Virtual Network. The hyper-

visor level, which includes all the components required to achieve network virtualization,
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presents the tenant with an abstract view, and interacts with the physical infrastructure.

The lowest level includes all the networking equipments, like SDN-enabled switches and

routers.

2.2.6.1 Control Plane Abstraction

The Control Plane Abstraction component (CPAC) provides the tenants with an interface

to interact with the rest of the virtualization layer. This component is an essential function

for network virtualization and is implemented in every hypervisor. When a tenant requests

a Virtual Network, he describes his requirements in terms of virtual nodes, links, minimal

bandwidth, security, etc. This request is received by the CPAC that transmits it to

the VN Embedding component for further treatment. The CPAC also defines tenants’

capacities to interact with their Virtual Network, which can be either API-based control

or full control.

API-based control limits the capacities of the tenants by only exposing an API to interact

with their slice in a specific manner. For instance, the tenant may only use the API of the

hypervisor or must use a specific programming language to implement his applications for

the hypervisor [JRW14,HG13]. The full control describes a hypervisor where the tenant

can use his own application or SDN controller to interact with his Virtual Network. This

solution is implemented by either slicing the infrastructure or maintaining a mapping

between virtual and physical resources, as presented in Section 2.1.

2.2.6.2 Data Plane Abstraction

The Data Plane Abstraction Component (DPAC) abstracts the physical infrastructure

to serve each tenant with their own topology and resources. This component is also an

essential function of network virtualization and is implemented in every existing hypervi-

sor. It maintains the mapping between logical and physical topologies to translate logical

decisions into physical ones. It also makes sure that a tenant’s operations on his Virtual

Network does not interfere with the other tenants (i.e., it maintains isolation between

tenants). When a tenant deploys a new configuration in his network, such as routing pro-

tocols or ACLs, the DPAC is in charge of translating the virtual parameters and values

used by the tenant into the corresponding ones for the physical infrastructure.

In practice, the abstraction is performed for several resources:

Topology

The hypervisor decouples the logical topology required by the tenant from the physical

infrastructure. Topology mapping can be either 1-to-1 or 1-to-many. The 1-to-1 mapping

corresponds to the case where one virtual node (resp. link) is embedded in one physical

node (resp. link), similarly to FlowVisor [SGY+09] where the physical infrastructure is

sliced and a small portion of it is presented to each tenant. The 1-to-many embeds a single
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virtual node or link to multiple physical resources, as presented in [ASDLG+14,CGR+12].

A particular approach is when the tenant only requires one virtual node to interconnect

his VMs, and does not want to bear the burden of maintaining the configuration of

each underlying node. In the literature, this approach is referred to as the “Big Switch

Abstraction”.

Flowspace

The flowspace of a Virtual Network defines which header fields and the range of val-

ues in the flowspace that a tenant can use in his addressing and routing schemes. This

includes MAC addresses, IP addresses, transport layer ports, VLAN IDs, etc. FlowVi-

sor [SGY+09] requires to share the flowspace among all tenants while other solutions, like

OpenVirteX [ASDLG+14], offer a full address space virtualization.

Node Resources

The resources provided by a physical node are CPU power, and flow tables entries. These

resources are dissociated because they serve two distinct goals. CPU provides computation

power to process incoming packets and impacts the throughput. Flow tables store the

rules each tenant had inserted in the node. Therefore one tenant can have high CPU

percentage with a small flow table if the point is to switch multiple packets among a

small set of sources and destinations.

Link Resources

We consider here the bandwidth and the buffer available to process packets. Abstracting

the physical link resources is done by giving access to the bandwidth and the interfaces’

buffers to the tenants. As presented for the node resources, link resources can be allocated

independently from one another. For instance, a tenant may request large buffers to limit

packet drop while another tenant may only require a minimum bandwidth on each virtual

link.

2.2.6.3 Virtual Network Embedding Component

The Virtual Network Embedding Component (VNEC) is in charge of determining the

optimal set of physical resources to embed a Virtual Network and to handle the case

where a Virtual Network must be migrated due to failure of a switch or because of an

attack on the system.

Virtual Network Embedding Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) is a resource al-

location problem that can be solved using optimization techniques. The use of a VNE

algorithm to automatically deploy Virtual Networks is compulsory to avoid manual and

impractical configuration operations. The VNEC interacts with the Resource Isolation

Component to check available resources so it can determine whether or not to accept

the Virtual Network creation request. The tenant’s request is represented by a Virtual
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Network, and can include specific requirements such as minimum bandwidth, specific flow

table size, physical location constraints, etc. This request is received by the CPAC that

transmits it to the VNEC, to be processed.

The tenant may also specify whether or not his Virtual Network should be migrated if

needed, and if a degraded mode is accepted during the recovery of normal operations.

The embedding of a Virtual Network can be constrained by the physical location of

the underlying nodes. Specific legislation may forbid confidential data from leaving the

physical space of a country for instance. On a similar aspect, a user may not want to

share the same physical substrate with other tenants. Distributed network hypervisors

or multi-cloud hypervisors may be subject to such constraints since network equipments

are geographically distributed.

Virtual Network Migration Changes in the infrastructure, failure on a link or a

switch, or over-consumption of network resources may require a change in the mapping

between the VN and the physical resources. Therefore, in order to address these issues, it

is possible to migrate the Virtual Network on a different subset of physical resources. The

VNEC will be notified of the aforementioned events by the monitoring component, and

then recompute the mapping of the topology with the physical infrastructure [CGR+12,

BP12,JGRW15].

When a migration occurs, it might be necessary to notify the tenant about it. For instance,

depending on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between a tenant and the infrastructure

provider, the migration may not be feasible because the constraints cannot be satisfied

by the current state of the infrastructure. This would require further instructions from

the tenant.

2.2.6.4 Resource Isolation

The resource isolation component (RIC) ensures that the tenants are served the amount

of resources they have requested during the exploitation of their VN. FlowVisor-based hy-

pervisors [SGY+09,SCG11,CGR+12,MKLK12,EABLC11,YHW+13] all implement band-

width and CPU isolation, and some tackle advanced issues on resource sharing such as

memory and interface isolation as summarized in Table 2.1. One of the problems with

implementing resource isolation is that the hypervisor relies on vendor specific imple-

mentations of these isolation features, which may lead to inconsistent behaviour of the

hypervisor if the implementation varies between network equipments or if the feature is

simply missing.

2.2.6.5 Monitoring

Monitoring the virtualization infrastructure serves two different purposes. The first one

is to support the proper functioning of the hypervisor operations and is implemented
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on every hypervisor. However, it can range from switch discovery (similarly to an SDN

controller) to resource monitoring and failure detection. The second one is to serve the

Security Component with data that will be used in detecting, preventing and mitigating

attacks on VNs and the virtualization infrastructure. Very few solutions implement a

monitoring component to support VN migration or detect attacks [CGR+12, JGRW15,

Dru12,BP12,KAB+14,HVAS+18].

There are several types of information that may be monitored:

Tenant to hypervisor traffic Requests and configuration commands sent by a tenant

can impact the security of the virtualization infrastructure [YQHQ14,CC15]. A malicious

tenant may exploit vulnerable hypervisors by sending forged requests that will alter legit-

imate users’ Virtual Networks. The monitoring module may forward the tenant’s requests

to the Security Component for further investigation.

Management traffic The notifications sent by topology discovery protocols, such as

LLDP, inform the hypervisor about the current state of the physical network. If a switch

fails or becomes the target of an attack, the Security Component and the VNEC may

be notified by the Monitoring. The VNEC can then trigger a migration to relocate the

Virtual Network on a new physical substrate or the Security Component will raise an

alert and trigger mitigation procedures. Management traffic also includes packets sent

by and to physical equipments to ensure their proper operation. This includes metrics

about the resources used on each switch, information about the switch configuration or

the errors raised.

Configuration requests An attacker may leverage vulnerabilities in switches or in

the authentication scheme to deploy malicious configuration rules. These rules may alter

the behavior of the networking equipments and may lead to a data exfiltration scenario

or a Denial of Service against the Virtual Networks operated by the equipments. The

Monitoring may forward configuration rules to the Security Component for detection

purposes, as described below.

2.2.6.6 Security Component

The Security Component (SC) is in charge of detecting, preventing and mitigating attacks

on the virtualization infrastructure. The SC relies on the monitoring of the infrastructure

to collect useful data related to the security of the Virtual Networks and the physical

equipments. Security issues inside a network hypervisor have only been partially stud-

ied [CC15], but not in the context of the migration of Virtual Networks.

Detection The detection of attacks relies on networking events and tenant inputs. For

instance, the number of requests sent by the tenant to the hypervisor may be monitored in

order to detect a flooding behavior that would lead to an overload of the system. Another
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fitting example is to examine the content of configuration rules and match this content

against a set of security rules (e.g., the Wildcard Rewrite problem [CC15]). There is so

far no proposition of an attack detection mechanism for network hypervisors.

Prevention Prevention of attacks can be implemented by either limiting the attack

surface accessible to an attacker or by preventing the attack to reach its destination. The

limitation of the attack surface is proposed by CoVisor [JGRW15] where each tenant

is limited in his ability to handle network traffic. NVP [KAB+14] implements tunnels

between virtual nodes to leverage tunnel encryption. ONVisor [HVAS+18] implements

an access control module in charge of authenticating tenant applications and preventing

them from interfering with other Virtual Networks. Prevention may also be enforced

by deploying Virtual Network Functions [vnf] in the infrastructure. This aspect is not

well exploited because attack detection on the virtualization infrastructure is not well

investigated.

Mitigation Depending on the type of attack, the mitigation can take several forms.

In case of a DoS attack, the security component would rely on the VNEC to provide

an adequate migration scheme but it can also improve the performance of the VNEC by

leveraging security techniques to determine a better substrate, like heuristics to determine

which physical nodes are less likely to be targeted, or by reactively deploying VNFs.

2.2.6.7 Workflows in the reference architecture

In this section, we describe the different information flows illustrated by Figure 2.10.

1 Tenant ↔ CPAC: This flow is mainly composed of requests sent by the tenant and

the view of the Virtual Network sent by the hypervisor. Additional traffic may include

specific notifications (e.g., security and performance alerts).

2 CPAC ↔ VNEC: The CPAC transmits requests for new Virtual Networks to be

deployed on the physical infrastructure, and the VNEC returns whether or not the request

is accepted.

3 CPAC → Monitoring: The CPAC forwards requests sent by the tenant to the moni-

toring module, for logging and security purposes.

4 CPAC↔ DPAC: The CPAC forwards flow rules from the tenant to the DPAC that will

translate virtual identifiers into the physical ones and deploy these rules on the physical

infrastructure. The DPAC will then forward the result of the flow rules deployment to

the CPAC (success or error).

5 Security ↔ CPAC: The security component analyzes networking events and tenants

requests and returns alerts.
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6 VNEC ↔ RIC: The VNEC interacts with the RIC to ensure the availability of re-

sources to compute the embedding of the requested Virtual Network.

7 Monitoring → VNEC: The monitoring component transmits to the VNEC a notifica-

tion for migration in case of a failure in the infrastructure.

8 VNEC ↔ DPAC: The VNEC transmits to the DPAC the flow rules corresponding

to the Virtual Network that must be deployed in the infrastructure, whether it is a new

request from the CPAC or a migration, and the DPAC returns the result of the deployment

(success or error).

9 Monitoring→ Security: The monitoring forwards to the security component suspicious

requests or networking events for further processing.

10 RIC ↔ Monitoring: This flow is composed of performance metrics used by the RIC

to verify the proper isolation of resources in the infrastructure.

11 RIC ↔ DPAC: This flow represents the counter-measures sent by the RIC to the

DPAC to ensure the proper isolation of resources in the infrastructure.

12 Monitoring↔ Infrastructure: This flow is composed of topology discovery messages,

performance metrics and networking events collected in the infrastructure.

13 DPAC→ Security: The security component sends to the DPAC the counter-measures

to be deployed in the infrastructure.

14 DPAC ↔ Infrastructure: This flow is composed of flow rules deployed by the DPAC

on the physical nodes.

2.2.7 Summary

We have presented a reference architecture based on existing network hypervisors using the

SDN paradigm. Table 2.2 summarizes it and shows how each hypervisor implements the

different modules of the reference architecture. Both DPAC and CPAC are implemented

in every hypervisor, as they are essential for a basic support of network virtualization.

The control over the VN exposed by the CPAC is either hypervisor based (HB) or full

control (FC). Maintaining a mapping between physical and virtual resources in the DPAC

has become a main goal since arbitrary topologies often come with flowspace virtualiza-

tion, thus giving tenants a lot of flexibility. Only Compositional Hypervisor [JRW14] does

not properly virtualize the data plane and interacts with it using OpenFlow [MAB+08].

In a similar way, the VNE algorithm greatly simplifies the administration of Virtual

Networks and thus has been integrated since early prototypes. While FlowVisor provides

CPU and bandwidth (BW) isolation, only Slices Isolator [EABLC11] and Double FlowVi-

sor [YHW+13] extend this isolation to the physical network interfaces (Int) of a switch

as well as the memory (Mem). We observe that few solutions have implemented an ad-

vanced monitoring module (i.e., monitoring more than Discovery Protocols Notifications).
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Name CPAC DPAC Topology VNE VNM Security

FlowVisor [SGY+09]

FC

Proxyfication Not arbitrary No No No
ADVisor [SCG11] Mapping Arbitrary No No No

VeRTIGO [CGR+12] Mapping Arbitrary Yes Yes No
Enhanced FlowVisor [MKLK12] Proxyfication Not Arbitrary No No No

Slices Isolator [EABLC11] Proxyfication Not Arbitrary No No No
Double FV [YHW+13] Mapping Arbitrary Yes No No

Compositional Hypervisor [JRW14] FC Openflow Not Arbitrary Yes No No

CoVisor [JGRW15] FC Mapping Arbitrary Yes Yes Yes

FlowN [Dru12] HB Mapping Arbitrary Yes Yes No

Network Hypervisor [HG13] HB Mapping Arbitrary Yes No No

AutoSlice [BP12,BP14] FC Mapping Arbitrary Yes Yes No

NVP [KAB+14] FC Mapping Full Mesh No Yes Yes

OpenVirteX [ASDLG+14] FC Mapping Arbitrary Yes No No

SR-PVX [LHH+17] FC Mapping Arbitrary Yes No No

WhiteVisor [YYJY19] FC Mapping Arbitrary Yes No No

ONVisor [HVAS+18] HB Mapping Arbitrary Yes No Yes

LiteVisor [YYKY18] FC Mapping Arbitrary Yes Yes No

Table 2.2: Comparison of the network hypervisors with the reference architecture

In addition to that, network hypervisors rarely implement the migration of Virtual Net-

works, which leaves several opportunities for researchers. In the next section we describe

VN migration solutions that have sometimes been implemented independently from the

network hypervisors we have presented so far. These solutions cover a broad range of

topics, from performance evaluation to formal modeling of the migration process.

2.3 Migration of Virtual Networks with SDN

In the previous section we have studied the existing network hypervisors, we now discuss

the different Virtual Network migration solutions.

2.3.1 Preliminary work

We start by presenting solutions published on the same year as OpenFlow and that have

been used as a reference in a majority of SDN-based migration solutions.

2.3.1.1 VROOM

Virtual ROuters On the Move (VROOM) [WKB+08] is an early work discussing how

the migration of virtual routers should be implemented on top of the physical infrastruc-

ture. VROOM outlines that most of the network state changes are caused by planned

maintenance. Moreover, power consumption is also a primary concern because efficient

migrations can save up to hundreds of millions of dollars. In this regard, VROOM presents

a network virtualization and migration technique aiming at minimizing these costs and

the duration of maintenance. VROOM is composed of 3 building blocks: router vir-

tualization, data and control plane separation, and dynamic interface binding. Router

virtualization is already implemented in some commercial routers, and VROOM presents
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two prototypes, one software based and the other one hardware based. Data and control

plane separation is achieved by using different virtualization environments (VE) in a vir-

tualization infrastructure, namely OpenVZ [opec]. The data plane is implemented using

OpenVZ first VE (VE0) in which the software implementation of the VROOM router

will use a Linux kernel in a commodity server while the hardware implementation will

use a NetFPGA circuit. The control plane is also implemented using OpenVZ but using

separate VEs (VE1, VE2, and so on). Each virtual router is stored in a VE, in which

a kernel and routing protocol are implemented using a software suite. The binding of

physical interfaces with virtual interfaces is divided into two mappings. The first one is

the mapping of the virtual router with the corresponding Forwarding Information Base

(FIB) inside the physical router. The second one is the mapping of the FIB of the physical

router with a corresponding physical interface.

2.3.1.2 Virtual Network Embedding and path migration

Yu et al. proposed in [YYRC08] a VNE model designed to support the splitting of a virtual

link over several physical links, as well as dynamic Virtual Network reconfiguration. The

whole work is intended to improve resource allocation and maximize the acceptance rate.

Path splitting takes a virtual link with a required amount of bandwidth that cannot be

embedded on the physical infrastructure, and divides it into several smaller links that can

be accepted by the infrastructure. Several VNE algorithms are proposed, including one

optimized for a topology considered as common by the authors. Path migration extends

the usability of path splitting by allowing to recalculate the embedding of existing Virtual

Networks and freeing extra resources otherwise not available using solely path splitting.

The authors provide an extensive evaluation of their mapping and migration algorithms

using a simulator [vne].

Both [WKB+08] and [YYRC08] have been published on the same year as the publication

of OpenFlow [MAB+08], an implementation of the SDN SouthBound Interface that will

become the standard for both industry and academia. Despite the fact that these publi-

cations are not based on SDN, they set up guidelines for plenty of the works we will now

describe.

We divide the existing VN migration solutions based on the research issue they tackle.

We summarize these issues into three categories: i) the migration is designed to improve

the global performance of the infrastructure; ii) the migration was implemented to explore

existing technical limitations with regard to virtualization platform; or iii) the solution

explores the migration from a formal perspective.

2.3.2 Improving the performance of the infrastructure

Lo et al. introduce in [LAZ13] the design of a Virtual Network migration process. The

cost of the migration is based on two metrics, the completion time of the migration and
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the bandwidth consumption. Based on the original embedding and the new destination

substrate, the goal is to determine the ordering of node migrations that will minimize the

cost of the migration. For each step in the migration, the time taken to migrate a node is

divided into two parts. The first one represents the time taken to prepare the migration

and the second one is the time taken to actually transmit information to the destination

substrate. The cost of a migration step is the product of the time it takes to migrate the

information with the impact the migration incurs on the bandwidth. Virtual nodes are

categorized based on whether the node: i) has been migrated; ii) will be migrated at this

step of the migration; or iii) will be migrated at a later step. Similarly, the virtual links

are divided into three categories based on whether the nodes composing the links: i) have

been migrated; ii) will be migrated; or iii) will not be migrated. The categorization of

virtual resources is then used to determine the cost of the migration. Three different

Virtual Network migration algorithms are presented, differentiated by the fact that nodes

may be either migrated one node at a time or multiple nodes may be migrated together.

The first algorithm is a greedy iteration over the individual costs of migrating each node.

The second algorithm is designed to minimize the migration time. Since migrated nodes

are constrained to be independent from other nodes, the algorithm determines the biggest

set of independent nodes. Then, the algorithm leverages the fact that several nodes can

be migrated simultaneously to reduce the total migration time. The third algorithm is a

combination of the first two, where a tradeoff between migration time and migration cost

is sought. The algorithm computes the different sets of independent nodes, and instead

of choosing the largest one, choose the set with the smallest cost. Again, this algorithm

uses the simultaneous node migration to choose the set with the smallest cost.

Dynamic Virtual Network migration is studied in [KSH+17]. The authors outline that

traditional migration suffers from down times proportional to the size of the migrated

Virtual Networks, while protection mechanisms cannot be adapted to support the dynamic

changes in the network. Three requirements are defined while considering drawbacks of

existing migration techniques. First, the tenant’s controller should never be notified of the

migration. Second, the migration process should account for the network traffic status

inside the physical infrastructure. Finally, the migration process should minimize the

number of interactions between the network hypervisor and the physical infrastructure.

Protection and restoration techniques are described to account for these requirements.

Protection consists in deploying backup paths on the physical nodes, calculated prior to

any incident. This way, in case of a failure, the traffic can immediately be routed through

the alternative path. This method implies that the hypervisor must maintain regularly

updated backup paths in each node, incurring computational overhead and bandwidth

consumption on the physical resources of the switch. Restoration is the case where all

the backup paths are stored inside the network hypervisor and only deployed in case of

a failure. This method is based on the assumption that failures will rarely happen, thus

it will not generate an important number of messages between the infrastructure and the
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hypervisor. The network hypervisor determines a backup path that will minimize the

amount of messages sent to the infrastructure. To do so, the backup path must use the

same links as the original path while only differing at the failure point. Updates of backup

paths are performed regularly while a monitoring device collects statistic on available

resources to determine if the current backup paths can still be used. The migration

solution is implemented using OpenVirteX [ASDLG+14], where the path calculator and

storage mechanisms are adapted to fit the new requirements.

Improving the revenue generated with network virtualization can be done through mi-

gration. In [LW18], the purpose of VN migration is to optimize the acceptance ratio

of new Virtual Network requests as well as the revenue to cost ratio. While traditional

VNE algorithms only rely on the individual capacities of nodes, they do not consider the

possibility to split the bandwidth over multiple links. To this end, the notion of fragment

degree for a virtual node is introduced and is defined as a weighted combination of the

CPU consumption ratio of the virtual node on its embedding node and the bandwidth

consumption ratio of adjacent virtual links on the physical substrate. The fragment de-

gree of each virtual node is then associated with the embedding cost of existing Virtual

Networks into a multi-objective integer linear program. The solution of this program be-

ing NP-hard to solve, the authors propose a novel algorithm to make it computationally

tractable: Fragment-aware Virtual Network Reconfiguration (FA-VNR). This algorithm

first defines a migration trigger. Then, it determines which set of physical nodes must be

reconfigured by computing a dynamic threshold of “fragmentation” in the infrastructure.

Similarly, the algorithm determines a set of virtual nodes to migrate based on their eco-

nomical performance. Once the destination substrate has been chosen, virtual nodes will

be migrated and each virtual link connected to them will be redeployed using a shortest

path algorithm.

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has provided guidelines

regarding the migration of Virtual Network Functions (VNF). In the early stages of speci-

fication, ETSI has produced a set of specifications related to the resiliency of NFV [NFVb].

Because the virtualization environment of NFV relies on multiple hardware and software

layers, reliability and availability mechanisms should behave identically, whether they

are virtualized or not. This ensures that the uniformity for the VNF deployment and

management. The requirements for NFV migration have then been extended in [NFVa].

The focus is set on migrating both the service and the traffic associated to the service

provided by the VNF. The uses cases considerd in [NFVa] mostly rely on upgrading a

VNF to a new software version. Maintaining the availability of the service throughout

the migration is proposed by maintaining two instances of the VNF, the old one and the

new one. In order to minimize the amount of data to migrate, new connections to the

service should be redirected to the new instance of the VNF, while most of existing con-

nections should be processed and terminated by the old instance. It is recommended to

gradually migrate network traffic in order to validate the behavior of the new VNF. This
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verification is even more important in the case of software upgrades because there might

be unexpected behaviors from the new VNF instance. If the traffic migration encoun-

ters a problem (e.g., unsatisfactory migration parameters, software bugs), the migration

should be stopped and a rollback procedure should be executed. The latest release about

NFV migration [NFVc] considers the migration in broader use cases compared to [NFVa],

such as failure correction and prevention scenarios. The document outlines best practices

regarding the resiliency of the migration process: i) defining resiliency classes requests to

assign reliable destination hosts, ii) defining operation rules to respect constraints during

the migration (e.g., affinity and anti-affinity), iii) preserving the isolation of the migrated

resources once the process is over, and iv) minimizing the downtime perceived by the end

user . Because the migration process itself may fail, rollback procedures must be avail-

able. It appears that the migration process envisioned by the ETSI mostly focuses on the

requirements for migrating VMs supporting the VNF and the associated network traffic.

Technical aspects for traffic migration are considered out of scope of this document, as it

depends on the networking technology used by the NFV infrastructure (e.g., SDN).

2.3.3 Evaluating virtualization platforms

We present here two migration solutions that have been implemented on a particular

physical infrastructure. Both solutions aim at outlining the technical limitations faced

when migrating VNs.

2.3.3.1 PlanetLab

PlanetLab [CCR+03] (PL) is a virtualization infrastructure used to provide slices of net-

work resources for research experiments. Lo et al. state in [LAZF14] that VN migration

is a field where practical implementation and evaluation remain to be explored. They

proposed a migration scheme and implemented it in PL, namely PL-VNM. The migra-

tion should be designed to be automated, fast and to minimize the service disruption

time. While the migration process is automated, there is no detection component to

automatically trigger the migration. Due to technical limitations of PL, it is impossible

to migrate a VN from a slice to another. An alternative is proposed by partitioning the

resources within a slice thus defining new Virtual Networks inside a PL slice and limiting

the migration to the VNs created in a single slice. Virtual routers are instantiated for

each virtual node required by the topology, and use an API to install forwarding rules in

the kernel space of the physical node. The authors proprose a simple migration algorithm

based on the size of the flows to migrate. The migration process consists in cloning the

network state of virtual nodes (i.e., FIB) and then redirect VMs’ traffic through the newly

created Virtual Network. While the duplication of networking state does not cause any

packet loss from the tenant’s point of view, setting up the redirection is most likely to

create service disruption. Two different approaches are taken and evaluated.

The first approach consists in preparing the scheduling for the host redirection and then
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sequentially sending commands to the gateways connected to the hosts, namely remote

scheduling. Figure 2.11 depicts the modules of PL-VNM and how the migration process

is handled. One of the drawbacks of this method is the delay existing between the mi-

gration instruction being sent by the controller and the instruction actually being run at

the gateway.

The second approach relies on determining the migration ordering and then scheduling

the migration in the gateway using the UNIX command at. The at command makes sure

that the migration is performed on time by synchronizing the gateway via the NTP pro-

tocol. Here, the potential latency to execute the migration is based on the time it takes

for NTP to trigger at and on the load of the gateways’ CPU. Both approaches make it

hard to have a full control over the migration’s timing. The authors conclude with three

recommendations for the PL infrastructure and in general for network hypervisors:

• Enabling gateway task scheduling with a magnitude order of milliseconds. As is, at

scheduling uses seconds for task triggers while path latency of remote scheduling is

a few hundreds of ms;

• Allowing the migration scheduler to order migration commands to reduce the delay

induced in the actual start of the command;

• Implementing asymmetric packet routing inside the infrastructure. Because of the

routing mode used in PL, each link in the gateway must have the same physical

source and destination, thus preventing an asymmetric migration of the FIB from

being effective.

While [LAZF14] is not specifically designed to work on an SDN infrastructure, the prob-

lems and challenges it explores remain valid in the SDN paradigm.

2.3.3.2 GENI

The GENI platform [BCL+14] is a network infrastructure based on SDN and used to

provide isolated environments for researchers to run experiments. Zhao et al. propose

in [ZLZ+17] a VN migration scheme implemented using GENI. Similarly to PlanetLab,

GENI has not been designed to support the migration of VNs over different physical

substrates. Authors propose a definition of a slice different from Virtual Networks

(VN) in [ZLZ+17]. A slice is a GENI slice, i.e., the set of resources allocated to a tenant,

while VN is a subset of these resources. Implementing VNs (original and migration

backups) can be done by allocating all required resources to a single slice. This approach

comes with drawbacks however: no clear isolation between VNs, and lack of flexibility in

case there is a need for a topology change. Finally, in case of a failure of a VN or a host,

the whole topology must be rebuilt. Another approach consists in allocating one slice for a

single VN and then, when migrating it, allocating a new slice. The main challenge is to set

up communication between the old and the new slice during the migration, since GENI

enforces isolation between its slices. In addition to the inter-slice communication, the
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Figure 2.11: Architecture of PL-VNM [LAZF14]

migration process should not cause packet loss and be invisible to the tenant. A proposed

approach separates the old VN, the new VN and the VMs by setting up a different slice

for each group. Two extra gateways are inserted in the VMs’ slice, each connected to one

of the other slices. Without these gateways, the learning switch implemented by GENI

would not allow to connect the hosts to the new VN because of conflicting rules (same

source/destination, different output ports). The three slices will then share a common

VLAN to communicate together. In order to minimize the packet loss incurred by the

migration, the migration is optimized by scheduling the sequence of flows that will be

deployed on the physical substrate. First, the rules between gateways and the new VN

are set up, then the hosts’ traffic is redirected towards the second gateway, and finally old

VN rules are dropped leading to a full disconnection of the former VN. A similar problem

to the migration in PlanetLab concerns the migration scheduling on the physical switches.

The first option is to remotely control network interfaces using SSH. An SSH connection

with each switch is established and old interfaces are shut down while activating the new

ones. However, the latency induced by SSH authentication and by the time it takes to

transmit commands makes the migration unpredictable. On the other hand, the migration

can be performed by sending OF rules as the migration progresses. This method is deemed

faster than the other one since it does not use SSH (and its authentication overhead),

but it is thus less secure. Finally, the transparency of the migration is ensured by the

migration controller which will act as a proxy between VNs and switches, intercepting

packets and rewriting header fields to maintain a consistent view of the network.
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2.3.4 Formal verification of the migration

In complement to the works aiming at improving the performance and the scalability of

the virtualization infrastructure and the migration process, we now consider the works

taking a formal approach to study specific properties of the migration as well as the

migration process. The following approaches contrast with the previous ones because they

characterize specific properties of the migration of Virtual Networks instead of focusing

on operational aspects.

2.3.4.1 Inter-flow consistency

In an SDN infrastructure, the configuration deployed on SDN switches gets updated and

evolves regularly. Such modifications are invoked by the SDN controller and deployed

among several switches. Flow consistency ensures that each flow will be processed by

either the old or the new configuration all along the way, and not by a combination of the

two. However, Liu et al. argue, in [LBMC15], that making sure that each individual flow

has its own consistency preserved is not enough to respect certain security and reliability

requirements. It becomes necessary to model relationships between flows and to preserve

certain properties throughout the migration. The properties considered here are spatial

isolation and version isolation. The spatial isolation of two flows consists in preventing

them from sharing a common physical resource before, during and after a change in

the network configuration. For instance, a critical flow carrying important information

should not share a link with a certain traffic that may be subject to surges, thus leading

to link congestion and the important flow not being delivered. Another case would be

when attackers would try to intercept information on critical flows and then exploit the

infrastructure. Version isolation ensures that a configuration affecting different flows is

fully deployed and prevents one flow being processed with one configuration and another

flow with another version of the configuration. This problem is related to the delay of

actually deploying the configuration inside the switches, as underlined with PlanetLab

and GENI. The spatial isolation problem is approached using a dependency graph. Each

path taken by a flow is mapped with the physical nodes they go through. Then, in case

of overlapping node for several flows, the node is seen as a mutex node (similarly to the

mutex of an operating system). No flow may go through a mutex node if another flow

is currently using it. This ensures that specific traffic may not cohabit inside the same

physical resources. To ensure the version isolation of different flows, the system identifies

the set of flows that must be isolated. Then, it picks one to be processed normally and

forward to the controller all the traffic of the remaining flows. This way, it makes sure that

there are not two flows being processed by 2 different versions of a configuration. And

when all the cached traffic is re-injected inside the infrastructure, it is being processed by

a fully updated networking state.

The generation of the dependency graphs is done by categorizing flows into two classes,
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based on whether they should be forwarded to the hypervisor or not. Using a greedy

algorithm, it is possible to determine how to minimize the amount of packet caching that

would be performed at the controller. The ordering of the migration sequences is deter-

mined from the graph. Each sequence is composed of several configuration modifications,

and these modifications are also ordered to minimize the migration time.

2.3.4.2 Moving Target Defense

Dynamically changing the location of sensitive targets is a technique called Moving Target

Defense (MTD). Such changes prevent an attacker from accurately knowing the attack

surface of the system he is attacking. Chowdhary et al. [CPH16] use MTD techniques as

part of a Detect-Analyze-Counter cycle inside an SDN-based Cloud infrastructure. The

security system is composed of four modules: a detection module, a vulnerability analyzer,

a counter-measure creation and deployment component and a policy conflict resolution.

The detection module is in charge of gathering information about the vulnerabilities in

the infrastructure. Then, the analyzer will use these information to dynamically generate

an attack graph representing the capacities of the attacker. A counter-measure will then

be generated to mitigate the potential attacks and be proposed to the conflict resolution

module. This module will determine if the newly created counter-measure is not going to

have any harmful side effects. Once the counter-measure is accepted, it is deployed in the

infrastructure and the detection module is notified of the new configuration. The attack

detection aspect is left out in this paper, as it is already a widely explored topic. A well

known drawback of attack graphs is the poor scalability when the number of states grows.

This problem makes the graph generation computationally intractable. Partitioning the

attack graph into smaller regions based on each tenant using the infrastructure simplifies

the generation. These sub-attack graphs are then simply merged together for the counter-

measure to be generated. The counter-measure component determines which VM should

be migrated based on the CVSS Base Score. Once the target VM is chosen, new flow

rules are computed to implement the migration. The conflict resolution inspects the flow

rules that should be deployed and extracts the actions of each rule. It also verifies that

they do not overlap with other existing flow rules. If a conflict arises, this module will

try to find alternative rules. In the event where this would not be possible, the proposed

counter-measure is rejected and a new one is computed.

2.3.4.3 Seamless migration

In the previous works, minimizing the service disruption caused by the migration has

always been a major concern in the design of the solution. However, while the efficiency

of the solution was evaluated with various experiments, there was no formal approach

describing the transparency of the migration and ensuring that no disruption of service

is experienced by a tenant. The topic of seamless migration is brought up in [GG14]

where Ghorbani et al. take a closer look at network virtualization using SDN techniques.
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Precisely, the focus is put on the one-to-many mapping, also known as the “Big Switch”

abstraction. Distributing a single virtual resource over several physical ones may not pre-

serve the per-flow correctness. Similarly to the version isolation presented in [LBMC15],

flow correctness considers flows individually and ensures that each packet of each flow is

always processed by one specific version of a network configuration. However, this defini-

tion does not ensure that the ordering of packets as seen by the tenant’s applications and

controllers is a good representation of how the packets were originally sent and ordered

by the other end point. A new definition of correctness is proposed to make sure that the

ordering of packets is preserved from end to end. From this definition a solution for a

seamless migration of VNs and VMs is proposed in LIME [GSM+14]. The first contribu-

tion of this paper is a formal model for network virtualization migration, and it defines a

transparency property related to the physical observation of the migration. The second is

an implementation of a Virtual Network migration process that is proven to respect the

transparency property previously defined. It is important to note that transparency does

not exclude packet loss but aims to reduce it drastically. The migration of the Virtual

Network resources relies on switch cloning. LIME will instantiate several copies of each

virtual node and orchestrate the migration so the tenant’s traffic is still forwarded during

the migration. In opposition to the requirement made in [KSH+17], LIME will notify the

tenant application in case of a physical failure of a link. Ghorbani et al. then use the

formal model to extend the transparency property to the one-to-many mapping problem

of [GG14], since the idea is to propose a “Big Switch” abstraction while the virtual re-

source is being replicated across several physical nodes. The point is to make sure that all

nodes located on the edge of the Big Switch are preserving the ordering of the packets even

when the configuration is updated. The observation correctness introduced in LIME is

enhanced with the concept of weak causality where an event has weak causal dependency

with another if the first event has triggered the other under certain conditions. Thus, the

observable ordering of events will matter only if those events are correlated.

2.3.5 Summary

The study of VN migration remains a topic of interest as it has been studied but often with

the same objective: creating a migration process that will improve the performance of the

infrastructure. Table 2.3 summarizes the surveyed works. Several types of algorithms are

proposed, usually either a migration scheduling algorithm or a VNE-related algorithm.

Bandwidth remains the most common metric used, as it is one of the main criteria to

support Virtual Networks. Other operational metrics, like migration duration or CPU

consumption, are used for performance improvement. The migration process has not been

studied under the security perspective. This should be investigated to propose a model

of the process, including security properties and how these can be observed and verified.
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Reference Algorithms Metrics Summary

Wang - [WKB+08] N/A
Power consumption
Bandwidth
CPU

Early prototyping Virtual Network migration

Yu - [YYRC08]

Link/Node mapping
Path splitting
Path migration
Custom topology mapping

CPU
Bandwidth
Request processing time

Migration to improve the acceptance ratio

Lo - [LAZ13]
Greedy minimum cost
Biggest set of independent nodes
Biggest set + minimum cost

Migration duration
Bandwidth

Scheduling algorithms for the migration

Ko - [KSH+17] Backup path computation Bandwidth Migration module on top of OpenVirteX

Liu - [LW18]
Target selection
VNE

CPU
Bandwidth

Improving the acceptance ratio

Lo - [LAZF14] Flow size based migration
Packet loss
Migration time

Implementing VN migration on PlanetLab [pla]

Zhao - [ZLZ+17] Seamless traffic redirection
Packet loss
Migration time
Control plane overhead

Implementing VN migration on GENI [BCL+14]

Liu - [LBMC15]
Flow classification
Mutex nodes
Migration scheduling

Bandwidth
Memory

Consistent flow processing during configuration changes

Chowdhary - [CPH16]
Attack graph analysis
Counter measure selection

Vulnerabilities VN migration for VM security

Ghorbani - [GSM+14]
Node cloning
Iterative migration
Simulataneous migration

Latency
Packe loss
Bandwidth
Network updates

Formal verification of the seamless migration

Table 2.3: Summary of VN migration

2.4 Network & VM security

We have presented, in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3, existing solutions for network virtualiza-

tion and Virtual Network migration. We now delve into the security aspect of network

virtualization, and the related security topics. The security of VN migration is a topic

that has not been studied yet, while the security of VM migration has been thoroughly

investigated. The following sections cover two topics, namely the security of the Live

VM migration process and existing formal models for network security. Existing formal

models are useful to understand to which extent security in networks has been expressed.

Additionally, it will help us to determine what has not been modeled yet.

2.4.1 Security of VM migration

In this section, we take a closer look at the security of the live migration of VMs. We first

detail the existing vulnerabilities and possible attacks, and then detail different security

solutions, either using the migration process as a way to overcome security issues or to

analyze and improve the security of the migration process itself.

2.4.1.1 Attacking the VM migration process

Traditional hypervisors have been around for decades now, and the live migration of a

Virtual Machine is a well known process. There has been several security surveys on the

topic of VM hypervisors [Reu07,RAAS13,SML10,PBSL13], and on the security of Cloud

environments [FSG+14]. Most of the security issues with VMs are related to the unlawful

interactions between a VM and other VMs or between a VM and the hypervisor. An
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attacker may exploit vulnerabilities in the hypervisor and force it to execute arbitrary

code or access restricted memory zone. Another type of attack consists in corrupting

the resource scheduler of the hypervisor, thus preventing other users to get the allocated

resources they required.

We will focus here on the attacks that can impact the live migration of a VM. Oberheide et

al. proposed in [OCJ08] several attack classes that will affect the migration of VMs:

attacks on the control plane, the data plane and the migration module. Attacks are

summarized in Table 2.4.

Attacks impacting the control plane can be divided into two categories: resource exhaus-

tion and hypervisor spoofing. Resource exhaustion corresponds to the case where the

attacker is triggering an unlawful migration to either move a VM toward a non-secure

physical location or to deplete the hypervisor’s resources.

The second attack class is Fake Resource Advertising and relies on hypervisor spoofing.

This kind of attacks are particularly efficient in systems where the migration is automated,

because the generation of fake servers inside the topology can make the hypervisor trigger

migration of VMs on resources that do not exist.

Attacking the data plane during the live migration can take two forms: passively exfil-

trating sensitive information or actively altering the traffic during the migration. In the

first case, the attack results in a loss of confidentiality for the stolen data and it might

be exploited later on to launch other attacks on the VM. In the second case, altering

the traffic can either create a Denial-of-Service because the VM virtual disk has been

compromised, or in a potentially even more harmful scenario, the VM keeps running but

under a compromised state, as the memory of the VM has been altered by the attack.

The VM migration module can also be attacked to allow an attacker’s VM to share the

same physical server as the victim’s VM. The co-residency of two VMs is defined as the use

of the same hypervisor. Stalling the migration is studied in [AAK+17] where the attacker

prevents the victim’s VM and his own VM from being separated (i.e., maintaining the co-

residency) so he can completely corrupt the memory pages of the victim’s VM. It is shown

that a prolonged co-residency between the VMs allows an attacker to use side-channel

attacks that will have a bigger impact on the victim.

2.4.1.2 Protecting the VM migration process

The Moving Target Defense (MTD) paradigm is a technique used to limit the co-residency

between an attacker and his victim, thus leading to a reduced attack surface for side

channel attacks. Zhang et al. introduce a model based on game theory [ZLB+12] to

represent the incentives a Cloud Provider has to migrate VMs in his infrastructure when

opposed to an attacker who will benefit from the co-residency. Results outline that it is

not necessary to permanently migrate all VMs but only a subset of them. In addition
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Attack Methodology Impact

Control Plane

Incoming migration
Resource exhaustion

Co-residency of the victim with the attacker
Outcoming migration Overload of the hypervisor

Fake resource advertising Hypervisor spoofing Faulty deployment of Virtual Machines

Data Plane

Passive Snooping Network probe Information leakage

Active manipulation Network man-in-the-middle Data corruption

Host identification
Network monitoring

Migration characterization
Specific targeting for future attackst

Migration module

Software attacks Heap, stack, integer overflow Service disruption, Incorrect behaviour

Migration stalling attacks Denial of Service, Resource depletion Co-residency between attacker and victim

Table 2.4: Attack surface of live VM migration

to this, the game can be extended to include cooperation between the legitimate users

and the Cloud Provider. A similar approach using MTD against side-channel attacks

is presented in Nomad [MR15]. Nomad is built on several assumptions: i) the attacker

cannot be precisely located inside the infrastructure, ii) can launch potentially unknown

side channels attacks and iii) can precisely target his victim. The migration process

proposed in Nomad provides tenants with an API to describe a set of constraints on their

VM that has to be respected throughout the migration. Nomad provides a scalable VM

placement algorithm, a framework that does not require to modify the OS, the hardware

or the hypervisor, other than the migration algorithms. The protection of the migration

traffic by making it indistinguishable from regular network traffic using noise generation

is studied in [APM+17]. Even if encryption is applied to the migration traffic, an attacker

located inside the infrastructure may still distinguish migration traffic from the regular

one. Indeed, migration traffic can easily be characterized as a set of data bursts through

the network. The proposed solution uses a traffic generator to implement a white noise

that will dynamically adapt to the traffic generated by the migration. This method will

make the migration traffic look like a constant flow of indistinguishable data.

2.4.2 Formal Models for network security

Formal models for network security cover a broad range of topics and applications, from

cryptographic protocols to trust in computer networks. We consider here the models

providing an algebra to represent, to a certain extent, various network security properties.

We also focus on whether or not a form of temporal logic is used to support the reasoning

about security properties. Temporal reasoning is used to order events and determine

specifically when an attack was launched, and by which networking event. We categorized

these models into three different sections: languages used for the security analysis of a

communication protocol, languages used to implement a form of access control for an

information system, and finally, languages used to describe the infrastructure enforcing

the security services.
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2.4.2.1 Communication protocol analysis

In computer networks, confidentiality and authentication of the communications are

among the most important properties to measure and protect. In [Sch96], messages

exchanged between users are described and characterized by a set of security properties.

The author uses the Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) algebra to represent

the different actors involved in a network communication, including a potential attacker.

Considering the formalism of CSP, the system is described by the events it can perform

and the traces it generates (i.e., the different sequences of events carried out by the sys-

tem). In a communication system, messages can be sent and received by users. Therefore,

the definition of the confidentiality of a message is maintained if this message was only

received by his intended recipient and no one else.

The security analysis of communication protocols heavily relies on the expressiveness of

the language used to describe it and how the attacker’s capacities are defined. HLPSL [CCC+04]

is a protocol specification language used to model the temporal interactions between users

in a communication network. Using temporal logic, HLPSL describes the interactions be-

tween users not in terms of messages exchanged to achieve the communication but rather

describes the role(s) of each user. Such roles may then be combined into composite roles

when a protocol involves sub-protocols. The definition of a role is a set of variables, either

shared between roles or only known to one role. Then, each role includes a set of states,

and the conditions that must be met to transition from one state to another. Transition

conditions include messages to be sent or received, or if a particular ciphering key has

been used. HLPSL proposes a modular definition of an attacker, where his capacities

would not be identical over the whole system. This is true in current networks, where the

heterogeneity of the infrastructure may expose different vulnerabilities. Security proper-

ties are defined as logical predicates combined with temporal operators such as: always,

sometimes in the past, etc. The evaluation of a protocol’s security is performed using the

AVISPA tool [ABB+05], in which model checking techniques are used to determine the

potential vulnerabilities existing in the protocol.

2.4.2.2 Access Control based languages

A common way to describe networking systems is by representing the interactions between

the users with Access Control Lists (ACL). ACLs can be seen as a set of rules that will

either allow or deny the right to perform a specific action, like letting a specific flow

go through a firewall for instance. Representing authorizations depends on the level of

abstraction desired. For instance, Matousek et al. proposed, in [MRRŠ08], an ACL model

at the network level, where router configurations are converted into ACLs which are then

represented using a specific data structure to provide conjunction/disjunction capacities

to the model (i.e., combining several configurations together). The main contribution

of the paper is to provide an automated analysis of the network state while considering
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the changes in the topology (i.e., link failure) as well as the security rules in place. The

analysis determines if a specific flow (referred to as property) will be let through the

system considering the configuration in place. They illustrate this with the example of a

web traffic flow from a host to a Web server, and determine that, in case of a link failure,

this flow will now be dropped because of existing filtering rules.

MulVal [OGA05] extends the notion of ACL analysis by modeling attacks on the system.

First of all, the model uses the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) to describe

the vulnerabilities in the infrastructure. This approach is different from [MRRŠ08] be-

cause CVE impacts workstations, services and (mis)configuration. The security aspect is

no longer limited only to Layers 3 and 4 filtering. With the use of CVE comes the defi-

nition of attacks on the system and how they are performed. Instead of converting each

CVE into a specific attack, MulVal leverages the language’s formalism to define broader

attacks. Therefore, each time a vulnerability is discovered, it will most likely fall under an

already existing attack, thus minimizing configuration time. MulVal’s reasoning system

is implemented to take into account sequential combinations of events. Indeed, an attack

may not be a single access to a resource but instead an access to a resource, followed by

a privilege escalation that is concluded by the execution of arbitrary code on a machine.

They illustrate this by implementing an attack on a Web Server and using the rights of

the Web Server to access a fileserver and install a corrupted binary that will be later

executed by an unsuspecting user.

Going one step higher in the abstraction level, OrBAC [KBB+03] describes Access Con-

trol policies at the organization level. Simply put, an organisation is an entity, in which

a role (i.e., a group of users) will be given a permission to do a specific activity (i.e., a

set of actions) on a view (i.e., a set of objects) in a certain context (i.e., under certain

conditions). Security policies include permission, prohibition or obligation to perform

an activity. The OrBAC model defines security policies using a set of logical predicates.

These predicates are then used to represent the permissions granted to the user. The

work presented in [CCBSM04] converts high level policies into practical firewall config-

urations. Thanks to the possibility to precisely distribute permissions to the users, it is

possible to use OrBac in a “white list” mode, even though firewalls may be configured

with denying rules (i.e., dropping packets by default as the last rule). Finally, OrBAC

offers a conflict resolution module in charge of detecting conflicts between high level poli-

cies and may propose modifications to solve them. ACLs benefit from this formalism as

users can now functionally describe their organization while it simplifies the configuration

and maintenance of low level resources.

2.4.2.3 Infrastructure based languages

In previous sections, we looked at formal models in general systems, and the details of

the underlying infrastructure were not always clear or even studied. We now consider
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languages where the infrastructure contributed to their design.

M2D2 [MMDD02] is a specification language used to correlate alerts raised by Intrusion

Detection Systems (IDS) inside an Information System (IS). M2D2 describes four types

of information required to do the correlation: characteristics about the IS, vulnerabilities,

security tools and events occurring in the IS. The IS is characterized by its topology

(connections between network equipments and hosts), and by the products installed on

hosts (e.g., OS, software, etc.) The definition of a vulnerability in M2D2 corresponds to a

specific configuration on a host, i.e., the set of the different products installed. If a subset

of this configuration corresponds to a vulnerable configuration described in a CVE, then

the host is subject to this specific vulnerability. The security tools are IDS located either

on a host (HIDS) or in the network (NIDS) and are used to generate events based on

their capacity to detect vulnerabilities. They are given a detection range, which means

one specific IDS may not detect certain vulnerabilities or attacks because they do not fall

under its scope of scrutiny.

Events generated by IDSs are either scans, when a vulnerability is discovered, or an alert

when an attacker is currently trying to exploit a vulnerability. M2D2 contributes to alert

aggregation on three different aspects: single host aggregation, target identification and

false positives detection. Single host aggregation regroups the alerts generated by the

HIDS and the alerts generated by the NIDS that are targeting a specific host. Identifying

targets vulnerable to a specific ongoing attack works by extracting the vulnerability ex-

ploited from the alert, then retrieving the associated configuration and determining if this

vulnerable configuration is a subset in the configuration of each host in the IS. Detecting

false positives generated by IDSs works by first aggregating the alerts similar to the one

considered. The set of IDSs which have generated these alerts is now compared with the

set of IDSs which are deemed able to actually detect the attack (based on their detection

range). Any discrepancy between these two sets may indicate the existence of a false

positive.

M4D4 [MD08] extends M2D2 in several ways. The consequences of a vulnerability can

now be expressed in terms of Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability (CIA) or a privilege

escalation. It also introduces a formal definition of attack classes and the dependencies

between them, as well as an extension to the type of scanners that can be deployed in the

IS.

The configurations deployed on switches and routers in a networking infrastructure will

regularly change. These changes will either happen because of maintenance tasks or be-

cause of physical failures and attacks. The maintenance of these equipments can generate

potentially disastrous service disruption, because of the time it takes to actually deploy

the patch and restart the machine back to an operational state. The SDN paradigm

decouples the control plane from the data plane and offers to software developers a new

flexibility to implement applications and services on top of a network. Reitblatt et al.
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propose in [Rei12] a formalism to describe network changes in a high level fashion that

will automatically be translated into low level configuration while preventing service dis-

ruption or unwanted exposition to security vulnerabilities. This configuration translation

relies on the fact that any update technique can be simplified into a two-phase mecha-

nism. First, the new configuration is deployed inside the switches and is then enforced

by assigning the new policy to the ingress ports. The main idea to describe properties on

the network flows is to use the set of networking paths that a flow is allowed to take. It

now becomes possible to implement routing properties where a flow must go through a

specific node or that there should not be any network loops inside the SDN configuration

in the switches. However, it becomes difficult to implement properties that require access

to more networking attributes or require more expressiveness. This problem is tackled

in Merlin [SBK+13]. Merlin extends [Rei12] with new properties and quantifiers. Merlin

implements regular expressions that can be used to match network locations as well as

packet processing functions that have been named so they can be used in several locations.

Table 2.5 summarizes the different works we have presented, and outlines which proper-

ties were investigated: Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, and Access Control. The

Temporality column represents whether or not temporal reasoning is used by the model

checker in the solution.

Reference C I A AC Temporality Environment Analysis

Schneider [Sch96] X X Network Communication protocol

Chevalier - [CCC+04] X X X Network Communication protocol

Reitblatt - [Rei12] X X Network Network configuration

Matousek - [MRRŠ08] X Network Network configuration

Ou - [OGA05] X X X X X Global infra. CVE

Morin - [MMDD02] X X X X X Global infra. CVE

Cuppens - [KBB+03] X Global infra. Security policy

Table 2.5: Summary of formal models

2.4.3 Summary

We have presented a broad security overview of the Live VM migration process and the

formal languages used to describe the security of a network infrastructure.

Traditional hypervisors have been extensively studied, and the use of the migration process

has been used not only for maintenance purposes but to tackle security issues existing in

virtualization infrastructures. The security of the migration process has also been studied

and the results outlined several vulnerabilities existing in hypervisors. We note that the

migration process extends the attack surface of the hypervisor because it also relies on

the network infrastructure to support the VM migration. Additionally, the migration of

VM across SDN networks has been investigated [LLJ15, LLKW13, IKAEAF15] but this

approach lacks a security perspective and thus should be considered as well.
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Numerous languages are used to describe network communications and the physical in-

frastructure supporting them. While model checking is a common accepted technique

to verify that certain properties are verified under a specific model, the use of temporal

reasoning remains limited to specific contexts. The use of CVE provides numerous ad-

vantages: a common knowledge database, a wide range of properties and an expressive

language to describe security violations. Additionally, the description of security proper-

ties and their formalization is sometimes limited to a binary view, whether it is verified

or not. The expressiveness of languages could benefit from quantifiers to represent a form

of tolerance in the verification.

2.5 Resource Allocation in networking infrastructures

The resource allocation (RA) problem consists in determining the optimal way to spend

limited resources in order to achieve maximum profit while satisfying a set of constraints.

In this section, we consider two different formalisms used to solve the RA problem, namely

Game Theory and Markov Decision Processes.

2.5.1 Game Theory for Network Security

Game theory is a mathematical formalism used to represent the interactions between

several agents (also known as players). The model is called a game, in which players have

the possibility to choose an action and are rewarded based on their choice and the choice

made by the other players. We refer the reader to Appendix A for more definitions about

the formalism.

In this section, we review different games used to solve a resource allocation problem in

a security context.

Game Theory has been applied to network security in different ways (e.g., IDS configu-

ration and optimization), as well as, to monitoring resource allocation problems. We will

focus on the latter. We summarized the different works in Table 2.6.

One of the first works using Game Theory applied to network security is presented by

Kodialam et al. in [ML03], where they model a link sampling for an attack detection

problem. The aim is to determine the sampling frequency that will optimize the chances

of detecting an attack going through the network. An attacker launches attacks from

a single node and chooses one out of several paths to reach the victim’s node. If one

packet reaches the victim without being detected, the attack is considered successful.

Both attacker and defender are usually under budget constraints to decide which strategy

to implement. The formulation is represented as a minmax problem where the attacker

attempts to minimize the maximum detection probability of the defender. The game

is then solved using the max-flow algorithm [HR55], which determines the attacker’s

strategy as well as the corresponding optimal sampling distribution. Otrok et al. extend
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this work in [OMA+08, OMW+08]. In [ML03], the attacker is forced to choose one path

to launch his attack, while, in [OMA+08], the attacker may fragment his attack through

several paths in the network. Two scenarios are examined: one attacker sending multiple

packets and multiple attackers sending one packet. In the first case, the attack is deemed

successful if the attacker can send a certain amount of packets without being detected.

In the second case, the attack is a success if every attacker can send one packet to the

victim without being detected. The game is solved similarly as in [ML03]. The second

extension ( [OMW+08]) considers a MANET network as the infrastructure. A MANET

network is composed of several clusters geographically close from each other. Each cluster

is comprised of several nodes, and regularly one node in the cluster is elected as leader

and asked to perform the detection tasks. The authors address several issues arising with

this election system, for instance considering that a node might be reluctant to perform

intrusion detection. Since the real intentions of the nodes in the cluster are not precisely

known, a reputation system is considered to determine the amount of trust given to each

node. Formally speaking, the game is said of imperfect information because it cannot be

determined if a leader node has loyally fulfilled its duties and the leader does not know

which user is malicious. The game aims at maximizing the detection probability of each

link when the probability of selecting each link is fixed. The solution is computed using

the Nash Equilibrium. Simulation results show that the game performs better than a

reference game up until a point where it becomes a tradeoff between energy consumption

and false positive rate.

An important aspect of network security is to determine which nodes in the infrastructure

are the most likely to be targeted. Chen et al. [CL09] study the target selection problem

in a traditional network. Both attacker and defender are under constrained budgets,

similarly to the previous works. The attacker possesses a certain budget to be spent on

attacking the nodes while the defender will allocate resources to protect certain nodes.

Each node is assigned an asset value, which represents the raw gain obtained by the

attacker if he targets this node. This raw gain is then impacted with the detection

probability and the false positive rate, which determine the final payoffs for both players.

The game is solved by computing the Nash Equilibrium [Nas51] to determine the optimal

mixed strategies for both players. This work has then been extended in [IKLC17] to

consider the interdependencies of nodes. The assumption is that the attacker can target

specific nodes because they may grant him some additional privileges to attack other

nodes. The work concludes with a set of formal results for static security games.

An alternative approach to security games is presented in [ZFBB09] where players are

given incentives to work together and provide collaborative intrusion detection. Each node

in the network is constrained by a set of resources and may distribute these resources to

other nodes in order to participate to the intrusion detection. The game describes an

altruistic utility function in which two main criteria are taken into account: the amount

of trust between nodes and the satisfaction level for the quality of service provided. They
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prove the existence of a unique Nash Equilibrium and propose an algorithm that converges

geometrically fast to the equilibrium.

In previous games, the consequences of actions were accounted for in the utility function,

where the detection of an attack would impact with a coefficient the gain (resp. loss) for

an attacker (resp. a defender). However, stochastic games allow to model the different

possible outcomes of a situation in a more detailed fashion. For instance, if the attack is

successful, the system may transition from a healthy state toward a compromised state,

where the attacker is given better rewards in the future. In this regard, Sallhammar et

al. describe such a game in [SHK05]. The system is modeled as a Continuous Time

Markov Chain in which the transition probabilities will depend on the attack performed

on the system. Similarly to previous work, the attacker may also choose to do nothing.

This work focuses on modelling intentional faults due to attacks and differentiate them

from accidental faults using statistical properties such as randomness and independence

between faults. They also consider different types of attacker behaviors where the con-

sequences of being detected may be unknown and/or the attacker may not specifically

intend to remain undetected. The model is then extended in [NAB09] where the model

accounts for interdependencies between nodes to compromise the infrastructure.

Game Theory applied to network security has been surveyed in [RES+10,KIDL18] where

the scope of the survey is extended to other aspects, such as the optimization of an IDS

with regard to available detection techniques and countermeasures.

Reference Type of game Game Resolution Summary

Koadialam - [ML03], Otrok - [OMA+08,OMW+08] Static game Minmax theorem Link sampling allocation for IDS

Chen - [CL09, IKLC17] Static game Minmax theorem Resource allocation in an infrastructure

Zhu - [ZFBB09] Collaborative game Iterative algorithm Trust management in untrusted environments

Sallhammar - [SHK05] Stochastic game Minmax theorem
Attack modeling for resource allocation

Nguyen - [NAB09] Stochastic game Iterative algorithm

Table 2.6: Summary of Game Theory for the RA problem

2.5.2 Markov Decision Processes

In this section, we describe the formalism of a Markov Decision Process (MDP). While

Game Theory models consider at least two players in a game looking to maximize their

profit, an MDP represents a single agent interacting with a system and aiming at maxi-

mizing a reward.

2.5.2.1 Definitions

A Markov Decision Process [Bel57] (MDP) is a mathematical formalism used to describe

the interactions an agent may have with a system. The system is described by the set

of state it can be in, and by the actions an agent can choose to perform. Each action is

associated to a potentially negative reward, considered as an incentive (or deterrent) for

the agent. However, the outcome of each action is probabilistic thus incurring a certain

amount of uncertainty about how the system will evolve. Therefore, after choosing an
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action the system may transition towards one out of several states (or remain in the same

state), according to a probability distribution.

Formally, an MDP is defined by a 4-tuple < S,A, P (s, s′, a), R(s, a, s′) > where:

• S is a finite set of states

• A is a finite set of actions

• P (s, a, s′) : S ×A× S −→ [0, 1] is a transition probability function

• R(s, a, s′) : S ×A× S −→ R is a reward function

The aim of an MDP is to determine an optimal policy, defining for each possible state

which action will maximize the reward gained by the user while accounting for the future

consequences of an immediate choice.

2.5.2.2 MDP resolution

The solution of an MDP consists in determining the policy that will maximize the utility

function for every possible state.

The Bellman equation Bellman proposes in [Bel57] an analysis of equations that

will help determining the maximum expected reward in an MDP, expressed as non-linear

equations. However, he proves that they possess quasi-linear properties that allow him to

solve these equations using methods only applicable to linear cases. The Bellman equation

shown in (2.1) lays the groundwork for solving MDPs using dynamic programming. This

equation states that the optimal utility V (s) expected from a state s is the sum of the

reward obtained when entering state s and the expected discounted sum of probable

utilities of the neighbours of s. The uncertainty of obtaining a reward in the future makes

it less attractive than an immediate reward, γ is the discount factor for the future reward.

V (s) = max
a

{∑
s′

P (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γV (s′)]

}
(2.1)

The solution of an MDP is the optimal policy π(s), which is a vector defining the op-

timal action for each possible state in the MDP. There are three main algorithms to

determine the optimal policy: Value Iteration [Bel57], Policy Iteration [How60] and Q-

Learning [Ber00]. We detail those algorithms in Appendix B.

2.5.2.3 MDP-based Resource Allocation

We consider here the use of MDPs in the context of the resource allocation problem in

general, not necessarily limited to a network security context. Table 2.7 summarizes the

surveyed works.
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Using an MDP to allocate security services to cloud users is studied in [LHC+11]. The

authors start by describing the security services provided by the cloud, and the underlying

RA problem. They consider that the arrival of security services requests follow a Poisson

law, and the system will either accept or reject the request. Formally speaking, the

authors use a Semi MDP (SMDP) which is an extension of traditional MDP that include

asynchronous events from outside the system and continuous time (in opposition to the

discrete time approach of an MDP). The states of the MDP represent the number of

security services currently served to the users. In addition to requests arrival events, the

departure of users (incurring a freeing of the resources) is also modeled as an event. The

reward function substracts the cost of occupation of the cloud resources by the security

services to the revenues generated by allocating resources to users. From this resource

allocation model, the blocking probability is derived, i.e., which class of service is most

likely to be rejecting requests from users. Extensive numerical evaluations are performed

to determine optimal revenues under different request arrival rates.

RA problems become even more relevant in environments with scarce resources. Al-

locating the right amount of resources in mobile Cloud networks will improve the user

experience and failing to deliver will hurt the business model. Such approach is considered

in [LCH+12] where the authors use an MDP to handle resource transfer between mobile

Cloud domains. Each Cloud domain composing the network can host a certain amount

of services, using its own resources. This work also uses the SMDP model because the

request arrival formalism is well defined. Arrival requests are handled by the receiving

domain. When the domain’s capacities are exceeded, the service request is transferred

to adjacent domains to determine which one is best suited to accept it. The state of a

Cloud domain is characterized by the number of services it is supporting and the type

of request it receives. The actions available are accepting, rejecting or transferring the

request. The reward system is based on the price paid by the user, the potential cost to

transfer the service to an adjacent domain, but also the resources consumed to process the

requests. This work proposes a more detailed resource consumption model in comparison

to [LHC+11].

Using an MDP in resource allocation can become computationally intractable in case of an

exponentially large state space, especially in large physical systems like data centers. In

order to provide scalability to the resource allocation problem, a combination of queuing

models and MDP is proposed in [TJDB06]. Autonomic management in server clusters

requires to minimize the number of human interactions required to configure and maintain

the system. However, providing such automated management requires to be able to

choose the optimal configuration when needed. This is an approach typically based on

Q-Learning because the evolution of the system is not completely formalized. The global

aim is to allocate servers to trading applications that will maximize the SLA revenues,

i.e., the business value. The authors state that doing a live training of the model leads

to performance issues. Therefore, they prefer an offline training using a typical queuing
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model. The MDP is trained offline using a previously collected dataset (states) and this

training is completed with a queuing model that provides management decisions as the

initial policy (actions). The evaluation of the work is done on a realistic data-center

prototype, hosting a trading application. Several scenarios are considered: open and

closed-loops in the traffic as well as the delay incurred by allocating resources.

2.5.3 Summary

We limited the study of the resource allocation problem to two different formalisms,

namely the Game Theory formalism and Markov Decision Processes. Game Theory ac-

counts for the point of view of an attacker and a defender, allowing to extensively model

the behavior of an attacker and his impact on the defended system, compared to the

MDP. The MDP ends up being a one user optimization method but the description of

the reward function and the transitions between states may reflect external interactions,

which could represent the impact of an attacker. An advantage of MDPs over Game

Theory models lies in the flexibility of the formalism to describe the available actions.

Reference States Actions Reward Summary

Liang - [LHC+11] Number of security services Acceptation/Refusal of requests
Financial profit

Security services allocation in the cloud
Liang - [LCH+12] Number of services deployed Accept/Reject/Transfer requests Service allocation in mobile cloud networks

Tesauro - [TJDB06] Available servers Allocation decision Offline training of an MDP using queuing models

Table 2.7: Summary of RA solutions using MDP

2.6 General Conclusion

In this thesis, we aim at modeling the security of the Virtual Network migration process

in an SDN environment. We also aim at making this model usable in real-life use cases

by alleviating some assumptions made in the model, and by proposing an optimization

of the resources deployed to detect attacks on the Virtual Network migration process.

SDN Virtual Network migration has not been investigated from a security perspective.

Existing network hypervisors have yet to make the migration a default feature, let alone

doing so with security considerations. Formal languages dedicated to security often pro-

vide enough expressiveness to model a computer network. For instance, describing the

security vulnerabilities and their existing counter-measures. However, while SDN has been

modeled, the VN migration process and its security properties have yet to be described

using a formal approach.

In Section 2.3.2, we have reviewed the NFV migration process designed by the ETSI. This

process mostly focuses on the migration of Virtual Machines, while leaving the networking

aspects up to the NFV infrastructure and the underlying networking technologies. We

have also emphasized on the security aspects of live Virtual Machine migration, as this

process is widely used in the industry to provide uninterrupted service to end users. The

attack surface of the Virtual Network migration process is very similar to the one exploited
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in the different works about Virtual Machines. This attack surface is augmented by the

security issues and challenges introduced by SDN. Nevertheless, the formal study of the

VN migration process is rarely investigated, and the security aspects are out of the scope

of existing VN migration solutions.

In Chapter 1, we have defined a research goal to optimize our formal model. We have

studied the Resource Allocation problem to define the scope of this goal for a security

problem. We limited the survey to two different formalisms. These formalisms have a

different approach regarding the nature of agents interacting with a network infrastruc-

ture. The first one (i.e., Game Theory) considers the attacker and the defender, while

the second one (i.e., MDP) only considers the defender’s side to solve the problem. The

Game Theory formalism remains difficult to exploit for a realistic use case because of its

inadequacy to model a security problem without denaturing it with too many assump-

tions [KIDL18]. Markov Decision Processes have rarely been used for resource allocation

problem in a security context. The formal solution of an MDP is the set of optimal choices

the defender should make when facing every possible situation. Therefore, to provide an

answer to the resource allocation problem, the solution must be adapted to propose a

static representation of the resources allocated inside the network infrastructure.

Existing models are limited to the representation of traditional networks. In the next

chapters, we propose a model describing the virtualization of SDN networks. This will

answer our first research goal: Formalization. The model will include a set of security

properties that will be used to study the migration process. Traditional security properties

such as Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability have been already modeled for network

systems, and we will extend them for the migration process.

Game Theory and Markov Decision Processes have been used for the network resources

allocation problem, but never in an VN migration context. In order to reach the Opti-

mization goal, we will investigate these formalisms to see how they can be applied to

our problem. We will emphasize on MDPs because the formalism seems flexible enough

to model the different aspects of our problem.
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–Formalism is music that people don’t understand at first hearing.

Boris Schwarz

3
Formal modeling of the migration process and its

security

The state of the art highlights numerous challenges related to the use of SDN for the

virtualization of network resources. The migration of Virtual Networks has also been

an important research topic, as the availability of a Virtual Network is as crucial as the

availability of a Virtual Machine. However, while the security of VM migration has been

extensively studied, the security of VN migration is yet to be explored.

We propose to study the security of the migration process from a formal perspective. This

field has never been investigated before, and a formal approach will outline a first scope

of study as well as a set of definitions that can be extended in a future work. The scope of

this work is to provide a formal proof of the security during the migration, which can be

later used to reconstruct the series of events that led to the security breach. We exclude

a real-time computation of the proof with regard to this requirement.

The different models presented in Chapter 2 are concerned with legacy networks. One

important challenge is to consider the specificities of the SDN paradigm in the design

of the formal model. Also, the security approach of existing models is either too high

level (ACL based languages [KBB+03, OGA05]) or very technical (CVE based security

description like M2D2 [MMDD02]). We need an intermediate positioning where a formal

approach can be articulated with the particularities of the SDN paradigm.

First, we propose several definitions for the following security properties: confidentiality,
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integrity, availability and co-residency, the latter being a property specifically related to

the security of the virtualization infrastructure. These properties are expressed with first

order logic predicates.

Then we link the formal predicates with networking or SDN related events that will serve

as the basis to construct the execution trace of the migration process. The collection of

these events can be done using network monitoring tools. We implement a simulator for

such purposes.

Finally, the formal trace generated in the previous task is used by a theorem prover to

construct a formal proof of the preservation, or the violation, of the security properties

associated to the migration process. The theorem prover has to provide temporal reason-

ing facilities as the migration process is seen as a chronological sequence of events that

may ultimately lead to a security breach.

3.1 Assumptions

We make several assumptions related to the scope of our study and about certain technical

specificities.

3.1.1 Predicates

• The formal execution trace is complete.

This implies that all the information necessary to compute the proof is present in the

trace and that there is no missing event or predicate. This assumption holds in our

case because we have implemented a simulator to evaluate our scenario. However,

this assumption does not hold in a real-life environment, and we will treat this issue

in the next chapter.

• Predicates related to determining whether a user is allowed to access a specific node

or data are generated using traditional Access Control solutions.

3.1.2 Infrastructure

• Two physical equipment are connected via a single physical link. This assumption

is used in the definition of a networking path connecting two nodes separated by

several hops.

• Physical links in the network infrastructure are considered to be exempt from per-

formance issues and safe from a security perspective.

This supposes that from a practical point of view, only physical nodes in the infras-

tructure may experience performance issues or may be the target of attacks.
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The following assumptions define the scope of performance and security issues:

Performance issues

• A network node may suffer from congestion, insufficient CPU power or memory

shortage.

Security issues

• The hypervisor itself is safe and functions normally.

• A network node may be the victim of passive listening, man-in-the-middle or soft-

ware vulnerabilities exploits.

• A physical link will not suffer any form of physical degradation.

These assumptions restrict the scope of some security properties only to the physical

nodes because of their inapplicability to physical links.

3.1.3 Virtualization

• We do not consider in our formal model the technical specificities of the network

hypervisor.

Indeed, the implementation of the virtualization layer depends on the solution con-

sidered. Each solution comes with its own identifiers, flow space and limitations on

how the user may design his Virtual Network and which fields and actions he may

use to generate flow rules. We justify this choice because we want our model to be

agnostic about the technical solution used for network virtualization.

• The VNE problem is considered out of the scope of this thesis, as it is independent

from the actual migration process.

We will suggest in Chapter 5 a research led to make the migration process dynamic,

so it can modify the destination substrate as the migration progresses.

• We exclude path splitting from the model and limit the embedding of a virtual link

to a single set of physical nodes.

Some migration solutions and survivable VNE algorithms consider path splitting to

provide robustness to the infrastructure.
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3.2 Modeling physical and Virtual Networks

We describe here the predicates used to represent the physical network and how Virtual

Networks are embedded on it.

3.2.1 Physical network modeling

The physical network is composed of nodes and links. We define the following temporal

predicates:

The following predicate declares the existence of a physical node named pnode1 during

time interval ti1.

physical node(pnode1,ti1)

The following predicate declares the existence of a physical link named plink1, linking

physical node pnode1 (or hypervisor h1) with pnode2, during time interval ti1.

physical link(plink1,h1|pnode1,pnode2,ti1)

The following predicate declares the existence of a physical path named ppath1 connect-

ing a node (here, named pnode1) or a hypervisor (here, named h1) with another node

(here, named pnode2), during time interval ti1.

physical path(ppath1,pnode1|h1,pnode2,ti1)

Similarly to a physical link connecting two nodes, a physical path represents the set of

nodes and links establishing the connection between two end points that may be separated

by several physical nodes and links. The case of a physical path directly connecting two

nodes (or a node and a hypervisor) is allowed.

Paths can be used to represent the connection between nodes and their hypervisor. The

attacker will then compromise this path to launch attacks on the migration process, as

shown in the next sections. Paths will also be used to determine the probability of

detecting an attack depending on the monitoring set up in the infrastructure.

A physical path is given a unique identifier and is associated with a set of physical links.

This choice of modeling allows to have several different paths to connect two nodes. We

represent this association with a predicate:

The following predicates associates physical link plink1 to physical path ppath1 during

time interval ti1.

part of ppath(ppath1,plink1,ti1)

We illustrate physical path(ppath1,pnode1,pnode3,ti1) with an example.
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We declare 3 nodes: pnode1, pnode2, pnode3.

We connect pnode1 to pnode2 and pnode2 to pnode3.

Then we assign both links to a path connecting pnode1 to pnode3

physical node(pnode1,ti1)

physical node(pnode2,ti1)

physical node(pnode3,ti1)

physical link(plink1,pnode1,pnode2,ti1)

physical link(plink2,pnode2,pnode3,ti1)

physical path(ppath1,pnode1,pnode3,ti1)

part of ppath(ppath1,plink1,ti1)

part of ppath(ppath1,plink2,ti1)

Therefore physical path(ppath1,pnode1,pnode3,ti1) holds true because the part of ppath

predicates build a valid path between the two end points, e.g., here, the predicates form

a transitive relation.

3.2.2 Network Hypervisor modeling

The network hypervisor is connected to the different physical nodes, administrates them,

and installs flow rules.

The following predicate declares the existence of the hypervisor h1 during time interval

ti1.

hypervisor(h1,ti1)

The following predicate assigns hypervisor h1 to the physical node pnode1, and sets

ppath1 as the physical path between them during time interval ti1.

hypervisor of(h1,pnode1,ppath1,ti1)

The network hypervisor establishes a communication with the nodes in the infrastructure

using physical paths. These paths are illustrated by the blue arrows depicted in Figure 3.1.

In this figure, the hypervisor is directly connected to all the nodes of the infrastructure.

3.2.3 Virtual Network modeling

We extend the physical predicates with the modeling of the Virtual Network.

The following predicate declares the existence of a Virtual Network vnet1 during time

interval ti1.

virtual network(vnet1,ti1)
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The following predicate declares the existence of a virtual node vnode1 belonging to

Virtual Network vnet1 during time interval ti1.

virtual node(vnode1,vnet1,ti)

The following predicate declares the existence of a virtual link vlink1 between nodes

vnode1 and vnode2 belonging to Virtual Network vnet1 during time interval ti1.

virtual link(vlink1,vnode1,vnode2,vnet1,ti1)

3.2.4 Embedding modeling

Each virtual element, node or link, is embedded on a set of physical resources (i.e., 1-

to-many mapping). Therefore, there can be one or more predicates used to describe the

embedding of a virtual element.

The following predicate assigns physical node pnode1 to the embedding of virtual node

vnode1 during time interval ti1.

node embedding(vnode1,pnode1,ti1)

The following predicate assigns physical link plink1 to the embedding of virtual node

vnode1 during time interval ti1.

node embedding(vnode1,plink1,ti1)

The following predicate assigns physical link plink1 to the embedding of virtual link

vlink1 during time interval ti1.

link embedding(vlink1,plink1,ti1)

We highlight that a virtual link is embedded in at least one physical link, therefore we do

not model its embedding using a single physical node.

3.2.5 Example of modeling physical and Virtual Networks

We consider the example depicted in Figure 3.1. Because there is no failure in the system

nor any attack, we use a single time interval ti1 to represent the duration of the predicates.

The current infrastructure gives the following formal declaration:

/* Defining Virtual Networks */

virtual network(vSDN1,ti1)

virtual network(vSDN2,ti1)
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V3

V2
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vSDN2

Figure 3.1: Example of infrastructure modeling

/* Assigning virtual nodes and links to each VN */

virtual node(V1,vSDN1,ti1)

virtual node(V2,vSDN1,ti1)

virtual node(V3,vSDN1,ti1)

virtual node(V4,vSDN2,ti1)

virtual node(V5,vSDN2,ti1)

virtual node(V6,vSDN2,ti1)

virtual link(vlink1,V1,V2,vSDN1,ti1)

virtual link(vlink2,V1,V3,vSDN1,ti1)

virtual link(vlink3,V4,V5,vSDN2,ti1)

virtual link(vlink4,V5,V6,vSDN2,ti1)
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/* Defining physical nodes and links in the infrastructure */

physical node(P1,ti1)

physical node(P2,ti1)

physical node(P3,ti1)

physical node(P4,ti1)

physical node(P5,ti1)

physical node(P6,ti1)

physical link(plink1,P1,P2,ti1)

physical link(plink2,P1,P3,ti1)

physical link(plink3,P2,P4,ti1)

physical link(plink4,P3,P4,ti1)

physical link(plink5,P4,P5,ti1)

physical link(plink6,P4,P6,ti1)

/* Defining the hypervisor*/

hypervisor(h1,ti1)

/* Defining the physical path connecting the physical nodes to the hypervisor */

physical path(ppath1,P1,h1,ti1)

physical path(ppath2,P2,h1,ti1)

physical path(ppath3,P3,h1,ti1)

physical path(ppath4,P4,h1,ti1)

physical path(ppath5,P5,h1,ti1)

physical path(ppath6,P6,h1,ti1)

/* Assigning the hypervisor to each physical node */

hypervisor of(h1,P1,ppath1,ti1)

hypervisor of(h1,P2,ppath2,ti1)

hypervisor of(h1,P3,ppath3,ti1)

hypervisor of(h1,P4,ppath4,ti1)

hypervisor of(h1,P5,ppath5,ti1)

hypervisor of(h1,P6,ppath6,ti1)

/* Defining the embedding of virtual elements in physical ones */

node embedding(V1,P1,ti1)

node embedding(V4,P1,ti1)

node embedding(V2,P2,ti1)

node embedding(V3,P3,ti1)

node embedding(V5,P4,ti1)

node embedding(V6,P5,ti1)
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link embedding(vlink1,plink1,ti1)

link embedding(vlink2,plink2,ti1)

link embedding(vlink3,plink2,ti1)

link embedding(vlink3,plink4,ti1)

link embedding(vlink4,plink5,ti1)

3.3 Modeling the migration of Virtual Networks

In an SDN virtualization infrastructure, the Virtual Networks are operated by installing

flow rules in the underlying physical network. In the event of a migration, for maintenance

purposes or because of an attack, the flow rules will be redeployed on a different physical

substrate.

We remind the reader that we limit our study of the migration process to its networking

aspect, thus we are not considering the internal specificities of the hypervisors. We observe

the flow rules that will be installed in the SDN nodes by the hypervisor because of the

migration, and how the migration can be exploited for unlawful purposes.

Figure 3.2: Example of 1-to-many mapping for virtual nodes and links, from VeR-
TIGO [CGR+12]
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3.3.1 One-to-many mapping

We have presented in Section 2.2.6 a reference architecture for the network hypervisor.

From the SDN point of view, a virtual link is a collection of flow rules deployed on one or

more physical nodes, to carry the traffic of a specific tenant. Similarly, a virtual node is

the end point of several flow rules. Therefore, a virtual node can be seen as a collection of

flow rules describing the end point of several virtual links on one physical node, SDN-wise.

We include in this work the possibility to describe a one-to-many mapping between a

virtual node and a physical node. Figure 3.2 (from VeRTIGO [CGR+12]) depicts the

1-to-many mapping between virtual and physical elements. Here, the Virtual Network is

composed of three virtual nodes embedded by physical nodes B, C and G. The virtual link

connecting virtual nodes between B and G is seen as a single link while physical nodes

D and E, and the corresponding physical links, are actually supporting the embedding.

Thus, one virtual link is mapped to many physical resources.

3.3.2 Modeling the migration process

We describe two migration algorithms in the following subsections, a naive algorithm [GSM+14]

and a more elaborate one [LAZ13]. The ordering of the selection of nodes and links for

the migration is studied in [LAZ13]. We consider this to be out of the scope of this thesis

and we chose a naive ordering for the implementation of the migration algorithms. We

propose our version of the naive algorithm (see Algorithm 1) where during the migration

phase, both VNs (old and new) will coexist to maintain the availability of the Virtual

Network.

These algorithms use different functions to migrate the topology: create link, delete link,

create node, delete node and embed. Each function will be associated to predicates rep-

resenting the state of the Virtual Network during the migration. We explain what each

function does, SDN-wise:

• create link(vlink name, embedding): This function deploys flow rules related to

vlink name on the different nodes composing embedding. It generates the virtual link

and link embedding predicates, and returns the identifier of the migrated link.

• delete link(vlink name): This function removes the flow rules related to vlink name

from the physical nodes embedding it.

• create node(vnode name, embedding): This function deploys flow rules related to

vnode name on the different nodes composing embedding. It generates virtual node

and node embedding predicates, and returns the identifier of the migrated node.

• delete node(vnode name): This function removes the flow rules related to vnode name

on the physical nodes embedding it.
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• Embed(vlink name|vnode name): This function returns the set of resources allo-

cated to the embedding of either vlink name or vnode name.

3.3.3 Move based migration algorithm

An intuitive migration algorithm is described in [GSM+14]. This algorithm aims at

migrating the resources all at once. However, during the migration phase, the VNs are

not operational as both are shutdown. We propose our version of this algorithm (see

Algorithm 1) where during the migration phase, both VNs (old and new) will coexist to

maintain the availability of the Virtual Network. The coexistence of both old and new

VNs requires to redirect new incoming flows through the newly migrated VN instead of

the old one. This is handled by setting specific priorities for the flow rules corresponding

to the VN. We leave this aspect out of the scope of this thesis, and refer the reader

to [GSM+14].

First, we initialize new topology as the migrated topology (line 3). Then, for each virtual

node in the topology, we retrieve the new embedding decided by the VNE component (lines

4-5). Then, we instantiate the new virtual node and add the information to new topology

(line 6). We repeat the process for the virtual links (lines 7-9). Subsequently, we remove

the flow rules related to the old virtual nodes from the original substrate (lines 10-11) and

from the old virtual links (lines 12-13). The Virtual Network is now completely migrated.

Algorithm 1: Move based algorithm

1 Input: topology as the Virtual Network to be migrated
2 Output: new topology as the migrated topology
3 new topology ← ∅
4 for node in topology do
5 embedding ← embed(node)
6 new topology ← new topology ∪ create node(node,embedding)

7 for link in topology do
8 embedding ← embed(link)
9 new topology ← new topology ∪ create link(link,embedding)

10 for node in topology do
11 delete node(node)
12 for link in topology do
13 delete link(link)

3.3.4 Iterative migration algorithm

We considered another algorithm, described in [LAZ13]. This algorithm iteratively moves

nodes one after another, while dynamically creating links for the migrated nodes and

deleting the old ones. We represent this algorithm in pseudo-code in Algorithm 2.

We select a node among the remaining nodes, we refer to it as node n (line 6). We

instantiate the new node, referred to as new n (line 8), and create the virtual links
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between the new node and the nodes that have not been migrated (lines 9-13). If this is

not the first iteration of the algorithm, there might be virtual links that must be deployed

between the new node and the nodes that have already been migrated (lines 14-18). There

may also be links between migrated nodes and the old node. If so, they are deleted (lines

21-22). We add node n to the list of migrated nodes (line 23) and remove it from the list

of nodes to be migrated (line 24). We finally delete node n (line 25).

We detail the functions used in the following algorithm:

• Select node(remaining nodes) selects the next node to be migrated from the set of

remaining nodes.

• exist link(node1, node2, topology) returns True if there is a virtual link between

node1 and node2 in topology.

• link(node1, node2, topology) returns the identifier of the virtual link connecting

node1 and node2 in topology.

Algorithm 2: Iterative migration algorithm

1 Input: topology as the Virtual Network
2 Output: new topology as the migrated topology
3 remaining nodes← list of nodes(topology)
4 migrated nodes← ∅
5 while remaining nodes 6= ∅ do
6 n← Select node(remaining nodes)
7 embed← embedding(n)
8 new n← create node(n, embed)
9 for node in remaining nodes do

10 if exist link(new n, node, topology) then
11 vlink ←link(new n, node, topology)
12 embed← embedding(vlink, topology)
13 create link(vlink, embed)

14 for node in migrated nodes do
15 if exist link(new n, node, topology) then
16 vlink ←link(new n, node, topology)
17 embed← embedding(vlink, topology)
18 create link(vlink, embed)

19 for node in migrated nodes do
20 if exist link(new n, node, topology) then
21 vlink ←link(new n, node, topology)
22 delete link(vlink)

23 migrated nodes← migrated nodes ∪ n
24 remaining nodes← remaining nodes/{n}
25 delete node(n)
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3.4 Security properties for Virtual Network migration

Modeling the SDN virtualization environment is a first step towards the study of the

migration process. The second step is to define which aspects of the process we need to

observe.

In this section, we define the different security properties we consider during the migration

of Virtual Networks. We propose to model several security properties: confidentiality,

integrity, availability, usually referred to as CIA [ISO13]. We also adapt the co-residency of

Virtual Machines [AAK+17] into a property related to the virtualization process. The co-

residency of two Virtual Networks represents the amount of physical resources shared by

two users for the embedding of their Virtual Network. After providing a formal definition

of each security property, we refine them into several properties related to the operation

of SDN networks and virtualization. Each property impacts physical elements of the SDN

infrastructure, and we provide similar properties for the virtual nodes and links.

3.4.1 Confidentiality

Confidentiality is a characteristic related to information. To protect and preserve the

confidentiality of information means to ensure that it is not made available or disclosed

to unauthorized entities [ISO13]. Therefore, in network security, the confidentiality of a

message in transit in the network is defined by the whether data is read by an authorized

user or not. Formally we can define a predicate confidentiality(D) as follows:

confidentiality(D)⇔ ∀U, t reads(U,D, t)⇒ is data authorized(U,D, t)

• reads(U,D, t) is true if user U reads data D at time t.

• is data authorized(U,D, t) is true if user U has the right to read data D at time t.

Simply put, if at any time no user reads D or every user reading D is authorized to do

so, then the confidentiality of D is preserved. From a cryptographic perspective, we do

not differentiate the confidentiality of ciphered data and plain text data, while the data is

in transit in the network. Based on our definition, the confidentiality of data is violated

if an unauthorized user has been able to read it, and the fact that the data has been

ciphered by the sender does not invalidate the violation from our point of view. From this

definition, we can describe several properties directly affecting the physical infrastructure

or Virtual Networks.

Property 1a: A physical node respects the confidentiality of the data it is carrying if

and only if the user accessing the node and the data is authorized to do so.

Formal definition: Let N be a network element, U a user (malicious or not), D the

data carried by the network, and t the time.
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node confidentiality(N)⇔ ∀D,U, t confidentiality(D) ∧ is carrying(N,D, t) ∧
(accessing(U,N, t)⇒ is node authorized(U,N, t))

• accessing(U,N, t) is true if user U accesses network element N at time t.

• is node authorized(U,N, t) is true if the user U has the right to access network

element N at time t.

• is carrying(N,D, t) is true if node N is carrying data D at time t.

Property 1b: A virtual node respects the confidentiality of the data it is carrying if and

only if the embedding nodes have their confidentiality respected as well.

Formal definition: Let n be a virtual node and En the physical resources embedding

n.

vnode confidentiality(n)⇔
∧

N∈En

node confidentiality(N)

Property 1c: A virtual link respects the confidentiality of the data it is carrying if and

only if the embedding nodes respect the confidentiality of the data as well. We remind

the reader that the security of physical links is assumed here.

Formal definition: Let l be a virtual link and El the physical resources embedding l.

vlink confidentiality(l)⇔
∧

N∈El

node confidentiality(N)

Property 2: A physical path preserves confidentiality from end to end if all of its network

elements preserve their own confidentiality.

Formal definition: Let P be the physical path taken by the traffic, LP be the set of

physical nodes composing P .

path confidentiality(P )⇔
∧

N∈LP

node confidentiality(N)

Property 3: A node’s configuration remains confidential during a migration if the em-

ployed communication channel respects the confidentiality of the communication.

Formal definition: Let N be a node, P a path, conf be the configuration to be pushed,

C be a hypervisor.

config confidentiality(conf,N)⇔ ∀t, ∃ C,P, is hypervisor of(C,N, t) ∧
is path(C,P,N, t) ∧ conf of node(conf,N, t)⇒ path confidentiality(P ) ∧
node confidentiality(N)

• is hypervisor of(C,N, t) is true if hypervisor C is affected to node N at time t.

• is path(C,P,N, t) is true if path P is the path between C and N at time t.
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• conf of node(conf,N, t) is true if node N is running configuration conf at time t.

3.4.2 Integrity

Preserving the integrity of information means protecting the accuracy and completeness

of the information and the methods that are used to process and manage it [ISO13]. We

postulate that the meaning of accuracy and completeness in our context is equivalent to

considering that information and processes have only been altered by an authorized user

or not altered at all. We emphasize on the fact that the integrity property is evaluated

over a period of time instead of being instantaneous.

We use the following notations for the integrity property:

• t1 and t2 are dates

• Dt1 (resp. Dt2) is the value of data D at date t1 (resp. t2)

• Pt1 (resp. Pt2) is the value of process P at date t1 (resp. t2)

We define two predicates, d integrity(D, ti) and p integrity(P,D, ti), which represent the

integrity of the data D itself and the integrity of the process P used to manipulate D,

over a time interval ti.

We detail two notions related to the integrity property:

• A data has been legitimately processed during a time interval if and only if the

network nodes processing it were supposed to (i.e., no illegitimate node in the path)

and that the flow rules of the nodes have not been illegitimately modified.

• A process has been legitimately modified if and only if it has been modified by

an authorized network hypervisor.

Therefore, if a data has not been legitimately processed, its integrity holds if it has

not been modified in any other way (e.g., man-in-the-middle attack). In the following

predicates ti describes a time interval while t1 and t2 are dates.

d integrity(D, ti)⇔ ∀t1, t2 ∈ ti, processed(D, ti)⇒ Dt1 = Dt2

• processed(D, ti) holds true if D has been legitimately processed during time interval

ti.

Similarly, if a process has not been legitimately modified, its integrity holds if it has not

been modified in any other way (e.g., unauthorized flow rule modification).

p integrity(P, ti)⇔ ∀t1, t2 ∈ ti, modified(P, ti)⇒ Pt1 = Pt2

• modified(P, ti) holds true if process P has been modified legitimately during time

interval ti.
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Property 1a: The integrity of a network element is preserved if the data it carries and

the process used to process it have their integrity preserved.

Formal definition: Let N be a network element, D some data, U a user and P a

function modeling the process used by a network node on some data.

node integrity(N)⇔ ∀D,U, ti, P p integrity(P, ti) ∧ d integrity(D, ti) ∧
process of(P,N, ti) ∧ is carrying(N,D, ti)⇒ is node authorized(U,N, ti)

• process of(P,N, ti) assigns process P to node N during time interval ti.

• is carrying(N,D, ti) is true if node N is carrying data D during time interval ti.

• is node authorized(U,N, ti) is true if the user U has the right to access network

element N during time interval ti.

Property 1b: The integrity of a virtual node is preserved if and only if the nodes

embedding it preserve their integrity as well.

Formal definition: Let n be a virtual node and En the set of nodes embedding n.

vnode integrity(n)⇔
∧

N∈En

node integrity(N)

Property 1c: The integrity of a virtual link is preserved if and only if the nodes embed-

ding it preserve their integrity as well.

Formal definition: Let l be a virtual link and El the set of nodes embedding l.

vlink integrity(l)⇔
∧

N∈El

node integrity(N)

Property 2: A path preserves integrity from end to end if all of its network elements

preserve their own integrity.

Formal definition: Let P be a path in the network and LP be the set of nodes composing

P .

path integrity(P )⇔
∧

N∈LP

integrity(N)

Property 3: A node’s configuration maintains its integrity during a migration if it is not

altered during the installation from the hypervisor to the node.

Formal definition: Let N be a node, conf be the configuration data to be pushed on

node N , C be a network hypervisor.

config integrity(conf,N)⇔ ∀ti, ∃ C,P is hypervisor of(C,N, ti) ∧
is path(C,P,N, ti) ∧ conf of node(conf,N, ti)⇒ d integrity(conf, ti) ∧
path integrity(P )

• is hypervisor of(C,N, ti) is true if hypervisor C is affected to node N during time
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interval ti.

• is path(C,P,N, ti) is true if path P is the path between C and N during time

interval ti.

• conf of node(conf,N, ti) is true if node N is running configuration conf during

time interval ti.

3.4.3 Availability

An asset is available if it is accessible and usable when needed by an authorized en-

tity [ISO13].

We can define the predicate availability(A) representing the availability of asset A.

Let A be an asset, U a user and ti a time interval.

availability(A)⇔ ∀U, ti is accessible(U,A, ti) ∧ is usable(U,A, ti)⇒
is asset authorized(U,A, ti)

• is accessible(U,A, ti) is true if user U is able to contact asset A during time interval

ti.

• is usable(U,A, ti) is true if user U is able to use asset A during time interval ti.

• is asset authorized(U,A, ti) is true if user U is allowed to access asset A during

time interval ti.

Property 1a: A network node N is available if it can be reached and it can process

incoming packets.

Formal definition: Let N be a network node and ti be a time interval.

¿

• is accessible(U,N, ti) is true if user U can contact node N during time interval ti.

• can process(N, ti) is true if N processes packets normally during time interval ti

(e.g., no congestion etc.).

• is node authorized(U,N, ti) is true if user U is authorized to access node N during

time interval ti.

Property 1b: A virtual node n is available if the physical nodes embedding it are

available.

Formal definition: Let n be a virtual node and En the nodes embedding it.

vnode availability(n)⇔
∧

N∈En

node availability(N)

Property 1c: A virtual link l is available if the physical nodes embedding it are available.

Formal definition: Let l be a virtual link and El the nodes embedding it.
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vlink availability(l)⇔
∧

N∈El

node availability(N)

Property 2: A path is available from end to end if all of its nodes are available.

Formal definition: Let P be the path taken by the traffic, LP be the set of nodes

composing P .

path availability(P )⇔
∧

N∈LP

node availability(N)

3.4.4 Co-Residency

The co-residency between two Virtual Networks represents the set of physical resources

they share. Precisely, two Virtual Networks are co-residing together if they are embedded,

partially or totally, in the same physical resources during the same time interval. We

define co-residency with the following predicate: let V1 and V2 be two virtual topologies

belonging to different users, P1 and P2 two sets of physical resources and let ti be a time

interval.

coresidency(V1, V2, ti)⇔ ∃P1, P2 s.t. P1 ∩ P2 6= ∅,
is embedding(P1, V1, ti) ∧ is embedding(P2, V2, ti)

• is embedding(P, V, ti) is true if the physical set of resources P embeds the Virtual

Network V during time interval ti.

Co-residency is a property slightly different from the others because it is not directly

related to security. However, as shown in Chapter 2, co-residency is an important metric

for the success of an attack. Indeed, side channel attacks on Virtual Machines often rely

on the co-residency of both the victim’s and the attacker’s VMs to succeed.

3.4.5 Mapping formal predicates with network events and access control

In the previous sections, we have described the different properties we want to observe

inside the SDN infrastructure. We propose a mapping between the formal predicates and

the corresponding SDN events or other system events.

3.4.5.1 Confidentiality

The confidentiality section introduces the following predicates:

• reads(U,D,t)

This predicate is true if a monitoring tool intercepts traffic, or if the traffic is for-

warded to a Virtual Machine, owned by either a legitimate or malicious user. In-

specting flow rules in nodes determines where the data were forwarded.

• is data authorized(U,D,t)
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This predicate is true if user U is the intended recipient of data D (e.g., destination

IP). D can be inspected with monitoring tools to verify the destination IP field.

• is node authorized(U,N,t)

This predicate is true if user U is authorized to access the physical node N. This is

a typical use of Access Control.

• accessing(U,N,t)

This predicate is true if U logs in N using a CLI or use remote access to interact

with N. The logs of N can be exploited to verify the accesses made. It is important

to note that installing flow rules on a node is not considered an access in the sense

of this predicate.

• is carrying(N,D,t)

This predicate is verified by checking if the flow rules composing the path taken by

data D go through node N.

• is hypervisor of(C,N,t)

This predicate is verified by the hypervisor by checking if N has established a con-

nection.

• is path(C,P,N,t)

This predicate is verified by the hypervisor by checking the network topology.

• conf of node(conf,N,t)

This predicate is verified by checking the flow rules of node N.

3.4.5.2 Integrity

The integrity section introduces the following predicates:

• processed(D,ti)

If D was not in transit during ti then the predicate holds true. Otherwise, the flow

rules used to process D during ti are verified by the hypervisor by querying network

nodes, and D can be compared with the expected results (i.e., no extra illegitimate

manipulations have been performed).

• modified(P,ti)

The evolution of P implies legitimate modification of the corresponding flow rules,

which can be monitored by the hypervisor. The hypervisor may store rules and

legitimate requests sent to modify them. Any unexpected discrepancy will yield

False for this predicate. Maintaining a memory of the process of each node can be

done to detect discrepancies.

• is carrying(N,D,ti)

This predicate is verified by checking if the flow rules composing the path taken by
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data D go through node N.

• Dt

This is done by reading the value of D using a network probe.

• Pt

The process P can be monitored by querying the related flow rules.

• process of(P,N,ti)

The flow rules of node N can be queried to check if they matches process P.

• is node authorized(U,N,ti)

This is a typical use of Access Control.

• is hypervisor of(C,N,t)

This predicate is verified using the list of nodes connected to the hypervisor.

• is path(C,P,N,ti)

This predicate is verified by the hypervisor and its view of the physical topology.

• conf of node(conf,N,ti)

This predicate is verified by checking the flow rules of node N,

3.4.5.3 Availability

The availability section introduces the following predicates:

• is accessible(U,A,ti)

This predicate is evaluated by the SDN controller regularly sending a keep-alive

request to the asset.

• is accessible(U,N,ti)

This predicate is evaluated by the SDN controller regularly sending a keep-alive

request to the node.

• is usable(U,A,ti)

This predicate is evaluated by monitoring the performance of A with monitoring

tools .

• can process(N,ti)

OpenFlow switches provide performance statistics, and switches have primitives to

show the amount of CPU power used.

• is node authorized(U,N,ti)

This predicate is true if user U is authorized to access the physical node N. This is

a typical use of Access Control.

• is asset authorized(U,A,ti)

This predicate is verified using Access Control as well.
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3.4.5.4 Co-Residency

The Co-Residency section introduces the following predicate:

• is embedding(P,V,ti) is verified by the hypervisor by checking the deployed embed-

ding. Alternatively, checking the corresponding flow rules of the nodes in P verifies

this predicate.

We have presented a mapping between the formal predicates describing security properties

and concrete SDN events or access control events. We can now leverage these security

properties and define how they can be compromised by an attacker through a detailed

attacker model and its capacities.

(A1)

(A3)

Physical Infrastructure

Internet

(A2)

(A4)

Virtual Link
Physical Link

Hypervisor - Switch link

vSDN1 Embedding
vSDN2 Embedding

Network Hypervisor

vSDN1

vSDN2

Figure 3.3: Attack surface of the SDN environment
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3.5 Threat model against the migration

The migration of a VN instantiates new virtual nodes and links. Thus, based on the

migration functions we introduced in Section 3.3 and the predicates we have defined in

Section 3.4, we describe the different components of a threat against the migration process

using the following format : Attacker - Action - Target.

3.5.1 Attacker

We consider the different locations from where an attacker may attack the VN migration.

Figure 3.3 positions four different attackers: the insider (A1), the collocated user (A2),

the provider (A3), the outsider (A4).

The insider is an attacker located inside the VN that is going to be migrated. For example,

a malicious user able to control a virtual node and deploy incorrect flow rules. The

collocated user is another user of the virtualization platform. He can use his own Virtual

Network in the infrastructure. The provider is the owner of the physical infrastructure.

He has access to the SDN switches embedding the virtual topologies. The outsider is a

malicious user outside the SDN environment. He has limited access to both the VNs and

the physical infrastructure.

3.5.2 Action

There are 4 types of actions that can be performed by an attacker to impact the VNs

and their environment. The first two are related to the infrastructure and the others are

related to the data carried across the network.

• Unauthorized access to a network element: this type of access represents a

violation of each security property.

• Disruption of service on a network element: the availability of physical and

virtual resources is compromised.

• Information disclosure without authorization: the confidentiality of the data

is affected.

• Information modification or destruction without authorization: the in-

tegrity of the data or the network resource is affected.

3.5.3 Target

We consider two types of targets: nodes and traffic data. The nodes are either the

physical switches in the infrastructure or the virtual nodes of a VN. There are three types

of data traffic inside a VN and the physical infrastructure: the user data carried by the
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virtual elements, the management data and the configuration data, both carried by the

infrastructure.

The user data is the traffic generated by the user and going through the VN. The man-

agement data consists in the different packets exchanged between the virtualization layer

and the physical infrastructure to operate properly (capacities, link discovery, etc.). The

configuration data encompasses the different flow rules deployed on the physical switches

when instantiating a VN. It is important to note that both configuration data and man-

agement data are issued by the hypervisor but do not serve the same purpose nor have

the same frequency of use, even though they use the same communication channel. Man-

agement data are regularly exchanged between the hypervisor and the switch to maintain

the view of the infrastructure (e.g., symmetric messages like HELLO requests), while

configuration data are sent when installing new flow rules or removing old ones (e.g.,

asynchronous messages).

Attacker Action Target
Insider Unauthorized access Nodes

Collocated Disruption of service User data
Provider Information disclosure Management data
Outsider Information modification/destruction Configuration data

Table 3.1: Combining an element from each column to define an attack

3.5.4 Attacks

We make two assumptions regarding the attacks on the infrastructure:

• Stable environment: We consider that the virtualization infrastructure is not

already under attack when a malicious user decides to launch one of the following

attacks. This assumption comes from the fact that we aim to detect the transition

between a safe state and a compromised state. From a practical point of view, the

infrastructure runs most of the time with a normal behavior.

• No outsider attacker: We assume that an attacker residing outside the virtual-

ization infrastructure and not using the virtualization service has little to no attack

surface on the infrastructure. Most interfaces to interact with any component of

the system are limited in visibility from the outside world. For instance, the CPAC

provides an interface for end users to interact with their Virtual Network, and there

is no openly identified weaknesses for an outsider to use (i.e., the hypervisor will

reject commands from unauthorized/unidentified users). Similarly, the DPAC pro-

vides an interface between the hypervisor and the physical nodes, and there is no

functional use for this component to be interfaced directly with the outside world.

In the previous sections, we have defined the different attackers, as well as the malevolent

actions and the possible targets in the virtualization infrastructure. Table 3.1 summarizes
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this information. We will combine elements from each column together to define several

attacks targeting the migration process or the user’s data. Some attacks generated this

way are not feasible because of limitations imposed by assumptions (e.g., an outsider

attacker has a little attack surface available). In this thesis, we focus on attacks that

can cover all security properties we previously defined. We summarize these attacks in

Table 3.2.

Attack Attacker Action Target Summary

Denial of Service Provider side Service disruption Nodes Resource depletion (DNS amplification ICMP flood)

Info. Disclosure Collocated user Info. disclosure Node, user data Data exfiltration by malicious flow rules injection

Config. alteration Provider side Info. modification Node, config. data Man-in-the-middle attack to Modify config. data

Table 3.2: Use cases: Attacking the migration

3.5.4.1 Denial of Service

In this scenario, the attacker is located inside the physical infrastructure, and will launch

Denial of Service (DoS) attacks to render one or several nodes unavailable. This will

result in a forced migration, thus creating an opportunity to compromise the migration

process. This attack becomes the necessary first step of all of the following attacks.

Assumptions

• Information gathering: The attacker has collected information about his victim,

and how to precisely target network equipments. The information collection process

is considered out of the scope of this work.

• Traffic generation: The attacker can generate enough traffic to cause a service

disruption. DoS attacks like ICMP flood or DNS amplification are used to deplete

network resources in the infrastructure.

Attack methodology

The attacker will generate massive amounts of traffic to generate congestion effects inside

the network. The attacker may be located inside the physical network, or he may be

the owner of a Virtual Network. The second option is easier to achieve but the attacker

will be confronted to the resource isolation enforced by the hypervisor (i.e., FlowVisor

bandwidth isolation mechanism).

Impacts

This attack impacts the following security property:

• The availability of nodes in the infrastructure has been impacted because of the

DoS attack.

3.5.4.2 Information disclosure

In this scenario, the attacker is a user gaining access to a collocated user’s confidential

traffic.
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Assumptions

• Collocated attacker: The attacker owns a Virtual Network in the infrastructure.

• Migration trigger: The attacker can trigger the migration of the victim’s VN.

• Embedding knowledge: The attacker has an approximate knowledge of the new

substrate network.

• Writing rights: The attacker can install specific flow rules inside a node.

Attack methodology

In order to gain access to confidential data, the attacker generates instability in the in-

frastructure. Typically, generating lots of requests between nodes and users will create

enough disruption to force the migration. Then, he will use his knowledge of the embed-

ding of the Virtual Network to target specific nodes. Deploying probes in the network or

attacking on a large scale the infrastructure could lead the virtualization layer to a partic-

ular deployment. Co-residency-based attacks and vulnerabilities are exploited in several

cases [AQK+17,MR15,RTSS09,AAK+17]. For example, an attacker uses time-based at-

tacks to verify the co-residency with his victim and then the attacker will compromise the

confidential data by redirecting it from the victim’s VN towards a malicious host belong-

ing to him. Such attacks rely on deploying specific flow rules on a set of physical nodes

that will copy the confidential traffic and route it towards the attacker. This methodology

is illustrated in [CC15,DPMM15].

Impacts

This attack impacts the following security properties:

• The confidentiality of the data that has been extracted by the attacker. The

confidentiality of the nodes is not impacted because the attacker did not access the

nodes by installing flow rules on them, with respect to the definition provided in

Section 3.4.

• The integrity of the different nodes that have been used to forward the data to the

attacker.

• The availability of specific nodes in the infrastructure has been impacted to force

the migration.

3.5.4.3 Migration alteration

We now consider a malicious user intending to exploit the migration process to modify

the configuration deployed on a node.

Assumptions

• Provider side attacker: The attacker sits between the node and the hypervisor.
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• Man-in-the-middle: The attacker can modify the configuration information sent

by the hypervisor in a specific node.

• Migration trigger: The attacker can trigger the migration of the victim’s VN.

• Embedding knowledge: The attacker has an approximate knowledge of the new

substrate network.

Attack methodology

First of all, the attacker gains access to a networking equipment between the target node

and the hypervisor, or directly to the target node. Similarly to the previous attack,

this is done by exploiting vulnerabilities in physical equipments. Then, he will trigger

the migration of a physical node, that will be redeployed on the node targeted by the

Man-in-the-middle attack. Several nodes may be targeted to improve the chances of the

destination node to be used by the hypervisor. Once the hypervisor sends the different

flow rules, the attacker will modify them to fit his extraction scheme.

Impacts

This attack impacts the following security properties:

• The availability of specific nodes in the infrastructure has been impacted to force

the migration.

• The confidentiality of the configuration data that have been modified by the

attacker. The confidentiality of the nodes is not impacted for the same reasons as

those described in the previous attack.

• The integrity of the node and its configuration have been compromised.

3.6 Problem verification using a theorem prover

The formal model and the different attacks we have described in the previous sections

allow us to represent the security of the migration of Virtual Network. The security is

defined in terms of predicates and equations, and can be evaluated using a theorem prover.

In this section, we detail theoretical aspects of theorem proving, then, we will present the

theorem prover used in our work, SNARK [SWC00].

3.6.1 First order logic theorem proving

We present in this section specific aspects of first order logic theorem proving that will be

used later on in this thesis. We will give a brief overview of the first order logic theory and

we will then present the basics of theorem proving and several verification mechanisms.
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3.6.1.1 First order logic

The first order logic is a formal system describing a theory using declarative propositions,

predicates and quantification.

A declarative proposition, also referred to as a clause, is a set of terms that may be

connected together using logical operators. We illustrate this with the following example:

P ⇒ Q: P and Q are the terms of the clause and ⇒ is the logical operator representing

implication.

The first order logic admits the following logical symbols:

• ∀: The forall quantifier, ∀x ∈ S means for all elements x in set S.

• ∃: The exist quantifier, ∃x ∈ S means there exist at least one x in set S.

• ¬: The negation operator, ¬A denotes then logical negation of A, often noted A.

• ∧: The conjunction operator, A∧B denotes the logical arithmetic operation A AND

B.

• ∨: The disjunction operator, A ∨B denotes the logical arithmetic operation A OR

B.

• ⇒: The implication operator, A⇒ B means “A implies B”.

• ⇔: The bidirectional implication operator, A ⇔ B means “A implies B AND B

implies A”.

Predicates are functions taking a set of terms (variables) as input and returning a binary

value, True or False, as an output.

For instance, we can define P (A,B,C) = A ∧ (B ∨ C), which would yield True for the

following example: P (True, False, T rue) = True.

3.6.1.2 First order logic Theorem Proving

The purpose of theorem proving is to determine if a set of clauses is satisfiable or unsatis-

fiable. A satisfiable clause admits a solution that makes it True. An unsatisfiable clause

is a clause that cannot be True no matter the values of its terms. The theorem prover

will apply inference rules on the original set of clauses and try to reach another set of

clauses where the satisfiability can be determined.

We will now present some rules of inference used for first order logic theorem proving.

A rule of inference is a rule defining the deduction process: it takes a set of formulas as

input and returns a formulas which is a conclusion drawn from the input formulas.

We use {clause 1, clause2, ..., clause n} to define a set of n clauses. We use ` to represent

the result of the deduction from a set of clauses.
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3.6.1.3 Modus ponens and modus tollens

Modus ponens is a rule of inference using the affirmation in an implication to deduce the

conclusion. Considering the simple example given previously, P ⇒ Q, if we assert that P

is True, then we use modus ponens to conclude that Q is True as well. This is summarized

as “If P implies Q and P is True, then Q must be True” : P ⇒ Q,P ` Q.

Similarly Modus tollens uses the negation in the consequence of an implication to deduce

the conclusion. Considering P ⇒ Q, asserting that Q is False, then P must be False as

well: P ⇒ Q,¬Q ` ¬P .

3.6.1.4 Resolution principle

The resolution principle, shortened to resolution, is an inference rule satisfying the com-

pleteness property. Completeness implies that applying the resolution to an unsatisfiable

clause will always yield False. For instance, P ∧ ¬P is obviously unsatisfiable, i.e., it is

always False.

The resolution principle uses substitution in a set of clauses to reach a conclusion. We

consider the simple example presented in [SWC00] and refer the reader to [CL14] for

additional reading, more specifically on variable unification. We also refer the reader to

the Method of Davis and Putnam and more specifically on the One-Literal Rule.

Consider the following clauses: {¬P ∨Q,P ∨R}
The resolution principle returns the clause Q ∨ R as a resolvent of the previous proposi-

tions.

3.6.1.5 Paramodulation

The paramodulation is an inference rule used to exploit the equality existing between

terms and the occurrence of terms in a formula. The paramodulation can be seen as

substitution in case of equality.

Consider the formula P (x) = True and the quality x = y. Therefore, we can infer that

P (y) will also yield True.

Consider now the two formulas: {P (x) ∨Q(y), (x = y) ∨R(y)}.
Paramodulation deduces the formula P (y) ∨Q(y) ∨R(y).

{P (x) ∨Q(y), (x = y) ∨R(y)} ` P (y) ∨Q(y) ∨R(y)

3.6.1.6 Rewriting rules

Rewriting rules are used to replace an expression by another in a set of formulas. This is

done to simplify the search space when applying inference rules [SWC00].
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We illustrate this with a simple example:

{P ⇔ Q ∧R,P ∨ T} is rewritten as Q ∧R ∨ T .

The rewriting rule may be used to replace the left hand side of an equivalence by the

other, but may also apply substitutions to terms in the formula only on one side of the

formula. We also refer the reader to [SWC00,CL14] for further explanations.

3.6.2 SNARK: A first order temporal logic theorem prover

In Section 3.6.1, we have described several aspects of the first order logic theorem proving

theory. In this section we present a first-order theorem prover that will be used to detect

the violation of the security properties. We use the Stanford Research Institute’s open-

source first-order reasoner SNARK [SWC00].

SNARK is fully automatic and uses machine-oriented inference rules, such as resolu-

tion for general purpose reasoning and paramodulation and rewriting for reasoning about

equality. It has special facilities for accelerated reasoning about space and time; a sort

mechanism for internalizing the reasoning about sorts or types; and an answer extraction

mechanism for constructing an answer to a query from a completed proof. Although

SNARK is ideally suited for our purpose and has been successfully used in other appli-

cations (e.g., [CRS+15]), any other theorem prover with comparable features could be

used.

SNARK is a refutation-based theorem prover, i.e., it looks for inconsistencies in a set

of logical sentences. It begins with a theory, a set of axioms, i.e., logical sentences that

specify the basic properties of the subject domain. When trying to prove that a conjecture

holds in the theory, it negates the conjecture, adds it to the set of axioms of the theory,

and tries to find a contradiction in the resulting set. For this purpose, it will apply

inference rules, which deduces new sentences, and adds those to the set. The process

continues until no further inferences are possible or until a contradiction is obtained –

this shows that the negated conjecture is inconsistent with the axioms of the theory and,

hence, that the conjecture itself is valid in the theory. Once the conjecture is proven, it is

regarded as a theorem of the theory; before that, its validity is in question. The answer

extraction mechanism, developed for program synthesis applications [MW86], associates

with each sentence in the set an answer term, such that if the sentence can be falsified,

the corresponding instance of the answer term will satisfy the original query. When a

contradiction is obtained, any instance of the contradictory sentence is false, and hence

the corresponding answer term will always be an answer to the query. Typically, there

are many proofs of a given theorem, each leading to a possibly different answer. These

can be assembled and presented to the user.

The order in which inference rules are applied depends on a set of heuristic principles

which are under the control of the developer of the theory. Weights can be assigned to

symbols, which cause SNARK to focus attention on lighter sentences in its set. Also,
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an ordering is applied to symbols, which cause SNARK to focus on particular parts of

a sentence. Typically, symbols will be replaced by other symbols that are smaller in

the ordering. We give SNARK a time limit on proving a given theorem. This is set

empirically – for the examples considered here, most of the theorems were proven in

less than a second. The bigger use cases presented later took no more than 30 seconds.

SNARK will automatically search for a series of proofs of a given conjecture, each yielding

a different answer. In general, there may be an infinity of answers to a query, but we rely

on the time limit mechanism to cut off the search.

3.6.3 Proving a simple violation with SNARK

The operation and formalism of SNARK will be illustrated in the context of a simple

example. We are given an axiomatic theory of the domain of network confidentiality, and

we use SNARK to detect a confidentiality violation during the migration of a Virtual

Network. This example makes a simple assumption regarding the possibility of reading

a piece of data in the network. If the data is carried by a node during a certain time

interval, then it can be read via the nodes connected to it, directly or via a path of nodes,

during a subset of this time interval. This assumption alleviates the unnecessary burden

of modeling the actual routing performed by network nodes and will instead focus on the

configuration installed in the nodes. Rather than presenting the axioms of the theory in

advance, we will introduce them as they are required in the proof.

Note that SNARK adopts a LISP-like notation for expressions; thus, we write (P A B)

rather than P(A, B). Variables with “?” prefixes indicate entities that we must find as the

proof is under way. Variables in a sentence are “dummies” — they may be systematically

renamed without changing the meaning of the sentence. The notation ?t.t-int is a

variable ?t of type (sort) t-int, i.e., a time interval. Other variables are of sort user,

data, and path. As the proof is under way, these variables will become instantiated with

concrete terms of compatible sorts, e.g., ?u.user with user-1. These instantiations will

be reflected in the corresponding answer term.

To find violations, we propose the data confidentiality violation conjecture

(exists (?u.user ?d.data ?p.path ?t.t-int)

(data-confidentiality-violation

?u.user ?d.data ?p.path

?t.t-int))

:answer '(ans ?u.user ?d.data ?p.path ?t.t-int)

In other words, we are establishing the existence of a user, some data, a path of nodes,

and a time interval that exhibits a violation of confidentiality. Once we find entities that

exhibit the violation, they will compose the answer term that SNARK will extract from

the proof:

(ans ?u.user ?d.data ?p.path ?t.t-int)
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A data confidentiality violation is defined in part by the following axiom:

1 (implied-by

2 (data-path-violation

3 ?u.user ?d.data ?p.path ?t.t-int)

4 (and

5 (= ?t.t-int

6 (intersection

7 (time-i ?r1.t-pt ?r2.t-pt)

8 (time-i ?s1.t-pt ?s2.t-pt)))

9 (reads-via-path

10 ?u.user ?d.data ?p.path

11 (time-i ?r1.t-pt ?r2.t-pt))

12 (not (is_authorized

13 ?u.user ?d.data

14 (time-i ?s1.t-pt ?s2.t-pt)))

15 (non-empty ?t.t-int)))

In other words, the confidentiality violation can occur for a piece of data via a path of

nodes during a time interval ?t if all of the following conditions are met:

• the user can read the data via the path during a time interval ?r (lines 9-11)

• the user is not authorized to read the data during a time interval ?s (lines 12-14)

• the time interval ?t is the intersection of ?r and ?s (lines 6-8)

• the time interval ?t is not empty (line 15)

Here t-pt is the sort of time points, and (time-i ?t1.t-pt ?t2.t-pt) is the time

interval between the two time points ?t1.t-pt and ?t2.t-pt. If a user can read some

data during one time interval and is not authorized to read these data during another

time interval, a confidentiality violation can occur during the intersection of those two

intervals, provided that the intersection is not empty.

Applying the resolution rule to the negated conjecture and the definition of a data con-

fidentiality violation, and then simplifying, yields the following current proof step, which

is added to the set of consequences:

1 (or

2 (not

3 (= ?t.t-int

4 (time-i

5 (max-time ?r1.t-pt ?s1.t-pt)

6 (min-time ?r2.t-pt ?s2.t-pt))))

7 (not (reads-via-path

8 ?u.user ?d.data ?p.path

9 (time-i ?r1.t-pt ?r2.t-pt)))

10 (is_authorized ?u.user ?d.data

11 (time-i ?s1.t-pt ?s2.t-pt))

12 (not (= ?t.t-int
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13 (time-i ?t1.t-pt ?t2.t-pt)))

14 (not-before ?t1.t-pt ?t2.t-pt))

with the associated answer term (ans ?u.user ?d.data ?p.path ?t.t-int). This

may be regarded as the negation of a goal to be established (line 2). Thus, we are looking

for a user who can read the data via a path of nodes but who is not authorized to do so

(lines 7-11). We establish that the intersection is not empty by showing that its endpoints

are in temporal order, i.e., the negation of (not-before ?t1.t-pt ?t2.t-pt) (line 14).

Note that the intersection of the two intervals has been simplified to a single time-interval

whose start point is the maximum of the two start-points and whose final point is the

minimum of the two final points. This has been accomplished by rewriting the term

according to an axiom of the theory:

(= (intersection

(time-i ?r1.t-pt ?r2.t-pt)

(time-i ?s1.t-pt ?s2.t-pt))

(time-i

(max-time ?r1.t-pt ?s1.t-pt)

(min-time ?r2.t-pt ?s2.t-pt)))

The relation reads-via-path is defined in part by the axiom

1 (implied-by

2 (reads-via-path

3 ?u.user ?d.data ?p.path ?t.t-int)

4 (and

5 (data-at-node

6 ?d.data ?n1.node

7 (time-i ?r1.t-pt ?r2.t-pt))

8 (reads-at-node

9 ?u.user ?d.data ?n2.node

10 (time-i ?s1.t-pt ?s2.t-pt))

11 (path-link

12 ?n1.node ?n2.node ?p.path

13 (time-i ?u1.t-pt ?u2.t-pt))

14 (= ?t.t-int

15 (intersection

16 (time-i ?r1.t-pt ?r2.t-pt)

17 (intersection

18 (time-i ?s1.t-pt ?s2.t-pt)

19 (time-i ?u1.t-pt ?u2.t-pt))))))

The relation (path-link ?n1.node ?n2.node ?p.path ?t.t-int) holds if, at time in-

terval ?t.t-int, there is a connected path ?p.path linking nodes ?n1 and ?n2. The

axiom says that a user can read a piece of data via a path at a time interval ?t.t-int if

all of the following conditions are met:

• the data is at one node during a time interval (lines 5-7)
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• the user reads the data at a second node during a second time interval (lines 8-10)

• the two nodes are linked via a path of nodes during a third time interval (lines

11-13)

• the time interval ?t-int is the intersection of the three time intervals (14-19)

The relation (path-link ?n1.node ?n2.node ?p.path ?t.t-int) is defined as follows:

1 (assert

2 '(implied-by
3 (path-link ?x.node ?z.node

4 (cons ?x.node (cons ?y.node ?yz.list))

5 (make-interval ?t1.time-point ?t2.time-point))

6 (and

7 (=

8 (make-interval ?t1.time-point ?t2.time-point)

9 (intersect-ii

10 (make-interval ?r1.time-point ?r2.time-point)

11 (make-interval ?s1.time-point ?s2.time-point)))

12 (setlink0 ?x.node ?y.node

13 (make-interval ?r1.time-point ?r2.time-point))

14 (path-link ?y.node ?z.node

15 (cons ?y.node ?yz.list)

16 (make-interval ?s1.time-point ?s2.time-point)))

17 ))

We establish that nodes ?x.node and ?z.node (line 3) are forming a path if they are indi-

rectly connected via a third node ?y.node. We assert the existence of a direct connection

for nodes ?x.node and ?z.node using setlink0 assertion (lines 12-13) and recursively

construct the rest of the path towards ?z.node by using the relation path-link again

(lines 14-16).

We are given axioms that assert that node-a is linked to node-b, and node-b is linked

to node-c, during the time interval (time-i time-b time-c). We are also given that

data-1 is at node-a during the same time interval (time-i time-b time-c) and that

user-2 reads data-1 at node-c during the larger time interval (time-i time-a time-c).

Using these axioms in the proof causes the variable in the proof step, including the

answer term, to be instantiated. For instance, when we use the fact that user-2 reads

data-1 at node-c, the variable ?u.user is replaced by user-2, the variable ?d.data is

replaced by data-1, and the variable ?n2.node is replaced by node-2. The time interval

?t-int is taken to be (time-i time-b time-c), the intersection of all the time intervals

involved. The fact that this interval is non-empty is given; in general such inferences

invoke SNARK’s temporal reasoning facility.

When the proof is complete, the answer-extraction mechanism extracts the answer:

(ans user-2 data-1
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(path node-a node-b node-c)

(time-i time-b time-c)))).

This tells us that a violation can occur if user-2 reads data-1 along the path (note-a node-b node-c)

during the time-interval (time-i time-b time-c). This is possible because data-1 is

at node-a during the larger time interval (time-i time-a time-c).

3.7 Use cases: Detection of security violations

In this section, we describe, with our model, the information disclosure and migration

alteration attacks detailed in Section 3.5.4. We prove the feasibility of detecting security

violations with each attack, using the migration algorithms presented in Section 3.3. We

describe a virtual topology and verify that the initial setup is respecting the security

properties previously defined. We do not include every single axiom used by SNARK for

simplicity of reading.

We have implemented a simulator to generate the formal trace of the migration. This

work includes the topology, the algorithms used, the attacks on the migration process and

the different rights users have on the infrastructure.

3.7.1 Use case setup

We have set up a network topology with six nodes, as depicted in Figure 3.4. In addition to

A

B

E

C

D

F

Network Hypervisor

Figure 3.4: Network topology of the use case.

the topology, we name the time points of the different steps during the migration process
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based on the number of iterations (see Figure 3.5). We define the first two basic time

points time-0 and time-1 to respectively represent the initial situation and the beginning

of the migration process. The last time point varies, depending on the length of execution

of the migration.

Figure 3.5: Time points of the migration process.

3.7.2 Initial Situation

In this section, we consider the network topology prior to any migration. We solely have

the axioms related to the Virtual Network, the corresponding users, and the data carried

across the network. We formulate our question to SNARK and verify that the confiden-

tiality is already established prior to the migration (question and answer in Listing 3.1

and 3.2, respectively).

1 (find-all '(ans ?d.data ?t.time-interval)

2 '(and
3 (data-confidentiality ?d.data ?t.time-interval)

4 (non-empty ?t.time-interval))

5 :name 'data-confidentiality-preservation-conjecture
6 :num-answers 1

7 :time-limit 30

8 :print-derived :print)

9

10

11 (find-all '(ans ?d.data ?t.time-interval)

12 '(and
13 (config-integrity ?d.data ?n.node ?t.time-interval)

14 (non-empty ?t.time-interval))

15 :name 'config-integrity-preservation-conjecture
16 :num-answers 1

17 :time-limit 30

18 :print-derived :print)

Listing 3.1: SNARK question to validate the initial situation.

The interpretation of results provided by SNARK depends on how the question has been

formulated. Listing 3.1 contains requests for the format of the answer. For the data

confidentiality, line 1 describes what are the variables we are looking for. Lines 2-4

describes what SNARK has to prove, i.e., the data confidentiality property that holds on

a non empty time interval. Lines 5-8 are options passed to SNARK for the resolution.

We have a similar request in lines 11-18 for the configuration integrity property.
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We execute SNARK to find the proofs of these two questions. Lines 5 and 11 of List-

ing 3.2 hold the answers. We can establish from line 5 that data-1 has its confidentiality

respected (and it is the only one used in our experiment). At line 11, we have proven that

conf-1 is not compromised either (and it is the only one used as well).

1 (Row 69

2 (OR ($$TIME-PP-NOT-BEFORE TIME-0 TIME-4)

3 (= (SOME-USER1 DATA-1 (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-0 TIME-4)) USER-2))

4 (RESOLVE 66 NON-EMPTY-IF-TIME-POINTS-ORDERED)

5 Answer (ANS (ANS DATA-1 (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-0 TIME-4))))

6

7

8 (Row 480

9 (AFTER TIME-2 TIME-3)

10 (REWRITE (RESOLVE 235 0- IS-BEFORE-1) :CODE-FOR-$$TIME-PP-COMPOSITION)
11 Answer (ANS (ANS CONF-1 (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-0 TIME-1))))

Listing 3.2: SNARK validating the initial situation

3.7.3 Information Disclosure attack

This attack considers two users, one legitimate and one attacker. The attacker is a

collocated user. In this scenario, the iterative migration algorithm is used. During the

initial phase, only the legitimate user is active. The migration process starts and nodes

and links are being migrated, one after another. At some point during the migration,

the attacker will start his attack to gain access to the data carried through the VN. This

results into the generation of two predicates, one about the attacker reading the data, and

the other about him not being authorized to do so. When the migration process ends,

the data have been compromised. In SNARK, the piece of data has been named data-1

and the migration ends at time point time-9. We formulate our question to SNARK at

line 1 from Listing 3.3, specifying which terms we are looking for. Similarly to previous

examples, lines 3-4 represent the violation of the confidentiality over a non-empty time

interval.

1 (find-all '(ans ?d.data ?t.time-interval)

2 '(and
3 (not(data-confidentiality ?d.data ?t.time-interval))

4 (non-empty ?t.time-interval))

5 :name 'data-conf-preservation-conjecture
6 :num-answers 1

7 :time-limit 30

8 :print-derived :print)

9 ;;; search for a data-confidentiality breach:

10 ;;; find all data for which data-confidentiality has been maintained

Listing 3.3: SNARK question to detect the data confidentiality violation.
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We can see that SNARK confirms the data confidentiality violation at line 12 from List-

ing 3.4. Since the attack started during the migration (i.e after time point time-1),

SNARK detects the beginning of the confidentiality violation at time point time-4. Line

10 highlights that the attacker does not have the authorization to read the data.

1 (Row 2112

2 (OR

3 (NOT

4 (= (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-0 ?X.TIME-POINT)

5 (MAKE-INTERVAL (MAX-TIME ?Y.TIME-POINT ?Z.TIME-POINT) (MIN-TIME ?U.

TIME-POINT ?V.TIME-POINT))))

6 (NOT (SETLINK0 NODE-B ?W.NODE (MAKE-INTERVAL ?Y.TIME-POINT ?U.TIME-POINT)

))

7 (NOT (SETLINK ?W.NODE NODE-A (MAKE-INTERVAL ?Z.TIME-POINT ?V.TIME-POINT))

)

8 ($$TIME-PP-NOT-BEFORE TIME-9 (MIN-TIME TIME-1 ?X.TIME-POINT)) (

$$TIME-PP-NOT-BEFORE TIME-4 TIME-9)

9 (NOT (= (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-4 TIME-9) (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-0 TIME-9))) (

$$TIME-PP-NOT-BEFORE TIME-4 TIME-9)

10 (DATA-ISAUTHORIZED ATTACKER DATA-1 (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-4 TIME-9)))

11 (RESOLVE 1938 18)

12 Answer (ANS (ANS DATA-1 (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-4 TIME-9))))

Listing 3.4: SNARK detecting the data confidentiality violation.

3.7.4 Migration alteration attack

Exploiting the physical nodes leverages other aspects of the attack surface, e.g., the com-

munication channel between the hypervisor and the nodes. The initial situation is similar

to the previous scenario but we use the move-based migration algorithm instead. The at-

tacker is located in the network infrastructure and can render physical nodes unavailable

to trigger the migration process. He will then intercept and modify the configuration sent

by the hypervisor. Therefore, the conf integrity property is not respected anymore.

We implement in SNARK the conf integrity property, as depicted in Listing 3.5. Lines

1-3 define the equivalence between the conf integrity property and the other predicates.

Line 4 defines a logical AND between the following predicates: Line 5 defines ?t.t-int,

a time interval as the intersection of all the time intervals expressed in the following

predicates; Line 11 assigns controller ?c.controller to node ?n.node; Line 14 defines

?p.path as the path between ?c.controller and ?n.node; Line 17 assigns configuration

?d.data to node ?n.node; Line 20 represents preservation of the integrity of configuration

data ?d.data. Note that we modeled the implication (⇒) defined in Section 3.4 as a

logical conjunction; Line 23 ensures that ?t.t-int is not empty.

1 (implied-by

2 (config-integrity

3 ?d.data ?n.node ?t.t-int)

4 (and
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5 (= ?t.t-int

6 (intersection

7 (time-i ?r1.t-pt ?r2.t-pt)

8 (time-i ?s1.t-pt ?s2.t-pt)

9 (time-i ?u1.t-pt ?u2.t-pt)

10 (time-i ?v1.t-pt ?v2.t-pt)))

11 (is-hypervisor-of

12 ?c.controller ?n.node

13 (time-i ?r1.t-pt ?r2.t-pt))

14 (is-path

15 ?c.controller ?p.path ?n.node

16 (time-i ?s1.t-pt ?s2.t-pt))

17 (conf-of-node

18 ?d.data ?n.node

19 (time-i ?u1.t-pt ?u2.t-pt))

20 (d-integrity

21 ?d.data

22 (time-i ?u1.t-pt ?u2.t-pt))

23 (non-empty ?t.t-int)))

Listing 3.5: SNARK definition of the configuration integrity.

We formulate in Listing 3.6 the question for SNARK. Line 1 represents the format of the

answer: here we look for which configuration is being compromised. In lines 2-4, we search

for the violation of the conf integrity property over a non empty interval. Similarly to

other questions, lines 5-8 represent parameters for SNARK to use in the resolution.

1 (find-all '(ans ?d.data ?t.time-interval)

2 '(and
3 (not(conf-integrity ?d.data ?n.node ?t.time-interval))

4 (non-empty ?t.time-interval))

5 :name 'conf-integrity-violation-conjecture
6 :num-answers 1

7 :time-limit 5

8 :print-derived :print)

Listing 3.6: SNARK question to detect the configuration integrity violation.

The configuration integrity breach is then proven by SNARK in Listing 3.7 for conf-1

at line 8 between time points time-3 and time-4 . Similarly to the previous information

disclosure scenario, the attack starts after the beginning of the migration process, as

shown by the answer term starting at time-3.

1 (Row 197

2 FALSE

3 (REWRITE (RESOLVE 154 2- IS-BEFORE-3) :CODE-FOR-$$TIME-PP-INTERSECTION)
4 Answer

5 (ANSWER-IF (= (CONF-1 (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-1 TIME-4) (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-1

TIME-3)) PROCESS-1)

6 (ANS (ANS (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-3 TIME-4))) (ANS (ANS (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-2

TIME-3)))))
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7 )

8 ((ANS (ANS CONF1 (MAKE-INTERVAL TIME-3 TIME-4)))

Listing 3.7: SNARK detecting the configuration integrity violation.

3.8 General Conclusion

Our analysis of the state of the art has outlined a lack of consideration for the security

study of the migration process of a Virtual Network. One logical explanation is that the

migration process is rarely implemented in a network hypervisor because it corresponds

to specific operational needs. Additionally, there is only a limited number of commercial

solutions for SDN-based hypervisors which may need to migrate Virtual Networks. We

believe that those two factors explain the limited study of the migration process.

We aimed at modeling the migration process of Virtual Networks, and the corresponding

security properties. A formal model is useful to define the scope of the study as well

as giving a clear definition of the different notions pertaining to the problem considered.

This approach is even more relevant when the problem has never been investigated before,

and therefore has no established grounds to base the study on. In this chapter, we have

presented a formal model describing a virtualization infrastructure, how Virtual Networks

are migrated and a set of security properties related to the migration process. These

properties were defined by considering them in a very general way, and then refining

them more precisely into an SDN context. We have evaluated the formal model with real

life use cases, considering attacks existing on SDN infrastructures, and using a simulator

to generate the execution trace. Finally, we used the theorem prover SNARK to compute

a formal proof of the security violation during the migration. Our results demonstrate the

feasibility of formally proving the preservation or the violation of the security properties,

based on the analysis of the execution trace.

Despite the fact that the co-residency is not a security property per se, we define it to il-

lustrate the evolution of the attack surface that can be exploited to compromise the opera-

tion of the migration process, as it is done for traditional hypervisors [AAK+17,AQK+17].

From a practical perspective, we have mapped the formal predicates with real-life events,

either originating from the network or from Access Control solutions. These predicates

could also be integrated within an NFV infrastructure, specifically in the NFV Manage-

ment and Network Orchestration (MANO) component. Because the MANO is in charge

of administrating VNFs and their deployment, it is a key element to collect events and link

them with formal predicates of our solution. Such events include application messages

describe the usage of the service by users (connections made, requests), virtualization

events related to the requests for creation/modification/deletion of VNFs, as well as the

amount of resources requested. Finally, network events describing the status and usage

of physical resources can be collected by the MANO component.

The use of a formal approach to verify real life problems inevitably raises a question about
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the realism between the model and the system it describes. In our case, the detection

of security violations relies on the assumption that we can detect and characterize every

relevant network event and that the trace generated from the migration is complete.

However, this assumption is too strong for a real life implementation of our model. Current

IDS solutions do not process large amounts of events, because they are manually examined

by an operator. Additionally, the attack may not be detected in a voluminous traffic.

In the next chapter, we propose to alleviate the assumption that the monitoring is perfect

by proposing a resource allocation model that will optimize the coverage of the security

inside the infrastructure.
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–Premature optimization is the root of all evil.

Donald Ervin Knuth

4
Optimizing monitoring resource allocation

In the previous chapter, we have presented a theoretical model describing the security of

the migration of virtual SDN networks. We focused on describing how Virtual Networks

are mapped with the physical infrastructure, and we described how the migration of Vir-

tual Networks is performed. We then described the security aspects of the migration

process and how to detect attacks against it. We outlined how an attacker may compro-

mise the migration process in order to gain unlawful access to confidential information or

to alter the configuration of migrated Virtual Networks.

We made several assumptions to constrain the scope of this first contribution, and one of

the strongest is the omniscience of the detection mechanisms set up in the infrastructure to

generate the execution trace. The proof given by the formal model relies on the fact that

we have a complete knowledge of all the events that happened during the migration. This

assumption holds during the experimental evaluation of our formal model. However, this

perfect knowledge assumption is too strong to be considered in a real life environment.

Current IDS solutions struggle to process large amounts of information, for two main

reasons. The first reason is that detection rules are imperfect and will not detect every

intrusion in a voluminous traffic. The second reason is the complexity for an operator

to process all the alerts raised by the IDS. This complexity grows with the number of

alerts raised. These limitations result in an overall imperfect intrusion detection in the

infrastructure.

We propose to alleviate this assumption for a real life use case through the optimization

of the infrastructure monitoring. We formulate a Resource Allocation (RA) problem, in
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which a defender will have to select a limited number of network nodes for monitoring

the infrastructure in order to detect attacks against the migration process. We aim at

determining which nodes in the infrastructure will provide the best coverage to detect

these attacks. In this chapter we investigate the use of Markov Decision Processes (MDP)

to solve this RA problem.

4.1 Markov Decision Process for Resource Allocation

Markov Decision Processes are used to represent how a defender may choose network

nodes to support the monitoring. While the attacker is not directly represented as an

agent that will interact with the infrastructure, he can be represented in the definition

of the states of the MDP and in the rewards obtained by the defender. In this chapter,

we model the migration of a Virtual Network with an MDP and represent an attacker

compromising the migration process. The solution of an MDP is a dynamic strategy

that the defender should follow depending on the current state of the infrastructure (i.e.,

the optimal policy). We intend to convert the dynamic aspect of this policy into an a

priori deployment of the monitoring resources (i.e., deploying the resources prior to the

migration of the Virtual Networks). While our MDP model could be applied to traditional

networks, we have designed an attack model exploiting specificities of the SDN paradigm.

An experimental prototype is available on github1.
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Figure 4.1: Exfiltrating information via unauthorized routing

4.2 Infrastructure assumptions

We describe here the assumptions made about the infrastructure and the migration pro-

cess.

• The migration will deploy in the target physical substrate all the flow rules necessary

to operate the Virtual Network properly. In this chapter the expression “migrating

a node” means deploying configuration rules in a physical node.

• We consider that the migration of the virtual nodes is sequential [GSM+14], thus

the nodes will be migrated one at a time. We suppose that both Virtual Network

1https://github.com/FabienCharmet/MDPRA
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and physical infrastructure are static (i.e., the topology does not change over time).

• All nodes in the original substrate have been fully compromised by the attacker and

thus are not considered as candidates for the destination substrate. This assump-

tion is reinforced by the fact that forcing all the resources to be reallocated could

be leveraged by the attacker in an attempt to have more nodes of the target Vir-

tual Network relocated closer to his Virtual Machines (i.e., co-residency). Virtual

Machines are already subject to such co-residency attacks, as presented by Atya et

al. in [AAK+17,AQK+17].

• We also assume that the migration time is uniform across all nodes (i.e., no node

takes longer to migrate in the infrastructure than another).

• We consider the Virtual Network equivalent to the physical nodes composing its

embedding. This assumption is used to represent how nodes will be migrated and

on which physical node flow rules will be installed.

Regular node

Node hosting a VN

Unavailable node

Unavailable link

MigrationAttack

Figure 4.2: Migration triggered by the attacker

4.3 Attacker Model

Figure 4.2 depicts the evolution of the infrastructure after the attacker has rendered

part of it unavailable. At first, the Virtual Network is running on a healthy physical

substrate; but once the attack is launched, the substrate becomes unavailable and the

Virtual Network must be migrated to reduce the end user’s service interruption.

Objectives Figure 4.1 illustrates the attacker’s objectives. In order to exfiltrate the

network traffic of his victim, the attacker will compromise nodes in the infrastructure.

The nodes he attacks will be used to create a path between the victim’s network and an

exfiltration point (e.g., a Virtual Machine) owned by the attacker.

We make several assumptions regarding the capacities and resources of the attacker:

Assumptions

• The attacker can modify the configuration of network nodes.

Modifying a node’s configuration has been proven possible in [Hiz15, BHKZ15,

UTS17]. Precisely, the attacker is able to spoof the identity of the network hy-
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pervisor, and thus is able to inject malicious flow rules inside the nodes to create

the data exfiltration path. However, he is not able to be designated as the original

network hypervisor in the nodes’ configurations. This can be explained because

it requires advanced configuration privileges. Moreover, a physical node missing

from the legitimate hypervisor’s topology view is easily detectable, in comparison

to malicious flow rules being injected inside the physical nodes.

• The attacker is able to exfiltrate data from his victim’s VN.

The exfiltration of data from the network only requires a Virtual Machine to forward

the traffic to.

• The attacker only targets one VN during the attack.

The attacker has performed enough information gathering prior to launching his

attacks to determine which VN is the most profitable to attack.

• The attacker can collect information to determine which nodes to target.

The attacker has been able to determine which nodes to attack to trigger the mi-

gration thanks to prior scanning and information gathering. Nevertheless, he has

no exact knowledge about which nodes will be selected as the destination sub-

strate and he will discover it by doing further scanning and fingerprinting while

he is attacking the infrastructure. A description of such techniques can be found

in [HXWG15,DPMM15]. This information gathering is out of scope of this thesis.

• The attacker owns several VMs in the infrastructure.

Owning several VMs in the infrastructure only incurs a small financial cost in any

existing virtualization environment.

• There may be several attack sources in the infrastructure.

The attacker owns several VMs in the infrastructure and may leverage vulnerabilities

in multiple network nodes.

• A node will always be attacked by the same source.

Because of the short time interval considered for the migration, we suppose that

the attack always takes the same path (i.e., no change in the flow rules for routing

the attack). Additionally, the attacker defines at the beginning the source of each

attack for each node and does not deviate from this afterwards. The path of the

attack is taken into consideration to determine the global detection probability of

the attack.

• The attacker only attacks one node at a time.

We make this assumption for the consistency with the assumption that the migration

process itself is sequential [GSM+14].
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• An attacker needs a certain amount of time to complete his attack.

Because the attacker targets one node at a time, it will take several steps to establish

the full path to exfiltrate the victim’s traffic.

• The attacker only targets nodes contributing to construct the exfiltration path.

Even if the attacker may target all nodes in the infrastructure, he has no incentive

to attack nodes that will not be part of the path to exfiltrate data from his victim’s

network. We consider that the attacker chooses his targets using the strategy from

Section 4.4.5. From the point of view of the defender, it is impossible to accurately

know which node will be attacked.

4.4 Modeling the RA problem with an MDP

In this section, we describe our MDP addressing the problem of optimal defense resource

allocation for Virtual Network migration.

4.4.1 Model assumptions

Monitoring

• The deployment of the monitoring on the nodes impacts the infrastructure’s perfor-

mance.

• The infrastructure owner is willing to bear a limited impact on the performance.

• We consider the monitoring imperfect with a certain attack detection probability.

The probability of detecting an attack is uniform across all nodes, i.e., there is no

node more efficient than another.

Targeting nodes

• Physical nodes belonging to the destination substrate are more likely to be attacked

than other nodes used to construct the exfiltration path.

During the migration, the attacker targets nodes to construct the path to exfiltrate

data from the victim’s VN. Embedding nodes are more important since at least one

embedding node must be part of the path leading to the exfiltration point.

• The attacker’s strategy for choosing which nodes he attacks is based on the infor-

mation gathering he performs while attacking.

The details of such activity is considered out of the scope of this thesis. Similar

work on Cloud environments for Virtual Machines colocation has been proposed

in [RTSS09, ZLB+12]. Johnson et al. propose in [JH13] a real time metric that

determines the node that is the most likely to be the next target of an attack.
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• If the attacker was able to establish the full path, then we consider that the global

attack was successful.

A full path between the attacker and his victim is connecting at least one physical

node embedding the victim’s VN to a Virtual Machine owned by the attacker. Such

path is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4.4.2 States

The states in the MDP represent the evolution of the infrastructure, i.e., the progress of

the migration, the remaining resources, the current monitoring, as well as the compro-

mised nodes in the infrastructure. The defender has two different resources: bf , the global

amount of time the migration is going to take, and bc, the global computational power

available for the monitoring. Precisely, bc corresponds to the overall performance impact

caused by the monitoring. This represents the amount of resources that can be spent to

perform monitoring instead of operational tasks.

We describe the state of the system as the following tuple: s =< bsf , b
s
c,Mis,Mos, Ats >:

• n: The number of nodes in the infrastructure.

• N = {1, .., n} is the set of nodes in the infrastructure.

• Mis ⊂ N is the set of currently migrated nodes for state s ∈ S.

• Mos ⊂ N is the set of currently monitoring nodes for state s ∈ S.

• Ats ⊂ N is the set of compromised nodes for state s ∈ S.

• bsf is the time left before the end of the migration at state s.

• bsc is the remaining computational power at state s.

4.4.3 Actions

The defender can either add monitoring on a particular node in the infrastructure, remove

this monitoring, or choose to do nothing. The option of doing nothing prevents counter-

productive options like forcing incoherent actions (e.g., removing monitoring from a node

that is not currently monitoring the infrastructure). We note mj the action of setting up

monitoring on node j. Similarly, we note uj the action of removing monitoring on node

j. Finally we note d the action of doing nothing.

We define A = {m1, ..,mn, u1, .., un, d} as the set of actions available at each state.

4.4.4 Cost of actions

Choosing an action impacts both bf and bc resources. The action will make the migration

progress by one step. We note cf the time it takes to migrate one node, and based on the

assumption made in Section 4.2, we define it as constant for each action.
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Each node j ∈ N is characterized by an intrinsic value Vj ∈ R that can be seen as the

financial value of the node. Based on the work of Ismail et al. [IKLC17], we consider that

the cost of deploying monitoring on each node is not uniform and depends on its intrinsic

value. We represent this by assigning a proportionality coefficient to each node. We note

this coefficient kc, associated to bc. Then we define the monitoring cost cjc for node j as :

∀j ∈ N, cjc = kcVj

We summarize cf and cjc with:

cf is a constant

∀j ∈ N, cjc = kcVj
(4.1)

4.4.5 Probabilistic target determination

We consider the path taken by the attack as a set of nodes. We define Lj the unique

path leading the attacker to node j. We note W the set of non compromised nodes that

are currently hosting the migrated Virtual Network (i.e., W = Mis ∩Ats). Similarly, we

note T the set of non compromised nodes that are directly connected to a compromised

node and are not part of W, i.e., they are potential candidates for the path between

the attacker and the victim. Alg. 3 is computed at each state as the sets T and W are

changing.

Algorithm 3: Probabilistic target determination

Input : W, T, current state s, n nodes
Output: n probabilities to attack each of n nodes

1 initialization;
2 foreach node j in {1, .., n} do

/* Is the node part of the embedding and not compromised ? */

3 if j ∈W and Mis ∩Ats = ∅ then

4 q(j) = α β
β|W|+|T|

/* Is the node part of the path to exfiltrate data ? */

5 else if j ∈T then
6 q(j) = α 1

β|W|+|T|
7 else
8 q(j) = 0

We note q(j) the probability of node j to be attacked as the combination of the probability

for an attack to be launched (i.e., α) and the probability of node j to be chosen among

all the nodes in T and W (lines 4 and 6). We also use a coefficient β to give more weight

to the nodes in W, referring to the assumption made in 4.4.1. Once a substrate node

has been compromised, the attacker will finalize the exfiltration set-up by completing the

path between his VM and the victim’s network.
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4.4.6 Transitions

We describe the coherence of the MDP states with the following transition constraints:

1. If there is no time left (i.e., the resource bf is depleted), a state cannot transition

to another state (absorbing state).

2. Choosing an action without the required budget bc will only cost time (resource bf )

with no reward.

3. As long as there are nodes to be migrated, each transition will include the migration

of one node.

4. A state can only transition to states that preserve the coherence of parameters (e.g.,

resources).

5. Choosing an action twice (i.e., monitoring a node already monitoring) only consumes

time (bf ) with no reward.

When in state s and after choosing an action a ∈ A, the system can transition to |W|+
|T|+1 states, whether an attack happened on one of the nodes or no attack was launched.

We define S′ ⊂ S the set of states to which the state s can transition to, with a non null

probability. We define the state modifications once action a ∈ A has been chosen.

State modifications for action mi When choosing action mi at state s, we compute

the resources impact and set changes for every possible state s′. One time step is deducted

from bf , the cost of monitoring node i is deducted from bc. Node i is added to the set of

monitoring nodes Mo and finally, in case of an attack on node j, this node is added to

the set of compromised nodes At.

s −→ s′ =



bs
′
f = bsf − cf
bs

′
c = bsc − cic
Mos

′
= Mos ∪ {i}

Ats
′

= Ats ∪ {j} if there is an attack

(4.2)

State modifications for action ui When choosing action ui at state s, we compute

the resources impact and set changes for every possible state s′. One time step is deducted

from bf , monitoring node i frees cc and is returned to resource bc. Node i is removed from

the set of monitoring nodes Mo and finally, in case of an attack on node j, this node is

added to the set of compromised nodes At.
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s −→ s′ =



bs
′
f = bsf − cf
bs

′
c = bsc + cic

Mos
′

= Mos\{i}

Ats
′

= Ats ∪ {j} if there is an attack

(4.3)

State modifications for action d When choosing action d at state s, we compute the

resources impact and set changes for every possible state s′. One time step is deducted

from bf and in case of an attack on node j, this node is added to the set of compromised

nodes At.

s −→ s′ =

bs
′
f = bsf − cf
Ats

′
= Ats ∪ {j} if there is an attack

(4.4)

Transition probability We define the transition probability P (s, a, s′) with α the

probability of an attack being launched, and q(j) the probability of detecting an attack

on node j, as presented in Section 4.4.5.

P (s, a, s′) =

1− α if there is no attack

q(j) if node j is attacked, cf. Algorithm 3
(4.5)

4.4.7 Rewards

The value of the reward for transitioning takes into account three criteria: the intrinsic

value of the nodes, the overall progress of the attacker, and the probability of detecting

an attack. The probability of an attack occurring is already accounted for in the transi-

tions. If no attack was launched, the reward is based on the value of all the nodes in the

infrastructure. If an attack was launched, there are two cases: whether the attacker has

reached his ultimate goal or not. If he has, we deduct the value of all the compromised

nodes. If he has not, we only deduce the value of the attacked node. This differentiation

comes from the fact that the attacker truly benefits from his attack once the full exfiltra-

tion path is established. Before that, the threat is focused on the next node to attack.

We note Π(j) = 1 − (1 − p)|Lj∩Mo| as the probability of detecting the attack on node j

by at least one node. |Lj ∩Mo| represents the number of nodes currently monitoring the

infrastructure that will be on the path of the attack, thus the probability for every node

not to detect the attack on node j is (1− p)|Lj∩Mo|.

The definition of R(s, a, s′) includes the impact of action a in the probability of detecting

an attack, as Π(j) depends on the monitoring set Mo which is modified by a.

Therefore, we define the following reward function:
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R(s, a, s′) =



∑
i∈N

Vi, if no attack

n∑
i∈N

Vi −
∑

k∈Ats
Π(k)Vk, if finalized attack∑

i∈N
Vi −Π(j)Vj , if partial attack on node j

(4.6)

4.5 Generating the states of the MDP

We describe, in Algorithm 4, how we generated the exhaustive set of states. We remind

the reader that action mi set monitoring on node i, action ui removes monitoring from

node i, and action d does nothing. We also precise that, when determining the target node

j, the case j == 0 in the code corresponds to the case where there is no attack launched.

We also use the function Select node presented in Algorithm 2 from Section 3.3.

Initialization We generate the current state s and add it to the set of states S (lines

3-4) . If there are nodes to migrate (line 5), we select the next one (line 6), migrate it

(line 7) and remove it from the list of nodes to migrate (line 8). We check if there is no

time left for the migration, and exit if so (lines 9-10).

Processing the action of doing nothing We calculate all possible transitions for

action d. We modify the At set if there is an attack by adding the targeted node (lines

12-13) or in case of no attack (lines 14-15). We then generate the destination state s′ (line

16). We compute the transition probabilities for action d (lines 17-20) and the reward

(line 21). Finally, we start a new recursion (line 22).

Processing the actions of monitoring We loop over all the nodes to generate their

monitoring and unmonitoring actions (line 23). First, we check if there is enough budget

bc to monitor node i (line 24). If so, we check if it is already monitoring (line 25). If it is,

we repeat the same process as done for action d for the transition generation (lines 26-35).

We assign a null reward for this action (line 36). We start a new recursion (line 37). If

node i is not monitoring, we add it to the set of monitoring nodes Mo (line 39). Then

we compute the transition as previously done (lines 40-49). We compute the reward for

action mi (line 50) and start a new recursion (line 51). If there is not enough bc budget

(line 54), we generate the destination state and compute the attacks and transitions (lines

55-64). We assign a null reward (line 65) and start a new recursion (line 66).

Processing the actions of unmonitoring We then consider the action ui and check

if node i is monitoring the infrastructure (line 67). If it is, we remove node i from the set

of monitoring nodes Mo (line 68). We generate the destination state and compute the

attacks and transitions (lines 69-78) and assign a reward (line 79). Then we start a new

recursion (line 80). If node i is not monitoring the infrastructure (line 81), we compute

the destination state, attacks and transitions (lines 82-91). We assign a null reward (line

92) and start a new recursion (line 93).
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Algorithm 4: Generating the MDP

1 Begin
Input : nodes to migrate the set of nodes to migrate
Output: S the set of states, P the transition matrix, R the reward matrix

2 Function Generate(bf , bc, Mi, Mo, At):
3 s← State(bf , bc,Mi,Mo,At)
4 S ← S ∪ s
5 if nodes to migrate 6= ∅ then
6 NextNode← Select node(nodes to migrate)
7 Mi←Mi ∪NextNode
8 nodes to migrate← nodes to migrate\NextNode
9 if bf < cf then

10 exit()
11 foreach j in {0, .., n} do
12 if j > 0 then
13 At′ ← At ∪ j
14 else
15 At′ ← At
16 s′ ← State(bf − cf , bc,Mi,Mo′, At′)
17 if j == 0 then
18 P (s, d, s′)← 1− α
19 else
20 P (s, d, s′)← Π(j)
21 R(s, d, s′)← compute reward(j, At′)
22 Generate(bf − cf , bc,Mi,Mo,At′)

23 foreach i in {1, .., n} do
24 if bc > cic then
25 if i ∈Mo then
26 foreach j in {0, .., n} do
27 if j > 0 then
28 At′ ← At ∪ j
29 else
30 At′ ← At
31 s′ ← State(bf − cf , bc,Mi,Mo,At′)
32 if j == 0 then
33 P (s,mi, s

′)← 1− α
34 else
35 P (s,mi, s

′)← Π(j)
36 R(s,mi, s

′)← 0
37 Generate(bf − cf , bc,Mi,Mo,At′)

38 else
39 Mo′ ←Mo ∪ i
40 foreach j in {0, .., n} do
41 if j > 0 then
42 At′ ← At ∪ j
43 else
44 At′ ← At
45 s′ ← State(bf − cf , bc − cic,Mi,Mo′, At′)
46 if j == 0 then
47 P (s,mi, s

′)← 1− α
48 else
49 P (s,mi, s

′)← Π(j)
50 R(s,mi, s

′)← compute reward(j, At′)
51 Generate(bf − cf , bc − cic,Mi,Mo′, At′)
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52

53

54 if bc < cic then
55 foreach j in {0, .., n} do
56 if j > 0 then
57 At′ ← At ∪ j
58 else
59 At′ ← At
60 s′ ← State(bf − cf , bc,Mi,Mo,At′);
61 if j == 0 then
62 P (s,mi, s

′)← 1− α
63 else
64 P (s,mi, s

′)← Π(j)
65 R(s,mi, s

′)← 0;
66 Generate(bf − cf , bc,Mi,Mo,At′);

67 if i ∈Mo then
68 Mo′ ←Mo\{i};
69 foreach j in {0, .., n} do
70 if j > 0 then
71 At′ ← At ∪ j
72 else
73 At′ ← At
74 s′ ← State(bf − cf , bc + cic,Mi,Mo,At′);
75 if j == 0 then
76 P (s, ui, s

′)← 1− α
77 else
78 P (s, ui, s

′)← Π(j)

79 R(s,mi, s
′)← compute reward(j, At′);

80 Generate(bf − cf , bc + cic,Mi,Mo′, At′);

81 else
82 foreach j in {0, .., n} do
83 if j > 0 then
84 At′ ← At ∪ j
85 else
86 At′ ← At
87 s′ ← State(bf − cf , bc,Mi,Mo,At′);
88 if j == 0 then
89 P (s, ui, s

′)← 1− α
90 else
91 P (s, ui, s

′)← Π(j)

92 R(s,mi, s
′)← 0;

93 Generate(bf − cf , bc,Mi,Mo,At′);
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4.6 Use Cases

We have implemented several use cases to determine the optimal monitoring deployment.

We propose to evaluate the MDP using three different physical topologies shown in Fig-

ure 4.3. The first topology is designed to be relatively balanced in terms of connections

between nodes. The link between nodes 1 and 4 creates a path so each node can be

reached by a single attacker in two steps. The second topology is full-meshed and is

intended to observe the monitoring strategy when the attacker only needs to compromise

one node to be successful. The last topology defines a central communication point, here

node 2. This node should be of prime interest in the solution because it is on the path of

most attacks in the network.
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Figure 4.3: Use case topologies

We migrate a Virtual Network where the target substrate will be composed of physical

nodes 1, 2 and 3. Node 6 is the exfiltration point of the attacker, which means that the

attacker will establish a path between node 6 and one of the nodes embedding the Virtual

Network (i.e., node 1, node 2 and/or node 3). We set the discount factor of the value

iteration algorithm to 0.9, a common value for use cases found in the literature. We set

α = 0.7, the probability of an attack being launched during the next transition. We set

β = 3 the weight factor to target nodes supporting the embedding. We set the intrinsic

value V of the nodes embedding the Virtual Network (nodes 1, 2 and 3) to be higher than

the others (nodes 4, 5 and 6) because they will operate the virtual network.

We summarize these parameters in Table 4.1. We compute the optimal policy of each

MDP using MDPToolbox [CCC+14] and the Value Iteration algorithm [Bel57].

We run the MDP using different budgets and detection probabilities. The time required

to fully migrate the VN is bf = 30, but we explore use cases with a budget bf = 40 that

gives more time for the attacker to compromise the infrastructure. We considered that

the attacker exploits vulnerabilities that are not limited to the migration process, thus he

may continue his attacks beyond the end of the migration. We discuss some implications
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α β Exfiltration point cf kc γ

0.7 3 Node 6 10 1 0.9

V1 = 10, V2 = 10, V3 = 10, V4 = 5, V5 = 5, V6 = 5

c1c = 10, c2c = 10, c3c = 10, c4c = 5, c5c = 5, c6c = 5

Physical embedding: Nodes 1 - Node 2 - Node 3

Migration order: 1 → 2 → 3

Table 4.1: Use cases parameters

and limitations of this assumption in Section 4.8.

The ordering of the nodes impacts the result sets of Algorithm 3, thus which nodes may

be attacked at each transition. Details about the attack source node for attacks against

the migration are summarized in Table 4.2. Each node in the Target node row will be

attacked from the corresponding Attack source.

Scenario b) Scenario d) Scenario f)
Target node 1 2 3 4 5 6 Target node 1 2 3 4 5 6 Target node 1 2 3 4 5 6

Attack source 6 3 6 3 6 6 Attack source 6 6 1 6 1 1 Attack source 6 6 1 6 1 1

Table 4.2: Attack sources for multiple attackers scenarios

4.6.1 Reward of the monitoring set

We have extracted the monitoring set of each absorbing state, and evaluated the overall

reward of each monitoring set and each node individually. We note R(Mo) the reward

of a monitoring set as the sum of the rewards of each corresponding absorbing state. We

also note the reward of a state (resp. a node) R(State) (resp. R(Node)). Note however

that this reward is different from the reward of an action in an MDP.

Let SMo
abs be the set of absorbing states with a common monitoring set Mo, ρ(s) the

percentage of presence of state s in the global state space and R(s) the reward of state s.

R(Mo) =
∑
s∈SMo

abs

ρ(s)R(s) (4.7)

The reward of an absorbing state R(s) is the sum of the reward of each path p in the

MDP from the initial state and leading to the absorbing state s times the percentage of

presence of the p in the solution space. Similarly, the reward of one node in the monitoring

set is defined as the sum of the reward of each absorbing state where the chosen node is

monitoring the infrastructure.

We illustrate these rewards in Figure 4.4, where the initial state is S1 and there are three

absorbing states S4, S5 and S6. Each state yields a reward rx with a transition probability

px. State S5 is reached by two paths thus its rewards is the sum of the rewards given

by each path. If S4 and S6 have the same monitoring set (i.e., MoS4 = MoS6), then
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R(MoS4) = R(MoS6) = R(S4) + R(S6). Let SMo
abs be the set of absorbing states with a

common monitoring set Mo, ρ(s) the percentage of presence of state s in the global state

space and R(s) the reward of state s.

p1,r1 p2,r2

p3, r3

p4, r4 p5, r5

p6, r6

S4 S5 S6

S2 S3

S1

R(S4) = r1 + r3

R(S5) =
p1p4(r1 + r4) + p2p5(r2 + r5)

p1p4 + p2p5
R(S6) = r2 + r6

Figure 4.4: Computing the reward of each absorbing state

The reward of each monitoring node is computed the same way, by summing the weighted

rewards of each absorbing state containing the chosen node.

For example, if MoS4 = MoS6 = {2, 4} and MoS5 = {1, 4}, then the reward of node 4

is computed as R(N4) = ρ(S4)R(S4)+ρ(S5)R(S5)+ρ(S6)R(S6)
ρ(S4)+ρ(S5)+ρ(S6)

. Indeed, node 4 belongs to the

monitoring set of every absorbing state.

4.6.2 Experimental results: Individual performance

We detail the results for each use case, and the performance of each node monitoring the

infrastructure. Results are shown in Figure 4.5.

Balanced topology: Scenarios a) and b)

Based on the paths taken by the attacks and the ordering of the migration, we categorize

the nodes into three categories: source, intermediate and border nodes. Source nodes are

the origins of the attacks, intermediate nodes are the first hop from an attack node and

border nodes are two hops or more away. Scenario a) sets node 6 as the source; nodes

4 and 5 as intermediate nodes; and finally nodes 1, 2 and 3 as border nodes. Scenario

b) sets nodes 3 and 6 as sources; nodes 1 and 4 as intermediate nodes; and nodes 2 and

5 as border nodes. The first observation is that nodes 4 and 6 are the most rewarding

nodes. This is explained as node 6 is the source of most of the attacks, and the exfiltrated

data are redirected there. Node 4 is the next hop of attacks directed toward the Virtual

Network (nodes 1, 2, and 3).

In both scenarios, the importance of nodes is separated according to our categorization.

This means that the nodes pertaining to the majority of attack paths are the most re-

warding. This observation is reinforced in scenario b) where nodes 1 and 4 are closer to

attack sources while nodes 2 and 5 are further away.
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Scenario d)
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Scenario e)
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Scenario f)
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Figure 4.5: Results for single and multiple attackers
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In scenario b) the importance of node 3 increases as the importance of node 6 decreases.

The performance of the monitoring makes it more efficient to monitor the second source

of attacks.

Full-mesh topology: Scenarios c) and d)

In these scenarios, the considered topology is full-meshed, which means that each physical

node is connected to every other node of the infrastructure. This topology has been

chosen to minimize the impact of the routing on the detection path because the attacker

is always directly connected to the target node. Therefore, there are only two categoeries:

attack nodes and intermediate nodes. We make two observations from the results of both

scenarios. The first observation is that this topology is very sensitive to the number of

attackers in the infrastructure. In the balanced topology, the nodes have the same ranking

whether there is one or two attackers. This result does not hold for a full-meshed topology.

In scenario c), the source of attacks globally performs better than intermediate nodes,

while in scenario d) both attack and intermediate nodes have more similar rewards.

The second observation is that the detection probability tends to be more impacting in

scenario d) than c). This can be explained because detection paths are more diverse with

multiple attackers. Indeed, in scenario c) the focus is set on the source of attacks and

then determining which nodes are the most attacked. In scenario d) it becomes more

complex to find a monitoring node that covers most attacks, as the detection can only be

performed at the source of attacks and at the targeted node.

Central topology: Scenarios e) and f)

Using the same categorization as scenarios a) and b), we consider node 6 as a source node,

node 2 as an intermediate node and nodes 1, 3, 4 and 5 as border nodes. Scenario f) sets

nodes 1 and 6 as source nodes, nodes 2 and 4 as intermediate nodes and nodes 3 and 5

as border nodes.

In scenario e), the importance of each node reflects their role. Nodes 3, 4 and 5 do not

have much impact in the solution set as they are not on the path of most attacks, while

node 1 remains the main target at the beginning of the migration. The attack source,

node 6, is still considered important to monitor.

Scenario f) highlights similar results. There are now two attack sources, nodes 1 and 6.

Moreover, the geographical distribution of migrated nodes gives more importance to node

2 which becomes even more present on the attack paths, as shown in Table 4.2. The fact

that node 2 acts as a “bridge” is really highlighted with two attackers.
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4.6.3 Summary

The analysis of the results outlines several aspects common to each scenario. The detec-

tion rate does not have a significant impact on the importance of nodes, as they remain

ranked in the same order, except for scenario d) as we detailed.

Detailed examination of the optimal policy for each budget also shows that the monitoring

action is rarely used to redeploy resources elsewhere in the infrastructure. Instead of

unmonitoring nodes, the MDP chooses to do nothing to preserve the global detection

probability. Unmonitoring actions are only chosen when the the node to be unmonitored

is not on the path of the next attacks, thus having the same impact as doing nothing.

This situation happens rarely, when the attacker launches a limited number of attacks on

the infrastructure.

4.7 Determining the optimal monitoring nodes

When solving a problem using an MDP, the solution is a dynamic proposition to choose

actions as the system evolves. However, from a technical aspect, the defender needs

to have the nodes already monitoring the infrastructure before starting the migration

process. It becomes necessary to translate the dynamic answer of the MDP into a static a

priori deployment. After determining the individual importance of each node, we propose

to determine the optimal set of monitoring nodes.

The main difference is that each node was evaluated based on all the possible budget

combinations, whereas what is defined here is a particular answer for a specific budget.

For each budget, the maximum reward is
bf
cf

∑
i∈N

Vi(1−α) which corresponds to the corner

case where the attacker never launched an attack, and we can evaluate the efficiency of

the monitoring nodes thanks to the associated reward. Even if a particular monitoring

set achieves close to the maximum reward, it is also because this monitoring set is the

optimal solution to a specific subset of all possible attacks. We propose to determine the

optimal monitoring state for each budget by weighting the reward they achieve with their

occupation of the total solution space.

We note SMo
abs the set of absorbing states with a common monitoring set Mo, ρ(Mo)

the percentage of presence of set Mo in the solution space and R(Mo) the reward of

monitoring set Mo. Then we propose to choose the optimal monitoring set Mo∗ with:

Mo∗ = arg max
Mo

{ρ(Mo)R(Mo)} (4.8)

The optimal monitoring set is determined by choosing the set giving the maximum

weighted reward.
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Scenario a) Scenario b) Scenario c)
p (bf , bc) Mo∗ p (bf , bc) Mo∗ p (bf , bc) Mo∗

0.5
(30,30) 2,4,6

0.5
(30,30) 1,2,6

0.5
(30,30) 1,3,6

(40,40) 1,2,4,6 (40,40) 1,3,4,6 (40,40) 1,2,5,6

0.7
(30,30) 1,4,6

0.7
(30,30) 1,3,6

0.7
(30,30) 1,3,6

(40,40) 2,3,4,6 (40,40) 1,3,4,6 (40,40) 1,2,3,6

0.9
(30,30) 4,5,6

0.9
(30,30) 1,3,6

0.9
(30,30) 1,3,6

(40,40) 2,3,4,6 (40,40) 1,4,5,6 (40,40) 1,2,3,6

Scenario d) Scenario e) Scenario f)
p (bf , bc) Mo∗ p (bf , bc) Mo∗ p (bf , bc) Mo∗

0.5
(30,30) 1,3,6

0.5
(30,30) 2,3,6

0.5
(30,30) 1,2,6

(40,40) 1,2,3,6 (40,40) 1,2,3,6 (40,40) 1,2,3,6

0.7
(30,30) 1,2,6

0.7
(30,30) 2,3,6

0.7
(30,30) 1,2,6

(40,40) 1,2,5,6 (40,40) 1,2,3,6 (40,40) 1,2,3,6

0.9
(30,30) 1,2,6

0.9
(30,30) 2,3,6

0.9
(30,30) 1,2,6

(40,40) 1,2,3,6 (40,40) 1,2,3,6 (40,40) 1,2,3,6

Table 4.3: Optimal monitoring sets of the use cases

4.7.1 Experimental results: Monitoring sets

We describe the optimal monitoring sets for each use case. Results for all scenarios are

summarized in Table 4.3.

Balanced topology: Scenarios a) and b)

We note that node 6 is always chosen in the monitoring, as it is the main source of

attacks. Node 4 also always appears as a good candidate for a fourth node if it is not

already chosen third. In both scenarios, we observe that third and fourth nodes rarely

coincide between (30, 30) and (40, 40) budgets. In scenario a), for a (40,40) budget at

p = 0.7, nodes 2 and 3 are selected instead of reusing the node 1 that was selected for

the (30,30) budget. This suggests that combining two nodes increases their individual

performance. In scenario b) at p = 0.5, we obtain a similar result where nodes 3 and 4

are considered over node 2.

Full-mesh topology: Scenarios c) and d)

One notable result is in scenario c) for p = 0.5, (bf , bc) = (40, 40) and in scenario d) for

p = 0.7, (bf , bc) = (40, 40), where the optimal monitoring set is {1,2,5,6} which does not

include node 3 like other budgets. The explanation comes from the fact that it takes less

time to establish the path between the victim’s network and the extraction point because

of the full-mesh topology. There are only two nodes capable of detecting an attack every
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time it is started, thus the monitoring of extra nodes does not contribute to a better

reward.

We conclude that our results confirm the intuition that a low detection probability (p =

0.5) coupled to a full-mesh topology may not be the ideal conditions to improve the

security of the migration process.

Central topology: Scenarios e) and f)

Both scenarios exhibit similar results, where nodes 2 and 6 are consistently picked every

time. Indeed, node 6 is the source of attacks, and the MDP also selects node 2 because

it is on the path of most attacks as a valuable node. In scenario e) node 3 is often picked

first over node 1, in opposition to scenario f). This choice is due to the second attack

source becoming more valuable in scenario f).

4.7.2 Summary

We have confirmed in every scenario the intuition that the attack source must be part of

the monitoring set. Results also show that the second attacker should be monitored. In

some cases, it seems that combining the monitoring of two nodes increases their individual

performance (e.g., Scenario a) at p = 0.9, node 5 for budget (30,30) and nodes 2 and 3

for budget (40,40) ).

4.8 Discussion

The evaluation of our model has outlined several technical and modeling limitations. The

use of budgets as part of the MDP state is a root cause for the complexity in generating

the MDP states. Indeed, these budgets act as a sort of “identifiers” that make the number

of states grow exponentially depending on the budgets. The maximum number of states

generated for the MDP is the depth of the recursion function generating the states times

the number of actions times the number of transitions per action. This maximum is

defined as:
bf
cf

(2n + 1)n =
bf
cf

(2n2 + n). This maximum is never reached because there

are not n transitions per action since the attacker does not target every node in the

infrastructure. Similarly, the minimum number of states is
bf
cf

(2n+ 1) where there is only

one possible transition per action.

The complexity limitation we encountered was the time it takes to generate all the possible

states of the MDP. MDPs can solve use cases with hundreds of actions and hundreds of

thousands states, as the value of the states is computed via a multiplication of sparse

matrices. As long as the matrices are defined in a reasonable time, solving the MDP

does not raise any specific challenge. Because of the recursive nature of the generation

of the MDP states in our problem, the complexity is exponential. We were not able to

generate a use case with bf = 50, cf = 10, (i.e., a depth of 5 recursions). Similarly, we
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had to limit our use cases to 6 nodes for the physical topology. Using more nodes was

only possible with unrealistic budgets, e.g., bf = 20, cf = 10. These budgets induce that

the maximum size of the migration would be limited to 2 nodes being migrated, with no

additional time for the attacker to compromise the migration process. Such numbers were

deemed unrealistic and unfit for a proper use case. We suggest to investigate clustering

mechanisms to improve the scalability in Chapter 5.

The use of the duration of the migration in the description of each state of the MDP limits

the capacities of the attacker. Indeed, the model implies that once the bf is fully consumed,

the attacker cannot attack the infrastructure anymore. In some numerical applications,

we have extended the duration of the migration to one extra iteration (bc = 40). This

has given the opportunity for the attacker to extend his attack and reach more nodes.

Because the infrastructure is vulnerable to the attack model described in Section 4.3, it is

reasonable to assume that the attacker will keep attacking the infrastructure after the end

of the migration. This notion of attack duration is particularly relevant in use cases with

more nodes and a migration lasting longer. We also outline the fact that the migration

process offers a specific attack surface: the communication channel between the hypervisor

and the network nodes. Indeed, the configuration rules deployed by the hypervisor may

only be intercepted once, as they are sent to the nodes via the communication channel.

Once the configuration is installed in the nodes, it requires a different type of attacks

(e.g., software exploits) to compromise the configuration.

Reflecting on the model we proposed, we raise the following question: “Which compo-

nents of an MDP (state, actions, rewards) should be used to represent the behavior of an

element external to the system ?”. While the formalism does not set any hard limitation,

it is important to consider the realism aspect of the modeling with regard to practical

scenarios and the threat model used. We represented our attacker in the definition of

the states as well as the reward function, since rewards are based on the progression of

the attack. However, the attacker was modeled with only one type of attack: the con-

figuration modification. Because of the exponential complexity of MDP state generation,

each additional parameter makes the generation less and less computationally tractable.

Similarly, we could not use a constrained budget for the attacker to launch attacks, and

instead we used a probability of launching an attack.

We have reviewed Game Theory-based solutions for the Resource Allocation problem.

We considered this formalism as a potential solution to the Resource Allocation for a

security problem, but we encountered several limitations with the different types of games

(described in Appendix A). Network security games usually are two-player games, often

formulated with the complete information assumption. This assumption is common in

network security games, which may not be realistic in real-life scenarios. While an attacker

expects monitoring counter-measures in the infrastructure, it is not trivial to assume that

the attacker knows about the specificity of these counter-measures, especially if their
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nature deviates from standard IDS solutions (e.g., Moving Target Defense). Overall, the

realism of a game incurs a cost on the complexity of the solution. The game is either

realistic but computationally intractable, or the solution can be computed in a reasonable

time at the expense of having too many assumptions denaturing the reality of the game.

In our MDP, we have taken the point of view of the defender, and have been able to

augment it by representing the attacker interfering with the migration process.

4.9 General Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated the Resource Allocation problem in a security context.

Our objective was to determine which nodes of the infrastructure should be performing

monitoring tasks to detect attacks against the migration process. We proposed a Marko-

vian Decision Process to represent how an infrastructure provider can solve this RA prob-

lem and find out the optimal choices. We introduced the attacker in the definition of the

model, which is rarely done from a security perspective. Indeed, MDPs are often modeling

only one agent to interact with the system, but the inclusion of an actor of a different na-

ture is generally not considered. We also provided an experimental prototype for the MDP

generation, solving and results analysis (https://github.com/FabienCharmet/MDPRA).

Results show that we can determine which nodes provide the best security with regard to

current attacks, as well as how the dynamic aspect of the optimal policy can be translated

into an a priori deployment of the monitoring resources on the nodes. When the attacker

can launch attacks from several sources, the impact of the nodes on the monitoring is

much more differentiated and gives a better understanding of their role in the infrastruc-

ture. We also ran the simulations on several network topologies to evaluate the impact

of the attack routing on the optimal solution. Results show that a full-mesh topology is

more complex to defend because of the multitude of attack paths.

We advocate that the flexibility of the MDP formalism can be leveraged to dynamically

recompute the destination substrate while the migration is ongoing. Instead of deciding

where to deploy the monitoring, the migration process would use the MDP to predict

the target of the next attack and should recompute the embedding of the VN if the next

virtual node will be embedded on a compromised physical node. The approach would

give additional flexibility to the VNE algorithm and make it more secure. We emphasize

on the Reinforcement Learning aspect of this approach, which could be extended by using

a Q-Learning model where the defender does not know precisely which nodes have been

attacked.
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–How to play music may be known. At the commencement of the piece,

all the parts should sound together. As it proceeds, they should be in

harmony while severally distinct and flowing without break, and thus

on to the conclusion.

Confucius

5
Conclusion

Network virtualization offers new service possibilities, in which a tenant can define his own

network to interconnect Virtual Machines to operate his business. The tenant may request

specific resources or define constraints for his Virtual Network, e.g., minimum bandwidth,

geographical location of the physical substrate, security requirements for the network

traffic, etc. Virtual Network migration is a process used by an infrastructure provider

to ensure a certain level of service availability for the user. This common maintenance

operation may occur due to a physical failure of a network equipment or because the

network is under an ongoing attack.

Existing literature presents an extensive security study of Virtual Machines and of the

related migration process, evaluating existing migration solutions and considering different

types of attackers. We advocated that the virtualization of the network resource is subject

to a similar attack surface because of the nature of the virtualization mechanism. This

similarity still stands for the migration process itself, and despite the scarce literature

on the topic, consequences on data security violations remain an important matter (e.g.,

data breaches of personal information).

In this thesis, we investigated the security of the migration of a Virtual Network in an

SDN environment. We sought to answer three questions regarding this matter:

• How can the security of the migration be characterized ?

• How can the security of the migration be verified ?
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• How to optimize the monitoring of the migration process?

We focused on a formal approach, providing a model to express security properties, how

to monitor them in a real infrastructure, and how to formally verify their validity. We

covered a broad attack surface, considering the data impacted by the migration as well as

the underlying physical infrastructure that supports the virtualization operations and the

migration process. This approach is based on the assumption that it is possible to detect

every attack and monitor every network activity in the infrastructure. We proposed to

alleviate this assumption to enable the model to be used in a realistic environment, and

we formulated a resource allocation problem to do so.

The first contribution presents a formal model to characterize the security of the migration

process. We considered several security properties and described them using a temporal

first order logic. Traditional properties like Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability are

modeled in the context of an SDN infrastructure. We implemented our model in LISP,

using the theorem prover SNARK. The proof computed with SNARK can be used to

determine which event caused the security violation and when it happened.

Related work on formal languages for network security provides several models of networks

and interactions between different actors in a communication. The lack of models for

network virtualization, the Virtual Network migration process and the related security

has been filled with our model.

The second contribution investigates a Markov Decision Process to determine the optimal

set of network nodes to monitor the infrastructure. This formalism is efficient for planning

and decision making problem.

A Markov Decision Process considers the interactions between an agent and a system,

here the defender and its infrastructure. Markov Decision Processes have been used for

resource allocation problems in the literature, but their use for security purposes remains

limited. We modeled the evolution of the system during the migration, while the defender

will deploy monitoring resources on network nodes and will be rewarded based on the

performance of the detection. Precisely, rewards are determined by computing the impact

of attacks on the migration and evaluating how many nodes are actively participating in

the detection of the current attack. Results show that the type of physical topology

and the number of attackers are the main criteria impacting the allocation of monitoring

resources, while the probability of detecting an attack was only playing a minor part in the

process. Our contribution illustrates the capacities of MDPs to simulate the behaviour

of an attacker without having to formally integrate him as an extra agent in the model.

We also adapted the dynamic solution provided by the MDP into an a priori deployment

strategy of monitoring resources. This strategy is more realistic as it consists in deploying

security resources prior to any migration instead of adapting the allocation every time a

migration occurs.
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The focus of our study was centered around the physical infrastructure and the embedding

of Virtual Networks on top of it. There are two main security aspects that have been left

out of this study, namely the interactions between the tenant and the hypervisor, as well

as the security of the internal components of the network hypervisor. These aspects are

not related to network security, but they belong to the fields of cryptography and secure

development.

Additionally, the focus of the resource allocation problem was set on the defender’s point

of view, by transferring the impact of the attacker’s capacities on transitions and rewards.

This aspect may not be suited for other types of attacks that could be more complex, for

instance when the attack on one node is multi-staged.

The migration of Virtual Networks was a challenging research topic from a security per-

spective, because of the recent advances in networking techniques and the lack of specific

formalisms and related solutions. We proposed a model in this thesis that sought to be

the first step towards advanced evaluation models. We also focused on the applicability

of this model and problem resolution tools to be usable in a real life environment. From

this starting point, we envision several research leads that can be explored to complete

this work on different aspects.

Perspectives for future work

We outline several research perspectives among different topics:

Extending the formal model

• The model we have developed in this thesis describes the traditional security proper-

ties considered in a computer system. We adapted the co-residency between Virtual

Machines to propose a definition of the co-residency of Virtual Networks, based on

the physical substrate they share. This property can be exploited by monitoring

the number of migrations happening in the infrastructure, and determine which end

users’ networks are regularly migrated. Co-residency can be defined as a thresh-

old to prevent two Virtual Networks from excessively sharing the same physical

substrate. This has been previously highlighted as a potential sign of a malicious

behaviour. Characterizing co-residency through statistical analysis of user requests

and migration events allow to model user profiles that can be exploited for security

purposes. For instance, the network hypervisor can implement Virtual Network mi-

gration to reduce the co-residency between users, thus limiting the existing attack

surface [MR15,AQK+17].

• Live migration of Virtual Machines is a well studied topic, and the characterization

of the network behaviour during the migration has been considered from a security

point of view. The VM migration process has been characterized by a statistical

distribution of the bandwidth usage [APM+17]. We suggest to apply a similar
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method where the quantity of flow rules, deployed in the network subsequent to

the migration, is monitored and statistically modeled. This approach can serve

as a basis for the definition of a stealth property [APM+17] related to the network

migration process. This definition can be exploited to design a traffic noise generator

that would minimize the detectability of the whole process.

• Regarding the characterization of the security properties, implementing secure-by-

design migration primitives becomes the second step toward a secured migration

process. These primitives describe how the Virtual Network configuration is de-

ployed inside the physical infrastructure, and propose specific metrics and probes

to be used in the generation of the execution trace. Obvious cryptographic proto-

cols will partly answer the confidentiality aspect but these may not be applicable

everywhere and other properties (e.g., availability, co-residency) are not fit for this

solution. We envision a migration scheduling algorithm as a counter-measure to the

information collection capacities of the attacker considered in the threat model of

this thesis. Based on the supposed location of the attacker in the infrastructure,

configuration rules may be routed in the infrastructure while avoiding being in the

attacker’s range. Additionally, the destination substrate may be computed to avoid

an overlap with the attacker’s alleged compromised nodes.

Extending the MDP model

• The resource allocation problem was modeled to consider the migration of only one

Virtual Network at a time. While this assumption holds because the attacker is

targeting a single user, it is weakened when several Virtual Networks are migrated

simultaneously. Introducing uncertainty about the potential targets in the algorithm

makes it more difficult to determine the optimal monitoring nodes. A solution to

this problem is to construct a graph representing the embedding of each Virtual

Network, and to remove tenants from the graph when an attack has not impacted the

substrate of his Virtual Network. Pruning and weighting techniques are evaluated

in [TC07].

• As we have previously highlighted, the attack surface considered in this thesis fo-

cused on preventing unlawful manipulation or access to sensitive traffic or network

equipments. Some network hypervisors focused on resource isolation, to maintain

a fair use between users. A potential way to compromise the migration process is

to throttle it by attacking the physical network (data plane) and/or the communi-

cation channel between tenants and the hypervisor (control plane). We propose to

secure the control plane by implementing a resource allocation scheme to protect

the availability of the communication channel between tenants and the hypervisor.

For instance, a tenant flooding the communication channel could be timed out to

and his packets to the hypervisor would be dropped at the network level. This

would allow other tenants to interact with the hypervisor. We suggest to secure the
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data plane by designing an adaptive migration algorithm that can recompute the

VN embedding as the migration goes on in case the destination substrate has been

compromised during the migration.

• The scalability issues incurred by the large number of states generated to compute

the optimal policy of a Markov Decision Process represents a computationally heavy

problem for the implementation of our work inside a Cloud infrastructure composed

of thousands of network nodes, Virtual Machines and tenants. We may investigate

this aspect by proposing the clustering of the infrastructure into small kernels and

apply our MDP resolution on each kernel. Then, we would propose a combining

technique that would tie kernels together. A similar idea is investigated in [VSSB07].

• We may consider Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) to

extend the impact of network attacks. The formalism used in this thesis supposes

that the agent is immediately aware of which node has been compromised by the

attacker. The use of a POMDP introduces uncertainty in the decision process due to

the inability of the agent to accurately determine which node has been compromised

on a real-time basis. POMDP would also imply to explore new directions for the

definition of the a priori deployment. Instead of considering the performance of the

monitoring set, the a priori with a POMDP should also consider the topology of the

infrastructure to determine if a node’s location makes it more relevant to monitor.

Attack detection using POMDP has been explored in [KOLW18].

• The modeling of the MDP and the different components supposed a uniformity in

the detection capacity and behaviour of elements in the infrastructure (e.g., attacks

have identical execution traces independently from the attack source or the underly-

ing network equipments). Evaluating the behaviour of physical network equipments

under realistic attack scenarios allows to categorize them (e.g., average response

time, CPU consumption). This categorization can be then leveraged to augment

the representation of compromised nodes during the migration. In our model, net-

work nodes are trusted by the hypervisor. Compromised nodes may not provide

the hypervisor with their actual flow tables or performance metrics to hide their

malicious behaviour. Nodes may also be categorized based on a statistical analysis

of their communication with the other nodes and the hypervisor (e.g., types of mes-

sages exchanged and frequency). This analysis should be performed under normal

circumstances and when the node is under attack.

In addition to the previous perspectives, we advocate that Network Function Virtualiza-

tion may benefit from the work done during this thesis. Indeed, relocating VNFs either

because of an attack or to adapt to users needs involves a specific migration process. This

process may in turn be compromised by an attacker and thus should be protected.

To conclude, the topic of our research focused on two different aspects of network security.

The first aspect was the modeling of the security problem while the second aspect was
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about optimizing detection mechanisms in the model. It has been highlighted in the

literature that a common limitation in formal models is their excessive simplification of

the real system to be computationally solvable. This leads to the solution of a problem

that cannot be applied in real life anymore. The optimization scheme we proposed is based

on a Markov Decision Process. This formalism has rarely been used in a security context,

especially for Resource Allocation problems. This allowed us to partially alleviate the

impact on the realism of our model. However, it remains complex to evaluate the realism

of a model when no standard nor guidelines defining common basis have been published

yet. We advocate that for a formal approach to be realistic, it should be designed with

solutions to compensate assumptions made about the real system. Additionally, the model

should be evaluated against a set of real life metrics that represent the system working

under normal conditions.
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A
Game Theory

A.1 Definitions

Strategies are the actions available to a player. Each player has his own strategies, that

may differ from one player to another.

Utility function is a function representing the overall gain (resp. loss) for a player.

Perfect information describes a game where each player knows the full history of strate-

gies played by other players. Otherwise the game is an imperfect information game.

Complete information describes a game where each player knows the strategies avail-

able to all other players as well as their payoff. The opposite is called an incomplete

information game.

Cooperative games are games where all players will collaborate to maximize a common

gain, in opposition to non-cooperative games where players only maximize their own

benefit.

Zero-sum games describe a situation where the gains obtained by some players equal

the other players’ losses.

Static games are games where players choose their strategy simultaneously. These games

are also often referred to as one-shot games.

Sequential games are games where players take turn to chose their action.
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Stochastic games are games describing a system progressing from a state to another

based on the actions chosen by the players.

Security games are two-player, non-cooperative games where an attacker attacks a

system while an administrator defends it [AB10].

A.2 Game resolution

We only consider here non-cooperative games, as attackers and defenders have globally

opposite goals. Solving a game consists in determining the strategy that each player will

choose to maximize his gain.

There are two types of strategies, either pure or mixed. A pure strategy is determined

deterministically by the player (i.e., always making the same decision in a given situa-

tion). A mixed strategy is defined by assigning probability over each pure strategy (e.g.,

equiprobability of choosing one strategy among all).

One particularly interesting solution concept is the Nash Equilibrium [Nas51] which is

a set of strategies from which no player has any incentive to unilaterally deviate. In a

two-players game, each player attempts to minimize the maximum gain of his opponent.

The Nash equilibrium is expressed with the minmax problem [Neu28].
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B
Markov Decision Process

B.1 Value Iteration Algorithm

This algorithm [Bel57] takes an iterative approach to determine the value of each state in

the MDP with the Bellman equation. Value Iteration works as follows:

1. Initialize a value vector V0(s) = 0, ∀s ∈ S

2. Determine the utility of each state iteratively

Vk+1(s) = max
a

{∑
s′
P (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γVk(s

′)]

}
3. Repeat step 2 until Vk(s) converges

4. Compute the optimal policy π(s)

π(s) = arg max
a

{∑
s′
P (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γV (s′)]

}

B.2 Policy Iteration Algorithm

Similarly to the previous algorithm, the Policy Iteration algorithm [How60] works itera-

tively but directly determines the optimal policy instead of the value of the states. Policy

Iteration can be described as follows:

1. Initialize a value vector and a policy vector ∀s ∈ S, π(s) = a ∈ A, V (s) = 0
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2. Evaluate the policy

1 repeat
2 ∆ = 0
3 foreach s ∈ S do
4 temp = V (s)

/* Compute utility */

5 V (s) =
∑
s′
P (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γV (s′)]

6 ∆ = max(∆, |temp− V (s)|)
/* Repeat until convergence of the utility */

7 until ∆ < Θ (a small positive number);

3. Improve policy

1 stable-policy = True
2 foreach s ∈ S do
3 temp = π(s)

/* Compute new policy */

4 π(s) = arg max
a

{
P (s, a, s′)[R(s, a, s′) + γ

∑
s′
V (s′)]

}
/* Did the policy change ? */

5 if temp 6= π(s) then
6 stable-policy=False

7 if stable-policy then
8 exit
/* If the policy changed recompute states values */

9 else
10 goto Step 2

The computational complexity of both algorithms is studied in [LDK95]. Results show

that MDPs can be solved in a polynomial time for both algorithms, but existing solutions

are barely exploiting the structure specificities of an MDP. Simply put, MDPs are solved

like any other optimization problem.

B.3 Q-Learning

The Q-Learning algorithm [Ber00] is used when the MDP does not provide an explicit

definition of its model (i.e., transitions and/or rewards definitions are unknown). The

agent only knows what state he is in, and upon choosing an action, the agent receives

a reward for transitioning from state st to st+1. The Q function defines the quality of

action a at state st. Similarly to the Value Iteration algorithm, updating the Q function

starts with an arbitrary initialization and will be gradually updated as time passes (See
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Equation (B.1)). Q-Learning has been proven to converge under certain conditions on

the learning rate [WD92].

Q′(st, at) = (1−α) ·Q(st, at)︸ ︷︷ ︸
old value

+ α︸︷︷︸
learning rate

·

learned value︷ ︸︸ ︷(
r(st, st+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

observed reward

+ γmax
a

Q(st+1, a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
optimal discounted value

)
(B.1)
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C
Acronyms

GMB Guaranteed Minimum Bandwidth

MDP Markov Decision Process

SDN Software Defined Networking

VM Virtual Machine

VN Virtual Network
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Titre : Supervision des propriétés de sécurité lors de la migration de topologies virtuelles dans un
environnement SDN: Approche formelle et Optimisation des ressources

Mots clés : Sécurité réseau, SDN, Virtualisation, Méthodes formelles, OpenFlow, Processus de Décision
Markovien

Résumé : Cette thèse explore la sécurité de la migration de
réseaux virtuels. Au cours des années, la virtualisation a été utilisée
pour optimiser l’usage des ressources informatiques et pour sup-
porter les infrastructures des entreprises. La virtualisation consiste
à allouer une partie des ressources d’une machine physique à un
utilisateur (sous la forme d’une machine virtuelle) pour qu’il puisse
l’exploiter. Les machines virtuelles sont utilisées pour héberger des
services opérationnels comme un serveur internet ou une base de
données. La virtualisation des réseaux n’a pas profité du même
intérêt de la part des chercheurs et des acteurs industriels. Le pa-
radigme du Software Defined Networking a introduit de nouvelles
possibilités pour implémenter la virtualisation réseau et fournir aux
utilisateurs une solution flexible pour leurs besoins métiers. Les
réseaux virtuels sont utilisés pour interconnecter des machines vir-
tuelles, et ils peuvent être configurés avec des règles de routages
ou des protocoles de sécurité spécifiques. Dans l’éventualité où
un équipement réseau tomberait en panne ou sous le coup d’une
attaque informatique, le système d’hypervision va migrer les res-
sources afin de préserver la disponibilité des services utilisateurs.
La sécurité des machines virtuelles et de leur migration est un do-
maine de recherche qui a été grandement exploré par le passé,
tandis que la virtualisation réseau et plus spécifiquement la migra-
tion de réseaux virtuels restent encore des domaines de recherche
assez jeune et où beaucoup reste à faire. La surface d’attaque de
la virtualisation réseau est similaire en nature à celle de la virtua-
lisation traditionnelle, mais elle présente un aspect supplémentaire
dû à l’usage du paradigme du Software Defined Networking. La
motivation de notre travail est d’étudier la sécurité du processus
de migration des réseaux virtuels, dans le contexte du Software

Defined Networking. Nous proposons d’atteindre cet objectif en
trois phases. Tout d’abord, nous définissons le périmètre de cette
étude, et nous concentrons sur l’aspect réseau de la migration. En-
suite, nous décrivons le modèle d’attaquant afin de compromettre
la migration des réseaux et nous concevons un mécanisme de
détection contre les attaques envers l’infrastructure de virtualisa-
tion. Enfin, nous améliorons le mécanisme de défense en opti-
misant le déploiement des ressources de détection afin d’obtenir
une couverture optimale de l’infrastructure. Dans la première par-
tie de cette thèse, nous proposons une approche formelle pour
décrire les différents composants de l’infrastructure de virtualisa-
tion. Nous utilisons un formalisme de logique du premier ordre
pour décrire différentes propriétés de sécurité sous la forme de
prédicats booléens. Cette modélisation inclut la représentation des
données des utilisateurs finaux ainsi que l’infrastructure de virtuali-
sation. Une trace d’exécution est générée pendant la migration d’un
réseau virtuel, et est ensuite utilisée par un prouveur de théorème
afin de vérifier formellement si la sécurité de la migration a été res-
pectée. Le modèle formel est basé sur la supposition que la trace
d’exécution est générée par un outil de supervision exempt de tout
défaut. Ceci implique que la preuve formelle est complète. Nous
levons cette hypothèse en modélisant un problème d’allocation de
ressources afin de déterminer quels équipements réseau devraient
être chargés de la détection d’attaques pour une couverture op-
timale. Nous résolvons ce problème en utilisant un processus de
décision markovien. Nous concluons notre optimisation en propo-
sant un déploiement statique des ressources, en amont de toute
migration.

Title : Monitoring of security properties during the migration of virtual topology in a SDN environment:
Formal Approach and Resource Optimization

Keywords : Network Security, SDN, Virtualization, Formal Methods, OpenFlow, Markov Decision Process

Abstract : This thesis investigates the security of virtual network
migration. Over the years, virtualization has been used to optimize
physical resources and to support businesses’ infrastructure. Vir-
tualization consists in exposing a fraction of a resource for a user to
operate. Virtual Machines are used to host business services like
web servers or a backup service. Network virtualization has not be-
nefited from the same interest from researchers and the industry.
The Software Defined Networking paradigm has introduced new
possibilities to implement network virtualization and provide users
with a flexible network, decoupled from the physical equipment. Vir-
tual Networks are used to interconnect Virtual Machines and can
be configured with specific routing policies or security protocols. In
case of a failure of the resource, either accidental or intentional,
the virtualization infrastructure will migrate the resource to maintain
the service provided. The security of Virtual Machines and their mi-
gration is a well-researched topic that has been widely in the past,
while the study of network virtualization and especially the migra-
tion process only are at an early stage. The attack surface of net-
work virtualization is similar in nature to the virtualization of legacy
resources, and presents an additional aspect because of the use
of Software Defined Networking. The motivation of this research is
to investigate the security of the virtual network migration process
in the context of Software Defined Networking. In order to do so,
we first define the scope of the study and focus on the networking

aspect of the migration. Then, we outline the threat model of the mi-
gration process and devise a detection mechanism against attacks
in the virtualization infrastructure. Finally, we optimize the previous
mechanism by optimizing the deployment of network monitoring re-
sources for an optimal coverage.
In the first part of this thesis we propose a formal approach to des-
cribe the different aspects of the virtualization infrastructure. We
use a first order formalism to model several security properties as
a set of logical predicates. These predicates account for both phy-
sical and virtual elements of the virtualization infrastructure, and
the data use by both end users and the infrastructure owner. An
execution trace is generated during the migration of a virtual net-
work, and will be used by a theorem prover to compute a formal
proof to verify if a security violation occurred. The first order model
is based on the assumption that the execution trace is generated
using perfect monitoring. This implies that the proof is complete
and that the networking monitoring is always done under optimal
conditions. We alleviate this assumption by modeling a resource al-
location problem to determine how the monitoring resources should
be deployed and which network nodes provide the best coverage.
We solve this problem using a Markov Decision Process, and de-
termine a dynamic deployment of monitoring resources during the
migration. We conclude our optimization with a proposition of a sta-
tic deployment of the resources prior to the migration.
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